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ABSTRACT 

Examines the Signal, Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and 

Quartermaster Corps to determine the functions to be performed by 

the officers in those corps in the light of the Army's require- 

ments for functional specialists, logistics generalists, weapons 

systems managers, materiel managers, and commodity specialists♦ 

Develops statements of roles and missions for these branches» 

Addresses the personnel recommendations made by the Board of 

Inquiry op  the Army Logistics System (Brown Board) which were 

referred to the board for futher consideration. Recommends 

realignment of the branches concerned and assesses the impact 

of the recommendations on the other branches of the Army« 
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SUMMARY (U) 

PROBLEM; 

1. Conduct ^ study to develop roles and missions and officer training 

and career patterns of the Signal, Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and 

Quartermaster Corps that fulfill the following objectives: 

a. Determine the officer logistics skill requirements of the 

Army from the present time (1967) through 1975. This will include the re- 

quirements for weapons systems/ materiel managers, commodity specialistsf 

functional specialists and logistics generalists. (Phase I) 

b. In light of skill requirements, develop Signal, Transportation, 

Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps roles and missions« (Phase I) 

c. In light of the above determinations, develop Signal, Trans- 

portation, Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps officer personnel manage- 

ment programs which identify skills required and provide career patterns that 

include appropriate educational programs and command and staff assignments. 

(Phase II) 

BACKGROUND 

2. On 7 February 1967, the Chief of Staff, Army, was briefed on an OPO 

study concerning realignment of the Signal, Ordnance and Quartermaster Corps. 

3. On 9 February 1967, the Chief of Staff, Army, was briefed on Volume 

V, "Personnel, Training, and Organization, Report by Board of Inquiry on 

the Army Logistics System", dated January 1967, which contained recommendations 

concerning realignment of the ordnance. Quartermaster and Transportation Corps. 

4. On 20 February 1967, the Chief of Staff, Army, issued CSM 67-71 

directing that the OPO study be withdrawn from staffing and that a plan for 



studying the total concept and future status of officer personnel of the 

Ordnance, Quartermaster, Signal, Transportation and Chemical Corps be prepared 

(Incl 1). 

5, On 25 February 1967, the Chief of Staff, Army, announced his decisions 

on Volume V of the Brown Soard (Incl 2). 

6. On 24 March 1967, the Chief of Staff, Army, issued CSM 67-120 

directing this study (Incl 3)« 

?• This report is an interim report of the findings on Phase I, The 

final report will be published after the approval of Phase I and completion of 

Phase II. 

FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM; 

8. The 1962 reorganization of the Army left the "technical services" 

without the clear roles and missions which previously formed the basis for 

career development of the officers of those corps. 

9. Two major tasks were fundamental to fulfillment of the study 

objectives. They were: 

a. Determine the officer logistical skills required by the Army. 

b. Determine how the branches should be aligned for the best 

training, development and management of officers possessing these skills. 

10. In accomplishing these fundamental tasks, the needs of Army 

Materiel Command and other DA commands and agencies v/ere considered, as well 

as were the needs of the Army in the field. As these tasks were accomplished, 

the board correlated its findings with the Brown Board personnel recommendations 

on which decisions were deferred (Annex. G, Section I). Special study and 

analysis was given to the following areas: 
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a. Staffing of repair parts supply officer positions« 

b. Aircraft maintenance responsibilities 

c. Elimination of the LOP. 

d. Staffing or logistics generalist type positions» 

e. Battalion Staffing (S~4) 

f. Retention or abolishment of Chemical Corps, 

11. Appropriate role and mission statements, reflecting the recommendations 

of the board, were prepared for the STOCQ branches. 

12. The impact of the study recommendations on the other branches 

and on the Army as a whole were assessed and weighed against the advantages 

to be gained from the proposed changes. 

LOGISTICS FUNCTIONS AND OFFICER  LOGISTICS SKILL REQUIREMENTS 

13. Logistics functions required in performance of the Army's mission 

were categorized as follows: 

a. Maintenance 

b. Supply 

c. Movements 

d. Research and development (R&D) 

e. Acquisition of materiel 

f. Materiel evacuation and disposition 

g. Acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, and 

disposition of facilities and real property. 

h. Hospitalization and evacuation 

i. Logistics services 

14. Performance of these functions provides the Army with the goods 

and services essential to the prosecution of war. The types of officer 

positions existing in Army organizations reflect a close function/commodity 

relationship. 
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»    15• The Army requires officers trained and experienced in logistics 

to fill four general type of positions. These aro positions vrtvJch encompass 

responsibilities for (Da single function for a single commodity; (2) a 

single function for several commodities; (3) several functions for a single 

commodity; and (4) severa?. functions for several commodities. Although the 

lines of distinction are not always clear, officer skills can be categorized 

in broad terms as function oriented, commodity oriented, or logistics generalistt 

16. Skill requirements for officers in the lower grades usually can 

be identified by either function or commodity orientation» The greatest 

requirements for officers in these grades are for positions in the functional 

organizations of the Army in the field; hence, most require functional 

orientation. There are, however, requirements for commodity oriented of- 

ficers in all grades within the wholesale logistics system. 

4^    17. In the field organizations, logistics functions typically merge 

at the higher operational and st?ff levels. Centralized responsibility for 

materiel (supply and maintenance), transportation and services, above the 

battalion level, and, at the top, for all logistics are common. Officers in 

these positions need have a broad knowledge of the several functional areas 

for which they are responsible. In the words of this study, these officers 

are logistics generalists. 

18. The greatest number of requirements army-wide is for functional 

specialists. Functional positions predominate in the Army in the field, 

especially in the company grades. There are identifiable requirements for 

functional specialists through the grade of general officer; however, the 

need for the broader managerial skills of the logistics generalist become 

more evident as the level of responsibility increases. While there are roan^ 



positions in the Army in the field which require commodity adaptation or 

application of functional skills, most identifiable requirements for coranodity 

specialists are within the wholesale logistics system. The most notable 

exception to this is in ammunition service which is handled on an integrated 

commodity basis throughout. 

19. The basic alignment of the branches should provide for the best 

training and management of officers possessing the functional and commodity 

skills required. Four alignments were considered. They were: 

a. Alignment of branches on a commodity skill basis. 

b. Establish a Materiel Corps by merging Ordnance and Quartermaster 

Corps. 

Cm    Alignment of branches on a functional skill basis. < ''■■■'■■  -^ 

d. Retain the present alignment. 

20. In arriving at a conclusion on how to align branches, the Board 

considered the AMC needs, finding of previous studies, and the total Army 

needs. TECSTAR, the Brown Board, and the OPO-SOQ studies all pointed out 

the need for functional alignment. The preponderance of the Army's logistics 

officer requirements in todays environment is for functional specialists. 

This came about by COSTAR II and TASTA-70. In addition, the branch schools 

and Combat Development Command are generally organized in a functional 

manner. These conditions lead to the conclusion that functional alignment 

(course of action c) would be the best alternative for alignment of the 

STOCQ branches but specific action must be taken to provide for the 

development of weapon systems and equipment. Having concluded that course 

of action c was the most acceptable alternative, the next problem was 

to determine how to assure development of weapons systems and equipment 

systems managers. The Board considered two methods that could be used in 

conjunction with the functionally aligned STOCQ branches as follows: 



a. Specialist program with a sub-program for each coirroodity group« 

b. Assignment of responsibility for materiel development to functional 

branches• 

The specialist program has the advantage of allowing maximum participation of 

all branches. It was rejected, however, because of problems involved in 

having two activities managing the officer's career and competing for his 

time (the branch and the specialist program). It was concluded that branches 

should be assigned responsibility for development of weapons systems and 

equipment as follows: 

Signal Corps        Communications and electronics equipment 

Transportation Corps  Aircraft, rail and marine equipment 

Ordnance Corps       Weapons, vehicles, ammunition, missiles 

Chemical Corps       Chemical and biological agents, equipment, 

ammunition, and weapons systems 

Quartermaster Corps  Clothing and textiles, individual equipment, 

POL, subsistence, aerial delivery equipment. 

Corps of Engineers   Construction equipment, bridging and demolitions. 

Medical Corps       Medical equipment. 

This assignment fixes responsibility for development of these Important 

skills with the branch having the greatest engineering competence for the 

equipment involved. There should be very little turbulence caused since 

responsibility is placed with the branch that today possesses the preponderance 

of technical skills for these items. Retention of the R&D specialist pro- 

gram allows continued use of available skills from other branches to include 

the necessary user input from the arms branches. This is compatible with 

functional alignment of branches and permits alternate career patterns within 

a branch. With this responsibility fixed, special career patterns can be 

developed that will provide the optimum schooling and experience to qualify 
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officers for key staff positions involving »ateriel and weapons development. 

The branches responsible for materiel development would also be responsible 

for the development of officers qualified for staff positions primarily 

concerned with the life-cycle functions of research, development, testing, 

evaluation, production, quality assurance, product improvement, and technical 

assistance. 

21. Additional recommendations of the Brown Board, summarized below, 

have been examined in terms of officer skill relationships and in light of 

other studies: 

a. That repair parts supply should be a function of the Ordnance 

Corps. 

b. That aircraft maintenance should be a function of the Ordnance 

Corps. 

c. That OQT officers should staff logistics material (I/O positions 

and the Logistics Officer Pi/ogram (LOP) should be eliminated. 

u. Establish s maintenance officer co-equal with the S-4 (Supply 

Officer) on the battalion staff. Designate these as Ordnance Corps and Quarter- 

master Corps positions respectively. 

e. Consider abolishment of the Chemical Corps. 

22. Findings in the case of the above recommendations were: 

a. The duties of a repair parts supply officer are performed in a 

maintenance environment and require knowledge of maintenance policies, 

but the basic skills required are essentially supply skills. As such, these 

positions should be filled with officers of the Quartermaster Corps, regard- 

less of the type or location of the unit in which he performs these duties. 

This in no way changes maintenance support concepts or doctrine. 
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b. Aircraft maintenance officers perform duties that require 

mechanical maintenance skills. Flight testing of repaired aircraft is 

essential, however, it is not necessary that the maintenance officer perform 

the flight test. Consequently, the maintenance officer need not be a quali- 

fied aviator. Operations in Southeast Asia are heavily dependent upon Army 

ai  .rt. Uninterupted effective aircraft maintenance support in this area 

is, therefore, vital. As a mechanical maintenance function, aircraft 

maintenance should be the responsibility of the Ordnance Corps, however, 

this change must be properly phased to preclude disruption of Southeast 

Asia operations. 

c. Logistics generalist type positions should be filled by officers 

trained 3:or and experienced in logistics functions. Officers in the LOP 

are a select group, but many participate in logistics on a part-time basis 

and their careers remain oriented on the functions of their basic branch. 

The OQT officers under the proposed realignment, are career logisticians. 

Since responsibility for the development of logisticians has been fixed, there 

no longer is a requirement for a specialist program. Logistics generalist 

positions should be designated as IM  and be filled by officers of the OQT 

Corps. When the strengths of these corps permit the fill of key (LM) 

positions, the LOP should be eliminated. 

d. The Brown Board recommendation for battalion S-4 staffing was 

based on reports of below standard performance of supply and maintenance 

activities in the combat arms battalions which was largely attributed to: 

(1) Lack of appropriate experience by the combat arms officers 

assigned to such duties. 
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(2) Widespread unpopularity of these assignments among combat 

arms officers. 

(3) Heavy turnover rate among officers so assigned • 

(4) Staffing of these positions with lieutenants or failure 

to staff the positions« 

e. This board considered the above factors and weighed them 

against the following factors favoring retention of combat arms staffing. 

(1) Gives commanders flexibility in selection of his staff» 

(2) Provides combat arms officers basic logistics experience 

and appreciation for logistics problems. 

(3) The combat arms officer is trained to appreciate the 

tactical situation he must support logisticallyw 

(4) Permits replacement of combat losses from within the 

battalion. 

t (5) An S-4 is coordinating staff position and not a technical 

position at this level. 

f. The Board concluded that performance of supply and maintenance 

activities at battalion level could best be accomplished by * 

(1) Retention of a single S-4, but in the grade of major, 

with technical expertise provided by the supply and maintenance warrant 

officers. 

(2) Provision of additional S-4 type training at branch 

advance courses, and; 

(3) Staffing with a ccmbat aims officer. 

g. The Board found that after the functional realignment of the 

STOCQ branches, the Chemical Corps: 
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(1) Would retain approximate the same officer strength• 

(2) Would perform a vital function as the single reservoir of 

CBR expertise for all the Armed Forces of the United States. 

(3) Should be retained as a basic branch of the Army and be 

designated an arm and service« 

STOCQ BRANCH ROLES AND MISSIONS; 

23. Roles and mission statements for the realigned STOCQ branches 

are contained in Section V of the study. 

IMPACT 

24. Impact assessment was made using MOS to identify and segregate 

officer skills. The Board identified and placed MOS with the appropriate 

branch under a functional realignment. Based on a report of current duty 

position fill, the gross impact shown below would result if all personnel 

currently serving in these positions were reassigned to the appropriate 

functional branch. 

GROSS IMPACT ON DUTY POSITIONS 

LOSSES TO ARMS BRANCHES OQT GAINS AND LOSSES 

Infantry -531 

Amor -235 

Artillery -362 

Chemical -51 

Engineer -519 

Signal -405 

Ordnance      +704 

Quartermaster +1281 

transportation -558 

Log Material   +804 
(OCX)      

Net Gains +2231 

OTHER LOSSES (Excluding   -128 
OQT) 

TOTAL -2231 



.f 25. Those uni-functional positions realigned from other branches 
V 

to the OQT branches total 1427, an overall 9% increase for the three 

branches. The Transportation Corps, however, has a net loss of about 10% 

based on the loss of aircraft maintenance while Ordnance and Quartermaster 

have increases of 12% and 28% respectively. The loss to the rest of the 

Army is 1.5%. 

26. The designation of logistics type positions as LM and the 

elimination of the logistics officer program with the requirement for the 

OQT branches to fill additional logistics positions, now baing filled 

by officers of other branches, requires adjustments of greater consequence, 

although fewer in number. This analysis is based upon the most extreme 

situation. In designating logistics positions as 1/1, the Board does not 

intend to exclude officers from other branches from serving with logistical 

staffs or units. They are required in order to provide user input and 

serve in other capacities, however, they should be identified as such 

and not as logisticians. Today, these officers who provide the branch mix 

are generally carried in logistic MOS. Since a breakout between these 

officers and the "pure" logisticians is not available. The result there 

is the most extreme Situation, This impact will sof\:en when TDA's are 

changed to reflect the actual need for logisticians and the mix of other 

branches. There are 804 LM duty positions now filled by officers other 

than OQT officers which amount of 5% of the current assigned strength of the 

OQT branches, but most of these positions are in the field grades, resulting 

in a 12% increase in field grade officer positions for the OQT branches. 

The shift of field grade requirerients has greater implications than a similar 

change in the company grades. This problem is illustrated by comparing OQT 

positions after realignment with a prorata distribution of field grade 
4* 
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authorizations under the officer grade limitation act (OGIA). For a 

commissioned officer strength of 125,597, the OGIA limits were computed by 

percentages: 

Colonel 4.4% 

Lieutenant Colonel 11.7% 

Major 16.2% 

Applying these perc^ntayes to the 18,288 OCR  strength after realignment, 

the OQT branches could support 805 colonels, 2140 lieutenant colonels, 2963 

majors and 12,380 company grade officers. In order to support the 990 colonel 

duty positions which they would be required to fill, the OQfT branches would 

need a total strength of 22,500 officers. Applying the OGLA percentages, 

the grade structure would consist of 990 colonels, 2633 lieutenant colonels, 

3645 majors and 15,232 company grade officers. This reveals that the 

greatest increase is required in company grade positions. This is not a 

new problem. It merely adds to an existing imbalance in the force structure, 

specifically in the logistics base. 

27. The Board examined several courses of action which would improve 

the realigned GOT grade structure. They were: 

a. Establish a separate promotion list for logistics branches. 

b. Leave the logistics generalist positions as branch immaterial 

(BI) for fill by all branches. 

c. Reduce or eliminate the assignment of senior OQT officers to 

non-logistics BI positions. 

d. Increase the CONUS logistics base.  (This was recommended by 

the Brown Board. The Chief of Staff directed ACSFOR to initiate a study 

of the total CONUS "training and rotation base" problem. See Annex G, 

Section I, Recommendation 21). 
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i e. Increase the assignment of junior OQfT officers to BI positions• 

28. The Board concluded that: 

a. Measured in terms of total positions affected, the functional 

realignment of the STOCQ branches does not have a significant impact on the 

total Army« 

b« Alignment of LM positions with the OQT branches significantly 

increases the number of field grade officer positions for those branches 

without appreciable loss to any other one branch. 

c. Alignment of JM positions with the OQT branches increases 

the grade imbalance within those branches. 

d. Improvement? possible in the performcince of Amy logistics 

under functional realignment outweigh the disadvantage of increased grade 

imbalance for the OQT branches. 

e. The grade imbalance impact can be diminished by the reduction 

in the assignment of OQT colonels to pure BI positions. 

f. The ACSPOR study on the total CONUS "training and rotation 

base" problem may provide a structure which will alleviate the imbalance. 

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS; 

29. Functions and skills. 

a. The Army requires officers who are functional specialists, 

commodity specialists, and logistics generalists. 

b. The bulk of the officer positions in Army organizations are 

identified by the function to be performed. 

30. Branch Realignment. 

a. The STOCQ branches should be realigned on a functional basis. 

b. Responsibility for the development and management of weapons 

systems/equipment system managers, by commodity, should be assigned to the 

functionally realigned branches. 
xiii 
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31. Relative to other Brov/n Board recommendations: 

a. Repair parts supply functions should be performed by 

officers of the branch primarily responsible for supply. 

b. Aircraft maintenance functions should be performed by officers 

of the branch primarily responsible for maintenance. 

c. Multi-functional logistics positions, now designated as 

Branch Immaterial (BI) should be designated as Logistics Material (LM) 

and be filled by officers of the OQT branches. 

d. The Logistics Officer Program should be eliminated when OQfl 

branch strengths permit them to fill the key logistic? (LM) positions, 

e. The line battalion S-4 should be a single position in the 

grade of major from the branch with which the unit is identified. 

f. Officers of branches that do not have a primary role in 

logistics should receive additional logistics training at their branch 

career courses in order to better prepare them for duty as battalion S-^s. 

g. The retention of the Chemical Corps as the basic branch 

primarily responsible for CBR functions is in the best interest of the 

national security. 

32. Impact. 

a. Measured in terms of total positions affected, the functional 

realignment of the STOCQ branches does not have a significant impact on 

the .total Army. 

b. Alignment of IM positions with the OQT branches significantly 

increases the number of field grade officer positions for those branches 

without appreciable loss to any one other branch. 
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c. Alignment of IM positions with the OQT branches increases the 

grade imbalance within those branch&s. 

RECOMMENDATIONS; 

33. That the STOCQ branches be realigned on a functional basis, 

as follows: 

BRANCH PRIMARY FUNCTIONS EXCEPTIONS 

of cryptographic equipment 

None 

Less maintenance of medical 
and cryptographic equip- 
ment 

None 

Less supply of medical and 
cryptographic equipment 
and ammunition 

34. That responsibility for weapons systems and equipment development 

and career management of weapons systems/equipment system managers be assigned 

to the functional branches as follows: 

Signal Corps Communications/Electroi 

Transportation Corps Movements 

Ordnance Corps Equip Maint/ 
Aramu/iition 

Chemical Corps CBR 

Quartermaster Corps Supply 

Signal 

Transportati on 

Ordnance 

Chemical 

Quartermaster 

Communications-electronics equipment 

Aircraft, rail and marine equipment 

Missiles, vehicles, weapons, ammunition 

C-B agents, ammunition, weapons and equipment 

POL, clothing and textiles, individual equipment, 
aerial delivery equipment and subsistence 

Engineer Construction equipment, bridging and demolitions 

Medical Medical equipment 

35. That multi-functional logistics positions not identifiable 

with a single branch be designated as Logistics Material (LM) and be 

filled by officers of the OQT branches. 
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36. That the Logistical Officer Program be eliminated when OQT branch 

% strengths permit them to fill the key logistics im)  positions. 

37. That implementatior o^ the above recommendations be phased 

to minimize personnel turbulence. 

38. That a detailed plan for the phasing of the transfer of aircraft 

maintenance functions from the Transportation Corps to the Ordnance Corps 

be prepared in order to insure continuity of operations in SE Asia. 

39. That authorized officer strengths of affected branches be 

adjusted. 

40. That branch transfers be encouraged, as appropriate. 

41. That forced branch transfers be avoided. 

42. That the battalion S-4 position be authorized a major of the 

branch with which the unit is identified. 

43. That the branch career courses of the combat arms provide 

additional training and emphasis on preparation of their officers for S-4 

duties• 

44. That, when sufficient time has elapsed, the grade structures 

of the realigned OQT branches be examined to determine if additional 

strength adjustment actions are required. 

45. That the roles and missions statements for the STOCQ branches 

(Annex A to Section V) be approved. 

46. That the Chemicel Corps be retained as a basic branch of the 

Army and be designated an arm and service. 
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CSM 67-71 

Eff«ctlv» until 15 Pthru«ry 1968 imlc»» sooner raicindtod or suptrudedU 

DBPARTWENT OP THE ARMSf 
OFPICB OF THE CHIEf OT STATT 
:T
 Washington! D, C, 203X0  MAJ Ellls/maq/59914 

CS 320 (20 Pfeb 67) 20 February 1967 

MEHORAHDUM FOR: HEADS OF ARMY STAFF AGCNCZCS 

SUBJECT: Stody of Officer Personnel in Ordnance, Quartermaster, 
Signal» Transportation, and Chemical Corps 

1*  References} 

a.  CSM 66-282, 8ubject? «Role of Ordnance, Quartsnnaster and 
Signal Corps Officers," dated 15 June 1966. 

fb«  Volume V9 "Personnel, Training, qnd Organisation,** Report 
by Board of Inquiry on the Any Logistics System, dated January 1567 • 

c«  Briefing for the CofSA, subject as in b above, 9 February 
1967. 

2m     The purpose of the memorandum is to direct actions ijti regard 
to related studies of officer personnel concepts» 

3.  The Chief of Staff has directed that? 

a.  The study directed by reference la be withdrawn from 
current staffing« The requirement for submission to the CofSA of this 
slüdy by 28 February 1967 be rescinded« lm 

b.  DCSPER: 

,j        (1) Prepare a plan for studying, in detail, the total 
odVcept and future status of officer personnel of the Ordnance, feiartftr* 
iriiHiter, Signal, Transportation, and Chemical Corps. 

(2) Provide the proposed study plan to thtf CoflA ai icon 
fits possible but no later than 15 March 1967. (Proposed plan should 
include an estimated date of completion for the study.) 

INCLCSURE I, SUMMARY 

XVII v 
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SUBJECT; Study of Officer Personnel In Ordnance, (Xiertermaater, 
Slgriol, Transportation y and Chemical Corpe 

c»  Cfcainiian9 DA Board of Xnqiiiry on the Amy Logistics Systsa, 
and heads of Any staff agencies to include, but not liaite* to, 
DCSOPS, BCSL06, ACSTOB, OR», and GOA support DCSPCR in the preparation 
of the stu% plan« 

DISmiBünOHi. /«/FRANK J« SAOCPON 
l^w FRANK J. SACKTON 

Major General, OS 
SUSPENSES Secretory of the general Staff 
OCSFER—IS Her 67—Study Pliyi 

INCLOSIIPE J., SUMMARY 

X.vIII 



cm IM* 
Effective until 21 February 19(t unlMft soontr rescinded or superMdad 

DEPARIMOft Or THE JMOT 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OP STAFF 

Washington, D.C. 20310     NAJ Kills/maq/S9914 

CS 400 (25 Feb 67) 25 February 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR: HEADS OP ARMY STAFF AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Report of the DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistic» Syatc»9 
Voluae V "Personnel, Training and Organisation,** Reports Control 
Symbol CS0CS-92 

1•  References t 

a. CSM 67-1f "Staffing of the Report of the DA Board of Inquiry 
on the Army Logistics System, •• dated 3 January 1967, 

b. Volume V, "Personnel, Training and Organization,1* Report of 
OA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System, dated January 1967» 

c. PCSPER summary sheet, subject, "Volume V, Report of DA Board 
of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System,** dated 27 January 1967« 

d«   Briefing for the CofSA, subject as in b and c above, 9 February 
1967. 

2«  Hie purpose of this memorandum is to announce decisions relative to 
Volume V of the Report of the 0A Board of Inquiry art he Army Logistics 
System. 

3. The Chief of Staff, in acting on the sniiry sheet referenced 
above, made the decisions on the recommendations of the Board of Inquiry as 
listed in the inclosure. 

4. The following responsibilities are assigned for execution of the 
Chief of Staff's decisions: 

a.   DCSPER is assigned overall responsibility for staff supervision 
of decision execution and willt 

(1) Accomplish required actions for recommendations for which 
he is assigned responsibility. 

(2) Coordinate the actions assigned to other staff agencies 
which have a staff interest in certain reconmendationr. • 
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and messages. 
(3) Prepare or coordinate preparation of required directives 

(4) Submit to the Chief of Staff a quarterly progress report. 
Status of Decision Execution on Volume V of Report of DA Board of Inquiry 
on the Army Logistics System (RCS CSOCS-92). The first report« as of 28 
April 1967, will be submitted not later than IS Hay 1967 and will Include 
an overall time-phased plan for accomplishment of the approved rccomMnda- 
tions. Subsequent reports will be submitted thereafter by the 15th of the 
month following the end of each three months until all actions have been 
completed. Completed actions need be reported only once. 

b.   Other staff agencies will accomplish actions as assigned in 
the inclosure arid will furnish appropriate input to the DCSPER for Inclusion 
in the report required by paragraph 4a(4) above. The initial rttport will 
include an overall plan for accomplishment of the approved reconwendations 
and estimated dates of completion. 

BY DIRtCTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF: 

/S/ FRANK J. SACKTON 
1 Incl FRANK J. SACKTON 

as Major General, GS 
Secretary of the General Staff 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Copies furnished: 
DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System J 
CGUSCONARC 
CGUSAMC 
CGUSACDC 

SUSPENSE: 
DCSPER—Para 4a(4)—Report 
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( . CSM 67-120 

Effective until 21 March 1968 unless sooner rescinded or superseded« 

DEPARTMENT OP THE ARHST 
OFFICE (7 THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

Wash ni^on, D. C* ^OC 0   NAJ Ellis/i»aq^"<*M4 

CS 320 (24 Mar 67) 24 March 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR: HEADS OF ARMST STAFF AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Study of Signal, Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and 
Quartermaster Corps 

1«  REFERENCES; 
i 

a.  CSM 66-282, subject, "Role of Ordnance, Quartermaster, 
and Signal Corps Officers," dated 15 June 1966* 

/ b.  Volunie V, "Personnel. Trailing9 and Organization, Report 
V.        by Board of Inquiry oh the Amy Logistics System, ** dated January 1967. 

c«  Briefing for the cofSA, subject* as in b above, 9 Feb 67. 

d. CSM 67-71, subject, "Study of Officer Personnel in OrdC, 
QMC, SigC, TC and QnlC," dated 20 February 1967. 

e. CSM 67-78, subject as in b above, dated 25 February 1967. 

f. DCSPER summary sheet, subject as in d abc fe, dated 
8 March 1967. 

2. PURPOSE: A special study will be conducted to develop roles 
and missions and officer training and career patterns of the Signal, 
Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps. 

3. STUDY SPONSOR: DCSPER 

4. OCofSA STUpY MONITOR: OÄVCofSA (Director of Studies). 

5. TERMS OF REFERENCE; 

a.  Problem. Reference b made recommendations concerning 
revised branch roles and training patterns for logistics managers. In 
referenfe e the Chief of Staff deferred decision on these recommendations 

£ directing that they be addressed in a separate study by DCSPER. 
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SUBJECT: Study of Signal, Transportationf Ordnance, Chenlcal and 
Quartermaster Corps 

**•  Objectives,  The objective» of this study are to: 

(1) Determine the officer logistics skill requirements of 
the Army from the present time (1967) through 1975. This will Include the 
requirements for weapons systems/materiel managers, commodity specialists, 
functional specialists and logistics generallsts, 

(2) In light of 5b(1) findings, develop Signal, Transportation, 
Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps roles and missions. 

(3) In light of 5b(l) findings, develop Signal, Transportation, 
QrdMnce, Chsmical and Quartermaster Corps officer personnel management 
ppogeii uhlch identify skills required and provide career patterns that 
Include appropriate educational programs and command and staff assignments» 

c*  Limits« Except as study findings impact on other branches of 
the officer corps, only officer personnel of the Signal, Transportation, 
Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps will be considered. 

d.  Scope» The study will examine the following: 

(1) The Army's requirements for Signal, Tranportatlon, Ordnance, 
Chemical, and Quartermaster Corps officer skills, to include requirements?for 
wmapons systems managers, materiel managers, commodity specialists, functional 
specialists, and logistics generallsts. 

(2) Functions to b^ performed by the Signal, Transportation, 
Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps, leading to revised mission 
statements for these branches. 

(3) Existing technical officer skills. Identification of 
additional skills required and adjustment of existing skill inventories 
between branches in light of revised branch roles and missions« 

(4) The types of command and staff positions at battalion 
and higher levels which should be filled by officers of the fiive branches« 

(5) Revised 30-year career patterns for officers of the 
five branches. 

(6) Revisions of technical and logistics officer educational 
programs required at all levels, to include consideration of the findings 
of the Brown Board, Haines Board and other pertinent studies. 

••'•  Time Frame. Current through the end of BY 1975« 

f.  EEA. 
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SUBJECT: Study of Signal» Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and 
Quartermaster Corps 

(1) The technical and logistics officer skills required vy 
and exifcting ir. Jnv Army. 

(2) The roles and missions of the Signal, Transportation» 
Ordnance» Chemical and Quartermaster Corps* 

(3) Technical and logistics officer career patterns and 
educational programs. 

(4) The impact of indicated revisions in technical and 
logistics officer personnel concepts on other branches of the officer corps» 

g.  Environment. The current world environment» projected through 
1975, will be used. 

6. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS: Heads of'Any staff agencies and major 
comnands will assist DCSPER as required. 

7. ADMINISTRATIOH: :  ;.. 

**  Study Title. "Study of Signal» Transportation» Ordnance, 
Chemical, and Quartermaster Corps (STOCQ).ft 

b. Study Schedule. $ee Inclosure. *  ''f i -■. 

c. Action Dopumants. The study should produce the action 
iecuwanta required to mSStmSommnU^iaamm 

BY DIRECTION OT THE CHZCF OP STAFF: 

/s/ FRANK J. SACKTON 
FRANK J. SACKTON 
Major General» GS 
Secretary of the General Staff 

1 Incl 
Study Schedule 

DISTRIBUTION 

SUSPENSE: 
DCSPER—10 Jun 67—Part I 

—45 days after approval 
of Part I—Entire Study 

INCLOSURE III, SLWAF 
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STUPy SQKWIE 

PJ«T I - ROLES AMD MISSIONS 

1«  Further study of areas of duplication and extent of overlap In 
the functional realignment of the branches. 

2«  Define and determine requirements for weapons systems/materiel 
managers, comnodlty specialists, functional specialists and logistics 
generalists« 

3. Determine appropriate role and missions for each branch and the 
officer skill realignment required. 

4. Identify types of positions that should be filled by officers of 
the branches studied and assess impact on all branches concerned. 

5. Submission of Part I to the Chief of Staff for approval - 10 June 
1967. 

PART II - TRAINING AND CAREER PROGRESSION 

1. Develop appropriate officer career patterns, 

2. Consider changes required in the educational program of the 
officers concerned. 

3. Complete draft study for staff coordination. 

4. Staffing and revision. 

5. Publication. 

6. Submission to Chief of Staff for approval - 45 days after 
approval of Part I«, 

INCLOSURE III t WM' 



SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

BASIS FOR STUDY 

1#  Chief of Staff Memorandum (CSM) 67-120, 24 March 1967, directed 

the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) to develop roles and 

missions and officer training and career patterns for the Signal, Trans- 

portation, Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps « 

2. A Board of officers was appointed to study the problem and submit 

a report of findings and recommendations• The composition of the Board is 

attached as Annex A. 

BACKGROUND 

3. The composition of Army branches has undergone evolutionary 

changes which must be reviewed before proceeding with a study of any of 

these branches• Prior to 1920, the composition of the branches was closely 

controlled by Congress, and as a result the branches, which combined to 

form the overall Army organization, were largely independent of War Depart- 

ment control. Congress approved the organization of specific units for 

each branch to include the numbers and grades of all officers and enlisted 

raen« The units, the officers and the enlisted men so authorized belonged 

to the branches. Branches received separate funding for and conducted 

their own internal training, logistical, and personnel functions. The War 

Department had to go to Congress for authority to add one private to any 

Army organization, or to change the strengths or organization of the 

branches in any way. 

4. The reorganization of the Army in 1920 increased War Department 

control of the branches by authorizing internal organization of the branches 
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c 
without Congressional approval« Congress continued to authorize the 

number of officers and enlisted men by grade for each branch, but left 

their organization in the hands of the War Department, 

5. Branches continued to be organized and to function in this 

fashion until World War IJ. Using wartime powers, many changes in the 

branches were accomplished without the requirement for Congressional 

approval• 

6. Following the war, a number of bills that had an affect on the 

branches were approved by Congress, The Army reorganization bill of 1950 

resulted in changes to Title 10, US Code, v*iich gave the Secretary of the 

Army authority to establish new basic branches and to discontinue r con- 

solidate basic branches of the Army for the duration of any war or of any 

national emergency declared by Congress". Army witnesses, appearing before 

Congress in support of this bill made statements to the effect that: 

a#  Branches have no inherent or statutory powers. 

b. Statutes passed by Congress assign duties and powers to 

branch chiefs, not branches. 

c. As the term "branch" was used in the bill, it had the con- 

notation of being a career branch; a field of specialization that an 

officfer follows throughout his Army career. 

7. In 1951, The Quartermaster General submitted a draft AR 10-330, 

titled "Organization and Functions, Quartermaster Corps" to the Comptroller 

of the Arrny. Paragraph e of the proposed AR contained a paragraph titled, 

"Composition" which read: "The Quartermaster Corps consists of the Office 

of The Quartermaster General and such field installations, activities and 

units as are prescribed by the Secretary of the Army. Personnel comprising 
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the Quartermaster Corps are The Quartermaster General, his Deputy and 

Assistants, and such commissioned and warrant officers and other members 

as shall be assigned thereto by*the Secretary of the Array•" * 

8. The Comptroller of the Army stated that he felt that this con- 

flicted with the provisions of the Army Organization Act of 1950« Specifi- 

cally, he considered that the branches or corps of the Army are composed 

solely of personnel and that the office of the "chief", installations, 

activities, and units are not an integral part of such corps. The Judge 

Advocate General wrote an opinion which corroborated the Army Comptroller^ 

position in this matter, 

9. Since 1951, two major changes affecting ths branches have taken 

place. First, in 1962, the Secretary of Defense, acting on recommendations 

by the Secretary of the Army, and using broad powers provided by the National 

Defense Act of 1949, as modified in 1958, eliminated most of the technical 

service branch chiefs and divided their duties among several commands and 

agencies. Second, enlisted personnel ceased to be assigned to a branch. 

They are now assigned by MOS to units, and although many of these units are 

still identified with branches, the enlisted personnel are not an actual 

part of a branch. As a result of these evolutionary changes in branch compo- 

sition, the officer remains as the only identifiable element of a branch of 

the Army today. 

10. Since this study concerns technical branches, a more detailed 

review of the effects of the 1962 reorganization of these branches is neces- 

sary. Prior to the functional reorganization of the Army in 1962, based on 

the Hoelscher Committee Report (Project 80), the Signal, Transportation, 

Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps existed as technical services. 

SECTION I 
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Each Corps  had the specific mission of providing to the Arpy branch-related 

coroniodities and services. Each Corps was headed by a Chief of Service, with 

an Office of the Chief located at Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQ, 

DA) at the special staff level. Each Chief performed a dual function. 

a*  He served as principal advisor to the Chief of Staff through 

the Army Staff on those commodities and services included in his mission. 

The scope of his responsibilities included but was not limited to the 

organization and doctrine of units providing branch services and supply 

and maintenance of his assigned commodities. 

b.  He comnanded a CONUS Class II complex of installations and 

activities which performed those multi-functional tasks associated with 

the forecasting^ development and provision to the Arm^ of all major items, 

assemblies, sub-assemblies and repair parts pertinent to his assigned 

commodities. He also was responsible for the management of the Corps of 

Officers which did this work for him. 

11. The mission of each Technical Service, under the command of its 

Chief and the staff surveillance of his principal assistants, was accomp- 

lished in the field under the command/management of a Corps of Officers 

(Ordnance, Quartermaster, et al). Each Chief of Service was responsible, 

under the policy guidance of DCSPER and DCSLOG, to procure and manage his 

Corps of Officers, and to assign them against validated requisitions of 

using commanders. The commodity orientation of each technical service 

mission required each technical Corps of Officers to include a broad in- 

ventory of technical skills. The included commodity-oriented skills were 

research, development, test, evaluation, procurement, operations, production, 

distribution, storage, maintenance in storage, and skills required to 
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c 
develop supply, maintenance and operations doctrine for support of the Army 

in the field« Skills, common to all technical services, included both the 

general and limited management of men, money, materiel, and organizations« 

12« The Chiefs of Technical Services were abolished in 1962« Their 

prime materiel missions were assigned to the Commander of the new Army 

Materiel Command (USAMC)« Their training functions were c.3signed to the 

Commander, Continental Army Command (USCONARC)« Their combat development 

functions were assigned to the Commander of the new Combat Developments 

Command (USACDC). Their officer personnel management functions were 

assigned to the Chief of the new Office of Personnel Operations (0P0), an 

element of the Special Staff, HQ DA« 

13. Each Corps of officers, with its technical and multi-functional 

skill inventory unchanged, became the management responsibility of Chief, 

OPO» All colonels are now managed by the Colonels Division, Officer Person- 

nel Directorate (OPD), 0P0« All other officers, lieutenant colonels through 

warrant officers, are managed by a Career Branch of OPD; for example. 

Ordnance Branch, Quartermaster Branch and Signal Branch« 

14« Each Career Branch is an operational element of OPD« Its major 

function is the personnel management of officers which includes assignment, 

military and civilian schooling, career management, and those ancillary 

tasks relating to personnel management« 

15, Implementation of the functional concept in providing combat 

service support to the Array in the field is proceeding rapidly« Branch 

material, commodity-oriented maintenance and supply organizations are being 

superseded by others that are function-oriented« Combat service support 

Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOEN and Tables of Distribution and 
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Allowances (TDA), which formerly identified officer positions by branch, 

now reflect many positions labeled service material (SK) or branch iomaterial 

(HO or BI)# These labels mean that the positions can be filled by an offi- 

cer of any one of several branches who is otherwise considered qualified 

to do the job« This device continues the emphasis on function and de- 

emphasizes the branch-ii^ w irial expertise formerly identified in such manning 

tables« Implementation of the ROAD and COSTAR concepts, and approval of 

the TASTA-70 concept, represent logical progression toward maximum function- 

alization of combat service support to the Army« 

160    In this context it becomes logical and important to consider 

whether the skill inventories of certain technical branches should be re- 

aligned so as to make each Branch responsible for managing and providing 

officer skills which relate to a single prime function« The Board must 

determine whether such a realignment of skill inventories will better 

serve present and planned organizational concepts« 

GUIDANCE 

17« By CSM 65-576, "Technical Missions, Structure and Career Develop- 

ment (Project TECSTAR),*' (Annex B) the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics 

(DCSLOG) was directed to ,,• • . Re-examine the scope of functions performed 

by Quartermaster and Ordnance officers and prepare a statement of functions 

for each." DCSLOG reported by Summary Sheet, "Technical Missions, Structure 

and Career Development (Project TECSTAR)," 12 April 1966, with 12 Inclosures, 

Inclosures 8 and 9 to the DCSLOG Summary Sheet are a statement of the func- 

tions (tasks-MOS) then being performed by Quartermaster and Ordnance offi- 

cers (Appendices 1 and 2, AnnexC ), Th5s statement of functions simply 
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reported the status quo; It did not recommend functions which should be 

performed by those officers« By paragraphs 3b and 5a of CSN 66-282 

(Annex D ), the Chief of Staff approved the DCSL06 submission and directed 

that it be used as a base point from v*iich to proceed with this study» 

18»  By CSM 65-576, the Chief of Comraunications-Electronicfr (CC-E), 

HQ DAf was directed to 
M. • • Re-examine the scope of functions performed 

by Signal officers and prepare a statement of functions." CC-E reported 

by Summary Sheet, "Technical Missions, Structure and Career Development 

(Project TECSTAR)", 3 May 1966, with two inclosures. Inclosure 2 to 

the CC-E Summary Shoet contained a statement of recomoended functions 

which should be performed by Signal officers (Appendix 3, Annex C), it 

is noteworthy that the recommended function did not include either supply 

or maintenance of Signal equipment except at the user level, not did it 

include meteorology. By paragraphs 3b and 5a of CSM 66-282 (Annex V), 

the Chief of Staff approved the CC-E submission and directed that it too, 

be used as a base point from which to proceed with this study, 

19.  The Board was guided by the conclusions of the Chief of Staff 

as announced in paragraph 3 of CSM 65-576, which follow: 

a. "The present overall officer career structure is sound." 

b. "Examination of the Army's officer requirements, current 

officer distribution by branch and grade, and the patterns of opportunity 

for promotion and advanced military and civilian schooling, xndicates 

that certain administrative actions can be taken which will improve the 

officer career structire, and no major revision of the structure is required." 

c. "The examination further shows the need for continuous, 

detailed study and analysis of the ectual and projected conditions within 
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the officer corps in order to detect both favorable and adverse trends, 

and determine what impact these trends may have« This will enable the 

Department of the Array to act promptly to correct any undesirable con- 

ditions Which occur, prevent other undesirable conditions from develop«* 

ing, or alternatively, exploit favorable trends which appear•" 

20m      Decisions of the Chief of Staff, also announced in paragraph 

3 of the same CSM 65*576, were: 

a*  "Hie present procedure of using the branch system, the 

specialist programs and the Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) desig- 

nation for classification and control of officer positions and assignments 

will be retained," 

b.  "The branch system and specialist programs will continue 

to  be used as the structure for career development and opportunity." 

21•  The following additional guidance was derived from records of 

meetings on Volume V, DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System 

(Brown Board) and on officer logistics training at which the CofS, Army 

discussed problems that this study must address; 

a. Realizing the lone term effects of changes in personnel 

policies, a conservative approach is preferred. 

b. Actions taken should result in a closer integration of 

officers of the arms and services. 

22.  The Board reviewed thoroughly authoritative data produced to 

support such prior related studies as Project 80, TECSTAR, TASTA-70, and 

the DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System (Brown Board). In 

several instances the Board was briefed by action officers who either had 
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participated in or were conpletely knowledgeable about those studies» Where 

past reports had thoroughly developed data pertinent to this study, these 

data were considered and used in evaluating courses of action« A recapit- 

ulation of pertinent elements of prior studies is inclosed as Annex A, 

Section II 

23.  In addition to the documented guidance cited above, it was recog- 

nized that certain fundamental precepts bear directly upon the organization 

and operation of any executive level personnel management system. The 

Board identified and adopted the following precepts as further guidance in 

its deliberations. 

a. The Army mission is paramount. Any realignment of skill 

inventories or policy or procedural changes vfriich may evolve in the Officer 

Persons .si Management System must result in positive and demonstrable im- 

provement to support of the Army mission. 

b. Technological changes, improved management devices and 

evolutionary organizational changes must be consistently exploited to 
* 

improve the Army's ability to accomplish its mission. 

c. Maximum use must be made of officer talents, present capa- 

bilities and demonstrated professional potential. Any administrative or 

procedural barriers to such use must be eliminated. While uniformity of 

procedures and competitive equity are proper and essential objectives of 

any personnel system, exceptional ability deserves exceptional opportunity 

and authority should exist to permit it. 

d. Each individual officer must be able to discern a logical 

arid credible pattern of progression in professional training and education. 
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c grade, and levels of responsibility- The system must engender confidence 

that competitive opportunity is consistent with demonstrated ability« 

e. The system must be designed to attract and retain the 

talent required by the Array» 

f. The system should be designed to provide reasonable stability 

and continuity of operations in peace and war. 

24-  Information available to the board was considered adequate for 

development of conclusions and recommendations without the use of assumptions. 

( 
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Brigadier General Wilson M« Hawkins 
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Lt Colonel Duard D. Ball, Ordnance Corps 
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INrtailaa PIMI» (tetmt 17 Auguat 1965. 

9« A atuty.of Amy Wmpptmr and Paraocmal Hanagwwnt;, ODCIA, 
ocom, nay 1965. 

2m tha purpoaa of tliia C8N la to aanounca oaataln dadalona baaad 
on ponaldasatian of rafaraooaa dbova9 and to aaalflR gaaponaibilitiaa for 
follow-on actiona aa a ramsit of thaaa dadalona. 

3«  Rafaroncas la9 lb and 1c heva baan revlawad an4< it $& toncludad 
that tha pcaaant ovarall officer caraar atructura la ao&utU tSseäulnatlon 
of tha Aray's offtcar raquireptnta, currant offlcar diatribMtlon by branch 
and grade, and tha patterns of opportunity for proootloit tfiA advanced 
military and civilian schooling Indicates that certain adfldnlstratlva 
actions can be taken which will laprovs the officer career structure, and 
no aaJOr^revislon of the structure la required« the axaniinatlon further 
ahdwa the need for continuous, detailed stuty and analysis of the actual 
and projected conditions within the officer corps In order to detect 
both favorable and adverse trend!« and determine «hat Inpact these trends 
may have. This mil anafcia the Öepartmant of tha Amy to act promptly to 
correct any undesirable conditions which occur, prevent other undesirable 
conditions from developing, or alternatively, exploit favorable trends 
which appear. Thus the resulting Improvements in the officer career 
system should further assure equitable opportunities for promotion and 
advanced schooling for both combat arms officers and technical and adminla- 
tfmU*». service of fleets conmistant with the needs of the Army in 
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SUBJECT* Tadtelcal Hlftftlcns, Structure and Cartttr Development 
(Project racSTAR) 

accoapUfthtagf its basic miislon to fight. In adaition, it ^jear» that 
the officer corps' faith in it» career »ystem would be strengthened 
if the secrecy which rrevails concerning the selection criteria for 
pronotioft, ad/anced school assignasnt, and retention was eliidnated 
and the selection criteria made known throughout the Army. Accordingly, 
the following decisions are announced! 

a. The present procedure of using the branch system,, the 
specialist programs and the Military Occupational Specialty <MOS) 
designation for classification and control of officer positions and 
assignments will be retained* The branch system and specialist protrams 
will continue to be used as the structure for career development and 
opportunity« 

b. Explicit selection criteria for promotion. School assign- 
ment and retention of officers will be published, and the information 
will be disseminated to all interested individuals. 

e«  Reference lai as a Department of the Army s^udy, is approved 
for information only* The study will not be construed as DA policy nor 
ace its conclusions or recommendations to be considered as approved« 

4« the following staff agencies will accomplish the actions design 
nated and, Jsy summary sheet, submit recommendations to the Chief of Staff 
for approval« 

Responsible 
ActiQOL Steff-Aytency- 

a«  Re-examine the seppe of functions performed 
by Quartermaster and Ordnance officers and prepare a        DCSLOG 
statement of functions for each. 

b. Re-examine the scope of functions performed 
by Signal officers and prepare a statement of functions«     CC-E 

c. Upon completion of the statements of functions 
of a and b above, re-examine the functional areas of the     DCSPCR 
Quartermaster, Ordnance and Signal Corps to determine if 
these branches should be realigned to become the diipply, 
the equipment maintenance/amnunition and the comnunlca- 
tions/electronics branches respectively« 
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SUBJECT: Technloa Nlssloni, Structure andt Career Develqjwent 

(Project TECSTkR) 

Retpdhsible 

d. Develop the cepeblltty and procedure to identify  ACSFOR 
each position in the Any as being appropriately allotted 
to an officer» warrant officer, enlisted many or civilian! 
and to produce total Arey requirüMnts for officers, 
warrant officers, and enlisted men in terns of grade and 
MOS and for civilians in terns of occupational series and 
code« 

e«  Examine the feasibility and desirability of     DCSPER 
assigning the responsibility for preparation of job des- 
criptions for NOS to the sane agency responsible for the 
preparation of TOE and TD* 

f •  Designate an identifiable staff elcsMnt charged  DCSPER 
with the functions of s 

(1) Conpillng statistical data of officer re* 
quiremants, inputs, assets9 and Ipsses* 

(2) Analyzing tha statistical data to detect trends 
and determine the impact such trends may have on the officer 
corps* 

(3) Developing and recosuending to the CofSA any 
changes to selection criteria for promotion, attendance at 
senior service college level scHbols, continuance of active 
duty, statutory selection, involuntary release from active 
duty, and flight status review based on the overall require- 
ments of the Army and the analysis of trends and the determined 
impact of those trends. 

(4) Developing, maintaining and publishing an SOP 
in accordance with selection policies established by the SA 
and CofSA. 

(5) Monitoring and assisting board members in the 
performance of their duties, developing reports of board 
activities, and serving as a central point of contact and in- 
formation source for board actions. 

(6) Providing information to career management offices 
Indicating the collective nature of reasons personnel were not 
considered as qualified. 
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c SUBJECT: Technical Nlssions, Structure and Career Developmant 
(Project mSTMO 

g.  Provide for making public the contents of     DCSPER 
Letters of instruction to promotion selection boards, 
senior Service School selection boards and retention 
boards together with the composition of such boards 
«then selection lists are published. 

h.  Examine the procedures presently used to      DCSPER 
determine the requirements for officers with advanced 
degrees and recomnend what actions, if any, are necessary 
to bring assets and project input into line with present 
and future requirements, both for the overall Army and 
individual branches. 

v 1 

1.  Develop an information program which CINFO 
announces the decisions in paragraph 3 above. Informs 
all officers of the Army's overall requirements for 
officers in each branch and the philosophy used to 
determine this branch distribution, and provides facts 
concerning inequities which allegedly exist between 
the combat arms officers and the technical and admin- 
istrative service officers» 

BY DIRBGTION OF TWE CHMP OF STAFF: 

/S/CHARLES A. CORCORAN 
DISTRIBUTION.- CHARLES A. CORCORAN 

^CV Brigadier General, GS 
Secretary of the General Staff 

SUSPENSE: 
1 Dec 65 - DCSPER, DCSLOG, ACSFOR, CC-E 
Report EDC (para 4a - h above) 
15 Dec 65 - CINPO 
Completed Program (para 4i above) 
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ANNEX C 

EXCERPT FROM CSM 65-b76, 22 NOVEMBER X965 

ACTION 

a« Re-examine the scope of fuoctions 

performed by Quartermaster and Ordnance 

officers and prepare a statement of functions 

for each. 

b. Re-examine the scope of functions 

performed by Signal officers and prepare a 

statement of functions. 

RESPONSIBLE 
S'.TAFF AGENCY 

DCSLOG 

CC-B 

( 

APPENDICES 

.1 - Ordnance Statement prepared by DCSLOG 

2 - Quartermaster Statement prepared by DCSLOG 

3 - Signal statement prepared by CC-E 

( 
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( STATEMENT OP FUNCTIONS 

ORDNANCE COMMISSIONED OFFICER 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE OFFICER • Prepares plans and policies 
for maintenarice support and directs activities of various sections of 
ordnance organization engaged in maintenance or reclamation of ordnance 
materiel#  (MOS 4800, 424 officer, 9.4% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE OFFICER. Prepares policies and directs arrange- 
ments for receipt, storage, maintenance and issue of ordnance equipment, 
supplies and ammunition.  (MOS 4512, 411 officers, 9.1% of branch duty 
strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE SUPPLY OFFICER. Directs requisitioning, receipt, 
storage and issue of, and accounting for, ordnance supplies and equipment. 
(MOS 4530, 332 officers, 7.4% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS AMMUNITION OFFICER. Directs receipt, storage, inspection, 
surveillance, assembly, maintenance, modification, distribution, and emer- 
gency destruction of conventional ammunition and missile explosive components. 
(MOS 4514, 302 officers, 6.7% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MAINTENANCE OFFICER t Commands or serves as staff mainten- 
ance officer of units engaged in direct support, general support, or depot 
maintenance of all types of materiel except large missile systems and 
ammunition.  (MOS 4803, 275 officers, 6.1% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS LOGISTICS OFFICER. Formulates plans, policies, and direc- 
tives on logistics and other related administrative matters at logistical 
command, field army, and higher echelon headquarters.  (MOS 2625, 223 
officers, 5.0% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE GUIDED MISSILE AND SPECIAL WEAPONS STAFF OFFICER. 
Plans, coordinates, directs, arid supervises ordnance logistical operations 
pertaining to guided missiles and special weapons and develops policy and 
doctrine relative to support of gvided missile weapons systems.  (MOS 4513, 
217 officers, 4.8% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS NUCLEAR WEAPONS OFFICER. Prepares and coordinates plans 
and policies, and directs receipt, storage, inspection, surveillance, 
assembly, maintenance, modification, distribution, and emergency destruc- 
tion of special ammunition materiel.  (MOS 1723, 188 officers, 4.2% of 
branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE MISSILE OFFICER (ADM). Directs inspection, 
assembly, supply, and field and depot maintenance, and performs related 
staff functions pertaining to air defense missiles and associated equipment. 
(MOS 4802, 152 officers, 3.4% of branch duty strength). 
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PERFORMS DUTY AS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR. Coordinates planning 
and supervisory activities relative to research and development projects. 
(MOS 2167, 146 officers, 3.2% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL OFFICER. Commands or serves as 
staff officer of an explosive ordnance disposal unit.  (MOS 9224, 142 
officers, 3.2% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER (G4, S4). Plans, coordinates and 
supervises all activities concerned with arrangements for supply, mainten- 
ance, evacuation, transportation services, and other related logistical 
matters. Assists commanders on logistical matters, serves as supply officer 
on battalion, brigade, division, and corps staffs, or assists logistics 
officer on logistical command, field army or higher headquarters staffs. 
(MOS 4010, 121 officers, 2.7% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS OPERATIONS AND TRAINING STAFF OFFICER (G3, S3K Directs 
and coordinates functions of staff relative to organization, training, and 
combat operations.  (MOS 2162, 114 officers, 2.5% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE MISSILE OFFICER (FAM). Directs inspection, assem- 
bly, supply and field and depot maintenance, and performs related staff 
functions pertaining to field artillery missiles and associated equipment. 
(MOS 4801, 94 officers, 2.1% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL UNIT CHIEF OR DIRECTOR. Plans, organ- 
izes, and administers operations of major departmental branch or division 
of overhead or field Installation.  (MOS 2025, 72 officers, 1.6% of branch 
duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PROCUREMENT OFFICER. Plans, directs, supervises, and con- 
ducts procurement of supplies, services, and equipment.  (MOS 4320, 60 
officers, 1.3% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS HEADQUARTERS UNIT COMMANDER. Directs technical and tacti- 
cal training, discipline, and coordination of internal administration and 
security of headquarters company, detachment, or battery.  (MOS 2900, 58 
officers, 1.3% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PROCUREMENT CONTROL AND PRODUCTION OFFICER. Plans and 
controls production program to integrate variable features relating to 
production, procurement, and distribution of materiel.  (MOS 4319, 55 
officers, 1.2% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER. Coinnands or serves as 
staff maintenance officer of unit engaged in providing direct support, 
general support, or depot maintenance of all mechanical and associated non- 
mechanical equipment, except aircraft, medical, and aerial delivery materiel, 
(MOS 4815, 51 officers, 1.1% of branch duty strength). 
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PERFORMS DUTY AS PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE. Directs military instruc- 
tion program and drill of ROTC students.  (MOS 2517, 49 officers, 1.1% of 
branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ADJUTANT.  Directs activities of headquarters pertaining 
to personnel operations and general administration. Advises commander and 
staff on personnel and administrative matters, and exercises technical 
staff supervision of such functions throughout command.  (MOS 2210, 48 
officers, 1,1% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ARMAMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OFFICER.  Directs and 
supervises field and depot maintenance of field and anti-aircraft artillery, 
small arms, and fire control eqiipment,  (MOS 4808, 46 officers, 1,0% of 
branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS POST COMMANDER. Directs and supervises operations and 
administration of installation. (MOS 2019, 45 officers, 1.0% of branch 
duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS AMMUNITION AND MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER.  Commands unit 
engaged in missile system, nuclear, and ammunition supply and maintenance, 
or serves as ammunition and missile staff officer in the headquarters of a 
support battalion or higher level logistical unit.  (MOS 4515, 43 officers, 
1.0% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS NONTACTICAL UNIT OFFICER.  Directs unit charged with tempo- 
rary administration of regularly organized Army units or other military 
personnel, or directs operations of unit organized to assist various opera- 
ting units in performance of their duties.  (MOS 2136, 36 officers, 0.8% 
of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS INSPECTOR GENERAL. Makes inspections, investigations, 
surveys, or studies of any matters pertaining to affairs of Army establish- 
ment pursuant to law, regulation, or directive and with strict impartiality, 
(MOS 8310, 35 officers, 0.8% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS TECHNICAL OPERATIONS OFFICER. Plans, initiates, and co- 
ordinates special, technical, or engineering activities of unit to insure 
conformity to prescribed command instructions and policies.  (MOS 2170, 
34 officers, 0.8% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Directs mechanical engineering activi- 
ties concerned with mechanical or industrial equipment for military use. 
(MOS 7500, 32 officers, 0.7% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS TRAINING OFFICER. Assists operations and training staff 
officer or school commandant by supervising instruction and training of 
military and civilian personnel, or directs training of National Guard and 
Army Reserve units. (MOS 2520, 31 officers, 0.7% of branch duty strength). 
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PERFORMS DUTY AS ADPS PLANS AND OPERATIONS OFFICER. Plans and directs 
installation and operation of automatic data processing systems, (MOS 
2402, 30 officers, 0,7% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS GENERAL SUPPLY OFFICER. Directs requisitioning, receipt, 
storage, inventory and issue of general supplies in military unit.  (MOS 
'40Q0, 30 officers, 0.7% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER. Directs operations to provide 
administrative services for operating, technical or tactical units»  (MOS 
2120, 28 officers, 0.6% of branch duty strength). 

• PERFORMS DUTY AS ELECTRONICS ENGINEER. Directs and engages in electronics 
engineering activities involving design, development, testing, and military 
application of electronic devices, such as radar, television, detection, 
countermeasure, computing, and communications equipment,  (MOS 7601, 27 
officers, 0.6% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUPPLY AND SERVICE OFFICER, Commands or serves as staff 
officer of unit engaged in supply, service or supply and service operations 
at divisional, direct support, general support, or depot level.  (MOS 4200, 
25 officers, 0,6% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MANAGEMENT ANALYST. Studies, surveys, and analyzes ob- 
jectives, policies, methods, procedures, organization, and administrative 
work flow in Army organization and makes recommendations to improve effect- 
iveness and efficiency.  (MOS 2610, 25 officers, 0.6% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ORDNANCE PROOF OFFICER. Directs testing of ordnance mate- 
rial to determine quality and effectiveness for military use.  (MOS 7539, 
24 officers, 0.5% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS LOGISTICAL COMMANDER. Commands and supervises operations 
and adndnistration of logistical area or installation. Commands Support 
Brigade, Logistical Commands, Division Support Commands, and Inventory Con- 
trol Centers.  (MOS 2624, 22 officers, 0.5% of branch duty strength). 

Also performs duty as: 

Personnel Management Officer 
Personnel Staff Officer 
Supply Depot. Officer 
Missile Maintenance Officer 
Engineer Equipment Maintenance & Repair Officer 
Physicist 
Production Engineer 
Aeronautical Engineer 
Combat Intelligence Officer 
Communications Officer 
Motor Transport Officer 
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Chief of Staff 
Secretary of the General Staff 
Technical and Tactical Board Member 
Comptroller 
Supply Management Officer 
Purchasing and Contracting Officer 
Signal Equipment Maintenance and Repair Officer 
Tire Maintenance and Repair Officer 
Aircraft Maintenance Officer 
Special Services Officer 
Statistician 
Chemist 
Military Intelligence Officer 

A summary of the supporting statistical data of duty functions, arrayed in 
order of distribution, .is attached as inclosure 10, 

Where the words "ordnance materiel/equipment supplies" appear, officers 
may be performing functions with commodities other than those traditionally 
associated with ordnance. New functional MOS were published in C9, AR 611-» 
101, 20 Oct 64, and are currently being implemented in tOE/TD's« With full 
implementation of COSTAR and functional concepts in TD^ it is expected 
that reference to ordnance commodities will disappear» 
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STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONS 

QUARTERMASTER COMMISSIONED OFFICER 

PERFORMS DUTY AS QUARTERMASTER SUPPLY OFFICER, Directs requisitioning, 
receipt, storage, and issue of, and accounting for, quartermaster supplies 
and equipment. (MOS 4419, 391 officers, 12.1% of branch duty strength)« 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER (G4, S4) and commands division supply 
and transport battalion. Plans, coordinates and supervises all activities 
concerned with arrangements for supply, maintenance, evacuation, transport«"" 
tion services, and other related logistical matters. Assists commands on 
logistical matters, serves as supply officer on battalion, brigade, division^ 
and corps staffs, or assists logistics officer on logistical command, field 
army or higher headquarters staffs.  (MOS 4010, 331 officers, 10.3% of 
branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS LOGISTICS OFFICER. Formulates plans, policies, and direc- 
tives on logistics and other related administrative matters at logistical 
command, field army, and higher echelon headquarters.  (MOS 2625, 271 
officers, 8.4% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS QUARTERMASTER STAFF OFFICERr Formulates and directs imple- 
mentation of policies for receipt, storage, issue, and distribution of 
quartermaster supplies, and directs other quartermaster functions and related 
administrative matters. (MOS 4015, 212 officers, 6#6% of branch duty strength)» 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SUPPLY OFFICER. Directs procurement, 
storage, inspection, testing, issue and distribution of petroleum products* 
(MOS 4960, 172 officers, 5.3% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS GENERAL SUPPLY OFFICER. Directs requisitioning, receipt, 
storage, inventory, and issue of general supplies in military unit. (MOS 
4000, 168 officers, 5.2% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS COMMISSARY OFFICER. Directs operations of installation 
commissary or commissary store.  (MOS 4223, 98 officers, 3*0% of branch 
duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ARMY EXCHANGE OFFICER. Supervises and directs operation 
of an exchange, and coordinates exchange activities with Commanders, (HOS 
4210, 87 officers, 2.7% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PARACHUTE MAINTENANCE & AERIAL SUPPLY OFflCBR. Directs 
aerial delivery cf supplies and equipment and inspection, cleaning, repair, 
testing, supply, packing, rigging, and storage of parachute canopies, allied 
assemblies, aerial delivery containers, heavy-drop kits, cargo parachutes, 
and other retardation devices. (MOS 4820, 81 officers, 2.5% of branch 
duty strength). 
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PERFORMS DUTY AS rfEADQUARTERS UNIT COMMANDER. Directs technical and tac- 
tical training, discipline, and coordination of internal administration 
and security of headquarters company, detachment, or battery.  (MOS 2900, 
77 officers, 2,4% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS OPERATIONS & TRAINING STAFF OFFICER (G3? S3). Directs 
and coordinates functions of sta^f relative to organization, training and 
combat operations.  (MOS 2162, 74 officers, 2.3% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS OPEN MISS SECRETARY. Directs operation of an officers' 
open mess.  (MOS 4112, 73 officers, 2.3% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL UNIT CHIEF OR DIRECTOR. Plans, or- 
ganizes, and administers operations of major departmental branch or division 
of overhead of field installation.  (MOS 2025, 67 officers, 2.1% of branch 
duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS POST QUARTERMASTER, Directs and supervises clothing, 
equipping and feeding of troops and coordinates post quartermaster supply, 
service, and other activities.  (MOS 4220, 64 officers, 2.0% of branch 
duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PROCUREMENT OFFICER. Plans, directs, supervises, and con- 
ducts procurement of supplies, services, and equipment. (MOS 4320, 62 
officers, 1.9% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PROFESSOR OP MILITARY SCIENCE. Directs military instruc- 
tion program and drill of ROTC students. (MOS 2517, Cl officers, 1.9% of 
branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUBSISTENCE OFFICER. Directs and coordinates procurement, 
storage, and distribution of subsistence stores, rations, forage, grain, 
and subsistence supplies for major command or depot. (MOS 4130, 59 
officers, 1.8% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUT LY AND SERVICE OFFICER. Coronands or serves as staff 
officer of unit engaged in supply, service or supply and service operations 
at divisional, direct support, general support, or depot level. (MOS 
4200, 61 officers, 1.6%). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ADJUTANT. Directs activities of headquarters pertaining 
to personnel operations and general administration. Advises commander and 
staff on personnel and administrative matters, and exercises technical 
5tdff supervision of such functions throughout command. (MOS 2110, 51 
officers, 1.6% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER. Directs operations to provide 
administrative services for operating, technical, or tactical units. (MOS 
2120, SI officers, 1.6% of branch duty strength). 
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PERFORMS DUTY AS TRAINING OFFICER. Assists operations and training staff 
officer or school commandant by supervising instruction and training of 
military and civilian personnel, or directs training of National Guard and 
Army Reserve units,  (MOS 2520? 47 officers, 1.5% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS QUARTERMASTER REPAIR OFFICER. Directs repair and reclama- 
tion for reissue of shoes, clothing, office equipment, canvas textiles, 
rubber, materials handling equipment, and other metal and nonmetal quarter- 
master equipment items.  (MOS 4606, 38 officer.!, 1.2% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS FOOD ADVISOR. Exercises technical supervision over food 
service activities within command, and develops and supervises measures for 
execution of programs for improvement of service of food and elimination of 
food waste.  (MOS 4114, 37 officers, 1.1% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUPPLY DEPOT OFFICER. Commands general supply depot. Directs 
procurement, inspection, storage, maintenance, and distribution of general 
supplies and equipment.  (MOS 4450, 36 officers, 1.1% of tranch duty strength,) 

PERFORMS DUTY AS ADPS PLANS AND OPERATIONS OFFICER. Plans and directs in- 
stallation and operation of automatic data processing systems, (MOS 2402, 
28 officers, 0.9% of branch duty strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS NOMTACTICAL UNIT OFFECER. Directs unit charged with tempor- 
ary administration of regularly organized Army units or other military person- 
nel, or directs operations of unit organized to assist various operating units 
in performaiite of their duties. (MOS 2136, 27 officers, 0,8% of branch duty 
strength). 

PERFORMS DUTY AS LOGISTICAL COMMANDER. Commands and supervises operations 
and administration of logistical area or installation, Conmands Support 
Brigades, Logistical Commands, Division Support Commands, and Inventory Control 
Centers. (MOS 2624, 26 officers, 0.8% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS SUPPLY MANAGEMENT OFFICER. Formulates plans, policies, and 
directives for control of supplies and assembles all data pertaining to supply 
items required for definitive supply action, including procurement, disposal, 
or allocation. (MOS 4201, 26 officers, 0.8% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTY AS PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING OFFICER. Directs purchasing and 
contracting of supplies, equipment, and services, and initiates or reviews 
renegotiation activities regarding price readjustments, curtailments, and 
cancellations. (MO.S 4310, 2f> officers, 0.8% of branch duty strength), 

PERFORMS DUTV AS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR. Coordinates planning 
and supervisory activities relative to research and development projects, 
(MOS 2167, 27  officers, 0.7% of branch duty strength). 

Also per foots dutv as: 

Personnel Management Officer 
Personnel St^it  Officer 
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Comptroller 
Laundry and Fumigation Officer 
Special Services Officer 
Civil Affairs Agricultural Officer 
Inspector General 
Communications Officer 
Motor Transport Officer 
Highway Transport Officer 
Chief of Staff 
Post Commander 
Technical Operations Officer 
Graves Registration Officer 
Management Analyst 
Organization and Equipment Planning Officer 
Procurement Control and Production Officer 
Signal Supply Officer 
Ordnance Supply Officer 
Refrigeration Officer 

A summary of the supporting statistical data of duty functions, arrayed in 
order of distribution, is attached as Inclosure 10. 

Where the words "quartermaster supplies/equipment/items" appear, officers 
may be performing functions dealing with commodities other than those tra- 
ditionally associated with quartermaster. New functional MOS were published 
in C9 AR 611-101, 20 Oct 64, and are currently being implemented In TOE/TDs. 
With full implementation of COSTAR and functional concepts in TD's, it is 
expected that reference to quartermaster commodities will disappear« 

APPENDIX 2, ANNEX C, SECTION I 
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STATEMENT OF,FUNCTIONS ': 

SIGNAL CORPS OFFICERS * 

RECOMMENDED FUNCTIONS:  Signal officers have primary interest and responsi- 
bility for the following conuriunications^electronics functions: 

a. Command organizational elements whose primary mission is to provide 
communications-electronics capabilities or support. This includes communica»- 
tions-electronics support at the battalion level in organizations where this 
support is required. 

b. Serves as a commander of Signal units or as a cdrnmunications- 
electronics staff officer furnishing advice and assistance to commanders 
and their staffs, and coordinating assigned aspects of the planning and 
staff supervision of the installation, and operation of communications and 
electronics systems in support of military plans and operations, to include: 

(1) Communications systems employing wire, cable, radio, sound, 
visual signal, messenger, laser, radar, switching and other integral analog 
and digital devices. 

(2) Communications security applications» 

(3) Organizational maintenance of Coninunication$-Electronics 
systems and equipment, 

(4) Training of communications and electronics personnel. 

(5) Preparation of communications and electronics orders, 
records, reports and instructions. 

(6) Participating in planning, preparation and execution of 
combat orders in support, of military operations. 

(7) Installaticp and operation of avionics equipment including 
traffic control and navigational aias. 

(8) Engineering, installing and where appropriate, operating 
integrated communications/computer/display (ADP) systems, centers and 
complexes in support of interested commanders both within the field Army 
and higher conmands. 

(9) Management of th€: radio frequency spectrum. Allocation 
tnd assignment of call sign;;, arid radio propagation prediction and 
vialysis. 

(10) Conwunications-electronics aspects of surveillance, air 
defense systems, and electronic wax fare. 
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(11) Ground terminals for the satellite communications 

systenis. 

(12) Planning and supervision of the accomplishment of 
pictorial and audio-visual services (still and motion picture photographic 
service, television service, Army aerial photography and facsimile trans- 
mission) . 

(13) Logistics of communications security equipment. 

U4)  Serving as comiridndant, staff and faculty members of 
Service schools for cornmunicat ions-electronics, supervising and conducting 
instruction in the installation, operation, and user maintenance of communi- 
cations-electronjcs equipmervt and devices. At other schools, serve on 
the faculty conducting similar instruction as required, 

(15) Supervising and participating in coribat development, RÄD, 
testing and operations analysis activities, 

(16) Serving a proportionate share of hir time in command 
arid staff positions that are designated branch-immcterial in tV-.e same 
manner as other arms such as the Infantry, Artilleiy and Engineers. 

( 
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CSN 66*282 

Effective until 14 June 1967 unless soon«: rescinded or superseded» 

BPAREMENT OF THE ARMY 
OmCB OF THE CHIEP OF  STAFF 

Washington D. C. 20310   WC GrehaM/en/SMU 

CS 310 (15 June 66) 15 June 1966' 

MOIORANIXII FOR: HEADS OF ARMY STAFF AGENaES 

SUBJECT: Role of Ordnance, Qaartermaster and Signal porpe Officers 

1«  References: 

a. DCSLOG sunpary sheet, subject, ^Technical Missions, 
Structure and Career Development (Project TECSTA»),* dated 12 April 
1966, with addandu» dated 22 AprU 1966, 

b. COE suanary sheet, subject, ^Technical Missions^ 
Structure and Career DevelopMnt (Project TBCSTAR),« dated J M^ 
1966, with addendum dated 25 May 1966. 

Ct cm 65-576, subject, «Technical Missions, Structure 
and career Development (Pro]act HCSfSAR),1* dated 22 jiswptess 1965« 

2« The purpge* cr this mmaemäm is to announoe daciatsns 
MAa relative to the trails of Or^ruMce, Quarterwaster, and .Signal Corps 
officers and to direct frUo*-on actions as a result of thesa dacisions, 

3.  The Chief of Staff ^ in acting on the suMtery sheets referenced 
the following decisions t 

a«  Hie approved definition of coönunicaticns-electronics 

XosMunications-electronics enbracas design, 
dsvelopsant, installation, operations and siaintenance 
of electronics and electro >schanical systens associated 
with the collectingj tranisdtting, storing, processing, 
recording, end displaying of data and infaraation 
associated with all form of sdlitary ooamlottiQns 
excluding the responsibility for inforsAtlan and data 
syst^is and equipment Which has been otharaUa assigned«* 

lit 
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SUBJECTS Role of OrAaancc, CSuartermaster and Signal Corps Oificet» 

b.  The taictlonal atatcnant» for Ordnanca, Quartar»asterT 
md Signal Corpa offlcart9 as stated In references la and b, are 
»ppro^ad to Include tha definition of confmanicaticns-electronlcs stated 
above« 

Cm     Cowunloatlons officer positions In nonslgnal units will 
be designated as Signal Corps positions« 

4. ACsrat will take necessary action to redeslgnate coawunica- 
tlons offloar. positions In ncnslgnal units as Signal Corps poaltlc** * 

5, OCSKR will« 

m*  Using the functional statensnts for Ordnance, Quarter* 
»asterf and Signal Corps officers as modified by tha decisions stated 
in paragraph 3 afeof»* re-examine the functional areas of tha Ordnance, 
Quartarwaster, aod Si^ua Corpa to determine If these branches should 
be reallghed to bacove the equlpmsnt «alntenance/aimunition, the supply 
and the iJbawudLatiiiiS' alactronlcs branches respectively. 

b#  Prepare a plan for filling ccaewnlcatlon officer positions 
in ncnsljjfwl units with signal Corps officers* The future status of noo» 
Signal Corps officers filling ncnslgnal unit coapamicaticn officer ppsi« 
tions and non-signal Corps officers having prlnarily ooaownicatlon 
officer ^edkground will be ^dressed. The plan should idantify the «an* 
powar InpUeaticns «id the pooblans which will result, actions required 
to ellBtüiate the identified problems, and a time schedule for completion 
itf actions stated in tha.plan« 

•J 

 6«  Um jewquiroBant stated In paragraph 5a abov^ supersedes the 
KSNER requiresent in paragraph 4c of reference 1c» • 

BOT xamaxm or THE OIIEP OF STAFF: 

/S/ GHftKUSS A. CORCORAN 
WSTRIBüTtONs CHARLES A. CORCORAN 

"B* Brigadier Ganeral, 6S 
  Secretary of the Ganeral Staff 
SUSFSNSCt 

DCSPtR and ACÄFöR—21 »Jün 66—Report feDC 
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■ , ANNEX E. 

■■'   ; ISE^INITIONS 

1, Several terms which «re used throughout this study are 

defined here tQ aid in a cppncm interpretation. Some definitions are 

direct extracts from Army reguiations, While others are nott All are 

intended to; clarify thefr: meaning as used in this study. 

2, The follovdng teirms and definitions are listed in a 

sequence intended to reflect inter^relationships; 

Functionst 

Uni^f^nctionalr 

miti-Ffünctional i 

Functional Specialist; 

Materiel? 

Commodity t 

Weapons Systems/ 
Equipment Systems 

Manager 

C 
ANNEX E, SECTION I 

The appropriate or assigned duties, responsi- 

bilities ? missions, or tasks of an individual, 

office or organizatiop. 

Consisting of or pertaining to one function« 

Consisting of or pertaining to two or 

more functions. 

An individual qualified in the application of 

skills associated with a single function* 

All items necessary for the equipment, main- 

tenance, operation, and support of military 

activities without distinction as to their 

application for administrative or combat purposes. 

An item or grouping of related items of materiel« 

An individual qualified through education, 

experience, and training to manage activities 

across several or all of the llfe-*cycle 

functions for a single commodity, 

1-30 



Commodity Specialistj - A weapons system/equipment system manager» 

Logistics GeneraXtstj  An Individual qualified through education, 

experience| and training to manage activities 

«M^ross both functional and commodity lines« 

Mission! The task, together with the purpose which clearly 

indicates the action to be taken and the reason , •. .... 

•. therefor* • • ■ •» 
,'''■', i-  '■■.'•       .    \ ■ ' ■ 

Rple? The function(s) with vfhich a person or an organi- 

spational element is primarily poncemed in the 

accomplishment of the overall mission» 

Corps; A branch of t!^ Army. 

Branch« An ^rm or service of the A^ny^ 

Arms; The arms ar6 those branches consisting of of fleers 

Who are primarily concerned with combat and combat 

support. 

Services! The services are those branches consisting of 

officers who are primarily concerned with combat 

service support and/or administration to the Army 

as a whole. 

ANNEX E, SECTION t 
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SECTION II 

ANALYSIS OP PRESENT SYSTEM 

GENERAL 

!• In this section the Board reports its analysis of current branch 

skill inventories• The present officer career management system is assessed 

in terms of its effect upon the Army mission, the commanders with the 

mission, the personnel managers and the individual officers, 

2« The present officer personnel management system has been studied 

in the recent past from several points of view. Those studies include 

TECSTAR, the Baker Board of Inquiry on Material Readiness, COSTAR II, 

TASTA-70, Project AIM, and Report by Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics 

System (Brown Board). A recapitulation of the findings of these prior 

studies, which are pertinent to this study, is inclcsed at Annex Af 

3. A decision has been made (CSM 66-282) to designate all communica- 

tions officer positions in non-Signal units as branch-material Signal 

positions. This means that all communications officer positions are to be 

Signal branch-material. Implementation of this decision on a time-phased 

basis has been approved. 
» 

MISSION 

4i The Army mission includes five basic land battle tasks. These 

tasks are fire, maneuver, intelligence, communications and logistics. 

Three broad categories of organizations perform these tasks; they are com- 

bat, combat support and combat service support. The Officer Personnel 

Management System must supply officer skills to all three categories of 

organizations. A skill void in any one category could severely limit or 

destroy the Army's ability to conduct successful sustained combat. This 

study is concerned principally with the provision of officer skills to 
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the support of communications, movement, supply, maintenance, and chemical 

functions• 

5j The Army missicA can be supported from the present branch align- 

ment of officer skill inventories« This is being done now on a worldwide 

basis, to include one major combat involvement. While there are distinct 

advantages in maintaining the status quo, these may be attained at the 

expense of optimum utilization of personnel assets. The Board recognizes 

and appreciates that the present system is workable; however, there is 

strong evidence that the current alignment of skills is outdated and is 

in need of modification to eliminate problems which adversely affect the 

performance of the overall Army mission. Although the Army is well down 

the road of functional reorganization, career branches are aligned sub- 

stantially as they were before the new organizational concept was initiated, ., 

With the exception of the initial steps taken to functionalize personnel 

operations by establishment of 0P0, there has been a noticeable lag in 

changing career management organization and procedures to keep pace with 

functional changes. There is duplication of functional skills among branches. 

This duplication was necessary and logical when each branch was a separate 

entity which was largely self-supporting and which managed personnel and 

skills necessary to perform missions assigned to the Chief of the Technical 

Service, 

6, While the duplication referred to above is undesirable in the 

current functional organization, it must be recognized that many positions 

necessary to the coirmand and management of men, money, organizations and 

materiel require officers possessing several functional skills. This is 

particularly true of senior command and staff positions, 

SECTION II 
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MANAOSR OF PERSONNEL 

?• The officer personnel system for the U.S. Army is characterized 

by centralized procurement, promotions, assignments and career management. 

In such a large organization, centralization is the on.!-/ means of obtaining 

the desired uniform application of policy and equity in personnel matters. 

Centralization also provides for better control and more efficient utiliza- 

tion of personnel resources according to priorities. The major disadvantages 

of this centralization are those which stem from the size of the officer 

corps Which consists of approximately 125,000 corrrdssioned officers. If for 

no other reason, the magnitude demands that officers be divided into groups 

of manageable size. The Army has always grouped officers following the same 

or related career patterns. The branches as reflected in AR 10-5 constitute 

the present groupings for career management purposes. The purpose of the 

following discussion is to examine how well the present alignment responds 

to the requirements of DCSPER, 0P0 and OPD in performing their tasks of 

providing personnel to the Army and managing officers* careers. 

8. Today there are approximately 400 officer skill areas identified 

and used by the Army to accomplish its assigned mission. These are called 

Military Occupational Specialties (MOS). Historically, responsibility for 

developing and training officers has been assigned to one or more of the 

branches of the Army. Ulis, undoubtedly, was dictated by the magnitude of 

the job. In any case, precedent has established the basic fact that certain 

skills are the foundation upon which the career branch has been guided in 

the procurement, training and professional development of its officers. 

9. While the foregoing is true, many MOS are not the exclusive 

responsibility of any one branch. For example, comptrollers and logistics 
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staff officers are included in officer special career programs; consequently 

opportunity is given to officers of any branch for assignment in these and 

other MOS areas. While this offers participating officers the opportunity 

for a broader career, in many instances their initial broadening experience 

is acquired at the senior grades and, consequently in responsible positions. 

Performance in such positions suffers when the incumbent's career pattern 

has not provided prior training and experience in the field of endeavor for 

Which he now becomes responsible. 

10. The MOS alone does not precisely define the skills possessed by 

an individual or required for a position. It does not indicate the level 

of skill attained. Designation of grade and branch aids in a clearer defini- 

tion of skills. Other factors such as the type unit further clarify the 

scope of tasks to be performed. MOS descriptions in AR 611-101 are pur- 

posely broad and comprehensive so as to cover a maximum number of existing 

positions in Army organizations. It is not intended that the MOS serve as 

a "tailor made" job description for the position it describes. It is in- 

tended as a general description of qualifications desired of an officer 

who could be assigned to a variety of positions in a particular skill area« 

The TBCSTAR study endeavored to develop a new codification system that could 

more exactly define qualifications. This proved to be complicated and too 

difficult to apply. Although the MOS, branch and grade are not precise 

tools for defining an individual's skills, they do provide personnel 

managers with adequate skill groupings. 

11. Some existing MOS descriptions were prepared prior to the 

functional organization of the Army and are now out of date. They combine 

into a single MOS qualifications which are companion qualifications in 

Technical Service organizations but are no longer companions in functional 
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units of COSTAR and TASTA. These MOS are perpetuated by the present branch 

alignment in which the functional areas overlap. Some still have validity 

in describing skills possessed by individuals groomed in technical service 

units even though they do not exactly conform to the requirements of the 

present functional units. This is a transition problem that needs correcting. 

It should diminish as time passes and MOS descriptions are revised. 

12. There are characteristics of the present branch alignment that 

detract from the benefits of a centralized personnel management system. 

As stated above, grade, branch and MOS are the basic tools used by personnel 

managers to identify skills required in Array organizations. The career 

branches control and manage these skills. These tools are adequate to do 

the job if responsibility is fixed. The primary management problem resulting 

from the existing alignment is the loss of the ability to control because of 

a duplication of skills in several branches. No single branch has the 

responsibility of managing each skill area (MOS) or determining the adequacy 

of the number of qualified personnel available to meet the Army's total 

needs in the skill. This violates a fundamental management principle. 

13. Determination of requirements is a major responsibility of 

DCSPER, 0P0 and OPD. The accuracy with vÄiich this can be done, to a large 

degree, determines the efficiency of the entire personnel program. Inabil- 

ity to determine realistic requirements by skill area increases the incidence 

of unprograrrmed requirements and causes unnecessary turbulence and crash 

actions. It also weakens the Army's readiness posture in terms of personnel 

mobilization. There should be a positive procedure for inventorying person- 

nel assets by skill area (grade, branch and MOS) and for comparing these 

assets whith existing and future requirements in order that positive action 
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can be taken to insure that the necessary numbers of qualified officers are 

available at the time and place required. The current career branches are 

unable to analyze their strength posture by skill area due to the present 

practice of identifying many TOE and TD positions that clearly fall into a 

functional area as sendee material or branch immaterial. With the existing 

duplication of skills among the branches, and the lack of specific proponency 

for either MOS or positions, it is difficult to manage skills efficiently. 

14, The use of SM, BI and NO designations causes other problems in 

efficient management of personnel assets and complicates the task of placing 

the best qualified man in the position. Extensive coordination of requisi- 

tions for SM, BI and NO positions between several branches is required, 

15, The reluctance of officers to accept assignment of a primary MOS 

that is not considered career enhancing in his branch, causes the Army to 

lose the ability to identify and apply availeble skills. For example, most 

Signal officers prefer communicator MOS and many hesitate to accept supply 

or logistics MOS, Conversely a QM officer will avoid a communicator MOS in 

favor of a logistics MOS. An officer may carry a duty MOS while he is in 

the position, but once he changes jobs he is no longer carried on the MOS 

listings unless it has been assigned as his primary, secondary or tertiary 

MOS, 

16« The present procedures permit frequent change of branch desig- 

nation of commissioned officer positions in TDA. Ulis complicates the task 

of forecasting requirements and fixing respons5Mlity with a branch for 

filling the requirements, 

17. Hie existing concept that career patterns provide for maximum 

development consistent with an officer's capabilities and continued 
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€ preparation for positions of great responsibility is valid» There are 

factors that detract from the merits of this concept however« So many 

officers can be assigned for purposes of diversification and development 

that nearly everyone is an "on-the-job trainee" and only a few are assigned 

because they are proficient. The present system, with its emphasis on 

broad development, together with the available number of branch immaterial 

positions and civilian and military education programs, provides an excel- 

lent means of grooming junior officers for senior positions requiring 

generalized talents. 

18. On the other hand, there is evidence from other studies that the 

current system is not providing officer personnel with sufficient technical 

proficiency in the logistical functions of movements, supply and maintenance 

(Annex A), There is a conflict between the present philosophy that all 

commissioned officers must be general is ts and the needs of the Army for 

greater numbers of commissioned officers with a high degree of technical 

proficiency. 

COTfiANDERS 

19. This part of the analysis examines the responsiveness of the 

present branch alignment to the personnel needs of cornmanders. They mast be 

provided with personnel who possess the requisite qualifications to perform 

their assigned duties, both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

20« Commissioned officers of all branches possess a good general 

education. This provides a foundation for a wide choice of specific train- 

ing and assignments in management positions« Present career patterns in 

most branches place officers in many types of jobs in a variety of units, 

thus providing for a relatively broad background of experience. This 
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diversification is beneficial and is needed to ready young officers for 

more responsible positions• There is, however, evidence that so much 

diversification in assignments is taking place that officers in supply and 

maintenance positions are not able to develop the necessary degree of 

proficiency needed in these technical areas. This is further magnified by 

the lack of military positions in the CONUS logistics system to provide for 

continued development and a rotation base« 

21« Wie commander is provided only that number of personnel needed to 

accomplish his mission. Authorization documents are based upon the assump- 

tion that all personnel authorized are proficient at the level of skill 

indicated by the MOS, branch and grade. The commander has a right to expect 

personnel reasonably qualified for these positions. The TECSTAR Study, 

Baker Board, Project AIM, and the Brown Board all concluded that a major 

source of supply and maintenance problems is that personnel assigned to key 

positions in these areas do not have adequate training and experience in 

these areas. Therefore, the present system is not as responsive to the 

needs of the user as it should be in these technical areas. 

22.    The lack of fixed responsibility with a branch for monitoring a 

functional skill weakens the ability of the Army to efficiently manage per- 

sonnel qualified in that functional area. The task of matching the best man 

available for the job could be done better if a single career branch has 

responsibility for filling all the personnel requirements in that skill area. 

The existence of identical functional skills throughout the branches 

complicates evaluations of personnel assets and requirements by skill area. 

23* Comments submitted by major commanders on the TECSTAR study 

indicate that a realignment of skills is desirable. The organization for 
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career management should be closely related to the organization of the Army 

for mission accomplishment and officer career patterns should be in consonance 

with the structure of the Army« USAMC expressed a need for commodity speciali- 

zation rather than a functional orientation. An extract of command and staff 

comments is contained in Annex B. 

24. Commanders at all echelons have career management responsibilities. 

There is the obligation to counsel officers and to urge the most competent 

to seek a career in the Army. Commanders find it difficult to explain the 

opportunities offered by a career in a technical branch, since the role of 

officers in these branches is not clear. He is also at a loss to explain 

the apparent inequities in school selections, strength allocations of 

Regular Array cind opportunity to serve in key logistics positions. 

INDIVIDUAL 

\^ 25. In the business world, an axiom of long standing is the observation 

that "the key to a successful organization lies in the competence of its 

personnel." This recognition of the importance of quality personnel has 

led to the present-day recruiting practices of business. Never before has 

American commerce devoted so much effort and money to attracting and select- 

ing competent employees. The U.S. Army is no different in this respect. In 

order to successfully accomplish the many requirements associated with 

performing the Army mission, it is mandatory that the Army attract and retain 

capable and dedicated people. This recruiting effort is, of course, in 

direct competition with American business. It therefore is essential that 

the Array's "career package" contain sufficient inducements to be competitive. 

The present officer career package contains a multitude of elements designed 

to appeal to both the officer and his family. It is recognized that many 
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facets of the present package can be improved; howeveri this portion of 

the analysis will be confined to those factors that are directly associated 

with the current method of personnel management by the career branch. 

26f The missions of the former Chiefs of Technical Services were the 

bases for the current organization for career management for technical 

service officers» This basis no longer exists, a fact which creates a 

feeling of uncertainty among these officers and suggests an instability of 

the present alignment. This feeling of uncertainty grows as newly organized 

COSTAR units replace units previously identified with these officer's 

branches. They can no longer see the clear path of opportunity throughout 

the Army structure in the form of branch-identified command and key staff 

positions as is present in other branches. 

27. Key assignments, such as command assignments, are necessary for 

professional development. The requirement for competent logisticians is 

evident throughout the Army structure from the lowest to the highest 

echelons, to include essential command positions. Many of the command 

positions, that were previously designed as branch material are now branch 

immaterial. They are often staffed with non-logisticians from arms 

branches. An analysis by the DCSLOG revealed that 84 percent of the 

logistics command positions at the colonel level (group and brigade level) 

are held by officers with an arms background. Officers pursuing supply and 

maintenance careers fail to understand this rationale when they know that 

there are so many competent officers with both command and logistical 

experience who have groomed for years to hold these key positions* They 
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feel that this is not sound, is not in the Army's best interest, is grossly 

unfair to their career groups and constitutes a breach of faith since 

command positions traditionally filled by arms officers are not open to 

them. There is no longer a clearly discernible pattern of assignment 

opportunity for supply and maintenance officers as existed prior to 

functionalization• 

28. The present alignment of skills for career management purposes 

has not kept pace with the functional reorganization of the Army. As a 

result, in the supply and maintenance fields, an officer cannot clearly 

define the role of his career group (branch) ,► This adversely affects his 

ability to set realistic goals with confidence. 

29. There is ample opportunity today for professional development in 

the Army. Pew other organizations place the same degree of emphasis on 

the development of their management (officer) personnel» The Army normally 

uses the latest techniques and often pioneers new developments. Officers 

from all branches of the Army are afforded opportunities for military 

schooling and many are sent to civilian universities and colleges for post- 

graduate study. Throughout his career, each officer is offered and 

encouraged to accept the maximum amount of responsibility commensurate with 

his abilities. To achieve the desired level of professional development, 

it is normally necessary for officers to serve in other than branch 

material positions. Officers of all branches now serve in Army General 

Staff, DOD and specialist program positions« 

30. Existing policy governing branch quotas for attendance at the 

U.S. Cocrmand and General Staff College favors certain branches« Since 
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attendance at USGGSC is a prerequisite for assignment to the general staff 

and equivalent positions, any policies which favor certain branches place 

officers from those branches in a better competitive position based on Array 

policy rather than on ability and needs of the Army« This fosters dis-» 

content among those not favored and weakens their confidence in the system« 

It also creates a doubt in the minds of all officers that opportunity is 

truly equated to ability. 

31. There are other conditions about the present personnel management 

system and existing policies that concern the technical service officers 

and weakens their confidence in the equity of the system. For example, the 

allocation of Regular Army strengths to branches is not equitable. Severe 

limits are placed on the number of U.S. Military Academy graduates allocated 

to technical branches. The number of general officers appointed from the 

logistical branches has declined since ehe Army reorganization of 1962 even 

though the number of general officer positions authorized the Array has 

increased during this period. 

SUMMARY 

32. In summary, the following major strengths and weaknesses of the 

present system were^identified: 

a. Strengths 

(1) ttie present branch structure is a working personnel 

management system. It does provide trained officers and the mission to 

organize, train, and equip Array forces for land combat is being accomplished. 

(2) It develops an officer Who is broadly qualified with 

knowledge and skills in more than one area» This provides flexibility to 
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the user for local assignment and utilization. It increases the flexibility 

of the Department of the Army to meet field requirements, particularly where 

there is an imbalance in skill requirements between CONUS and overseas. It 

also increases the individual's opportunity for assignment to a variety of 

positions• 

(3) It avoids personnel turbulence which would probably 

result from a major realignment of skills among branches, 

b. Weaknesses 

(1) The branch structure is based upon the old technical 

service organization and does not conform to current and proposed organiza- 

tional concepts. While the Army was and is being organized functionally, 

beginning with Project 80 and now with COSTAR and TASTA-70, the career 

branches remain substantially the same. 

r (2) There is duplication of skills among the branches due to 

the former technical services having duplicating functions, such as supply 

and medntenance. 

(3) As TOE^ were changed from branch units to COSTAR units 

it became more difficult to identify positions with a single branch. There 

followed a proliferation of branch immaterial and service material positions, 

This causes difficulty in precisely forecasting requirements. No single 

branch has the responsibility for managing each skill area or determining 

the adequacy of the number of qualified personnel to meet the Army's total 

needs• 

(4) Individuals can no longer identify branch material 

positions at all levels, and as a result there is a consciousness of 

uncertainty of opportunities among the officers. 
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(5) The present system does not provide clear roles and 

missions for the branches and^ consequently, does not clearly fix respon- 

sibility for management of skill inventories by branch. 

C 
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RECAPITÜIATION OF OTHER STUDIES 

PURPOSE 

1*  The purpose of this Annex is to present the conclusions drawn 

by previous studies concerning the strength« and weaknesses of the 

present career management system and present branch alignment* Not all 

of these studies were primarily interested In this area but each made 

observations concerning the career management structure and its Influence 

on the area that the study was principally Interested in. 

2«  USAMC Study on Tefchnical Missions, Structure and Career Devel* 

opment, 1964« 

a«  The Commanding General, USAMC, directed this study« He 

fully supported its conclusions which are presented below: 

(1) "The 1962 reorganisation of the Amy and the continuing 

trend throughout the Array toward functionaliaation in the logistics or* 

ganization have resulted in the development of major functional areas of 

Research and Development, Production and Procurement, Material, Con- 

struction, Communications, Transportation, and Medical. Bach of these 

major functional areas contains subdivisions that, in turn, require the 

use of basic technical skills« 

(2) "The existing technical branch structure is without 

meaning or usefulness in the areas of career management and functional 

performanco of the Amy logistics mission. The identifying branch insignia 

is no longer meaningful and should be eliminated. The dispersion of 

Identical functional skills throughout the branches is detrimental to 

centralized career manegawant and actually inhibits the assignment of 

skilled personnel* 
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(3) "The existing MOS structure does not adequately 

support the functional areas which have evolved in the Army's logistics 

system nor is the MOS structure designed to satisfy the requirements of 

career development in the functional areas. The present technical branch 

structure, together with its segregation of skills by that structure, 

actually retards and confuses the assignment and application of skilled 

personnel to jobs in the functional areas. 

(4) MA definitive MOS system, strongly controlled to 

satisfy both the personnel needs of top-level logistics management and 

the functional areas, is required in order to effectively manage per- 

sonnel and assure that: 

(a) "Positions in TD and TOS units are earmarked by 

MOS for the appropriate logistics specialists and are filled only by 

individuals so qualified. 

(b) "A 'capstone MOS1 is assigned to each qualified 

logistician. Only those officers who have qualified for that MOS should 

be assigned to fill top-level logistics command and staff positions« 

(c) "A *capstone MOS* for the major functional areas 

is assigned to each officer qualified in the broad requirements of his 

functional area. Kay command and staff positions in the functional areas 

should be filled only by personnel so qualified. 

(d) '»The MOS stnacture provides for the identifica- 

tion of commodity and systems managers. 

(5) "Technical service schools, as now constituted, do 

not satisfy the skill requirements by major functional areas« 
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(6) "Cmrecr patterns in consonanc« with ttw MMly melmA 

functional structure «ist be developed and publiahed on a prledty bMlS| 

with provision for cowodity speclaliBatien« 

(7) »»Even though AMC has no assigned responsthllity for 

development of the careers of military persomiel9 it dote Iwve a vital 

interest In and oust play an active advisory role in the procureHMtt 

training, education, and assignNnt of personnel in order to asamni 

successAil aocoaqpHshment of jobs in the various functional areas «id 

the concomitant development of career patterns« ^ 

(8) "The OONOS training and rotation base to support 

oversea requirements for trained personnel in the aajor functional 

of logistics has not i^eto dislfoo±hat«d. 

(9) "To assure effective development of technical 

offlcar», the initial assignnsnt of all ooopany grade officers should 

be with combat, combat support, and troop training units only» 

(10) "Personnel currently on duty in the logistics 

are concerned that, in the evaluation of an officer's career 

high level staff and management duties are not receiving credit eqolva» 

lent to that new extended to command duty« 

(11) "The operating functions of procurlngf educatingv sod 

aaaigning personnel should be separated ffcom the policy föemlatlng 

Auction and consolidated and place on comparable footing with the ita 

rial, doctrine, and training functions«" 

3«  USOOHARC Functional career Development and Training Stu^y« 

a«  This study was conducted in 1964 to provide the fKSM 

Cosedttee with the views of experts in the Any school system regarding 
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%0 ten functional areas. This study resulted in ten separate studies each 

covering a different functional area and emanating from a different school» 

Presented below is a summarization of the conclusions drawn pertaining 

to the functional areas of supply and maintenance. Others pertaining to 

other functional areas are not germane to realignment of supply and 

maintenance and are omitted. 

b.  Maintenance. (Study conducted by the U. S. Army Ordnance 

School) 

(1) The study places Army materiel into three categories: 

repairables, nonrepairables, and ammunition items. 

(2) tfhe study proposes the establishment of a Director 

of Maintenance at DA level. Functions would include responsibility 

for Army maintenance policies and plans, with the exception of personnel! 

(^     to include: development, coordination, and supervision. 

(3) The study proposes the establishment of a Maintenance 

Center. The Maintenance Center would assist in developing, excluding 

explosive munitions, the following areas: 

(a) Maintenance doctrine 

(b) Policies 

(c) Tactics 

(d) Techniques 

(e) Conduct training 

(f) Evaluate maintenance operations 

(g) Monitor all maintenance 

(4) The study establishes a Maintenance Officer cureer 

field with possible duty positions ranging as follows: 

C 
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(a) Combat unit 

(b) Maintenance units 

(c) Assistant Division Commander (for Materiel 

Readiness) 

(d) Maintenance Officer of a major coranand 

(e) Director of Maintenance, DA staff 

(5) This study re-emphasized the need for four commodity- 

orient' i maintenance areas 9 as developed ty the USACDCOA Agency, with 

minor modifications« They are as follows: 

(a) Mechanical Maintenance Officer 

(b) Armament Maintenance Officer 

(c) Electronics Maintenance Officer 

(d) Aircraft Maintenance Officer 

Q                                               (e) Materiel Officer 

(6) Die following areas were excluded from this study: 

medical maintenance, missile maintenance, and ammunition maintenance« 

(7) the study recommended a joint effort be instituted 

between the Transportation School and the Ordnance School to satisfy 

marine and railway maintenance requirements. 

c«  Supply and Services« (Study conducted by the U« S« Any 

Quartermaster School) 

(1) The Quartermaster School Report addressed itself to 

the area of Supply and Service except for Munitions, Maps, Water and 

Aircraft« These items were specifically excluded from the report in 

guidance furnished by TISOOHMtC« 
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(2) The school concluded that a vsll define^, porogresftlve 

career pattern in Supply and Service will exist under current and future 

concepts« The skills required of individuals are identifiable and train- 

able within the school systssu 

(3) AU currently identifiable Quartermaster functions 

excluding maintenance are covered in the report« These include: 

(a) Supply Management 

1« Comnodities 

a« Class n and IV 

b« Class I 

c« Class HI 

2« Procurement 

3.   Disposal 

t (b) Service 

1,« Pood Service 

£• Eadivqe 

3*   Open Messes 

4« cntedssary 

5.   Laundry and Bath 

e9   Graves Registration 

2* Air Delivery 

(4) two areas ware challenged by the ü« S« Any 

Transportation School i 

(a) Air Delivery 

(b) Pipeline Operations 
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I   %J        Tne Transportation School fteels that these are modes of movement« The 
I • . , I 
I        Ouartermaster School feels that these are supply functions* 
t 

dm    Munitions. (Study conducted by the U. 3« Army Ordnance j 
f- .  •'] 

and öuided Missile School) j 
i ■ . i 

<1) This study considered monitions (miäsllea and amnu- 
i .1 

nition) support ffcom Research and Development through disposal, In I 

accordance vrlth C0$1AR n "complete round" concept. At the loner 
,  ■ I 

echelons, the total function can be supported by four technical special- 

ties which provide technical specialist fields for junior officers« 

Hiese are: 

(a) Missile Maintenance Officer 

(b) Anwiftitian Officer 

(c) Dispoail Officer 

C                   <d) chemical and Special Effects Officer 

The study concluded that these specialties can be combined at the higher 

conoand or managerial level but some technical specialists should be 

retained at all levels* To accomplish this, Mos-controlled assignments 

will be required« 

(2) Based on the 36 officer HOS selected for consideration 

in this study, approximately 2,461 officers are currently performing 

duties related to those Included In the Amltions Officer Career Program. 

•The proposed catfear pattern la stated to be aianageable and coupled with 

the propoeed Hunitions Career Field Training Plan provided a guide for 

the development and training of of f toera «fclch will enable then to advance 

to higher grades and aaaune increased raapönsibilitiaa and la applicable 

under currant Anty organisational «tructure and the projected coSTAR n , 

(^ and TAnA«70 attucturaa« 
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(3) The study proposes five new or modified MOS codec 

to replace ten current codes« The five new MOS codes are: 

(a) Aranunition Officer 

(b) Ammunition Disposal Officer 

(c) Missile Systems Maintenance Officer 

(d) Chemical and Special Effects Officer 

(e) Munitions Officer 

e.  These studies were forwarded to the Department of the Army 

as elements of a USCONARC s cf study which delineated the rationale and 

discussed the areas of incompatibility between the various school efforts« 

The forwarding comment indicated that all facets of the studies had not 

been completely analyzed by USCONARC and, therefore, should not be con- 

strued as representing an unequivocal USCONARC recoranendation« Signifi- 

cant points contained in the USCONARC cover study are presented below: 

(1) "The maintenance study included in its 'philosophy of 

maintenance' a doctrinal aspect with which exception was taken (by USCONARC) 

namely, the furnishing (supply) of repairable items through maintenance 

channels rather than supply channels» This study professes that because 

maintenance of repairable items depends upon a balance of tools, repair 

parts, skills, location, and organization, it is imperative that repair 

parts be furnished (i.e., supplied) through maintenance channels forward 

of Army rear area boundaries« The Signal School representatives, during 

coordination, supported the philosophy stated in the maintenance study, 

while the Quartermaster School took exception to it. A decision to support 

the COSTAR II doctrine was made by USCONARC in May 1964. 
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c <2) "Level of Assignment of Rinctionally Trained Officers. 

<a) "The major effort of these studies has been 

directed to the functional areas of coinbat support such as maintenancej 

supply^ and communications. A corollary action is the training and 

assignment of certain functional jobs vdthin combat arms TOE. There are 

two schools of thought on the degree of fimctionalization of such duties 

as the SI, S2, S4, the Cottwunications Officer, and the Maintenance Officer 

in conbat arms TOE). One view is that the assignment of functionally 

trained officers in a combat arms TOE would he detrimental to the unit 

in that it would result in a loss of combat flexibility and proficiency 

of the unit* It was generally agreed that functional assignment above 

the combat battalion would be amenable to the combat arms mission. 

(b) "In regard to the utilization of functionally 

trained officers in combat arms units, it is the USOONARC position that 

the S4 positions at and. below battalion level should be combat arms 

officers. (It should also be noted that the training provided for 

functionally assigned officers is available to combat arms officers.) In 

the area of communications and maintenance, it is the USCONARC position 

that functionally trained branch Immaterial officers should be Included 

in combat arms TOE down to and including battalion level units." 

4.  USACDC Position Briefing on Technical Missions, Structure and 

Career Development. 

The USACDC approach to the TECTAR problem considered missions 

and functions of the seven technical services only; the combat arms and 

the administrative services were not included. However, USACDC did con- 

sider MOS and individual training, branch designation, and heraldic 
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insignia. Significant points are summariaed below: 

a«  Missions and Functions 

(1) USAC&GSC and the Hoel scher and Traub Coronittee studies 

were reviewed and the views of USACDC major commanders regarding missions 

and functions were obtained. These were evaluated in relation to the 

problem of functionalization, the 1962 reorganization, and total impact 

on the Army. 

(2) Two criteria were considered with respect to the 

problem of functionalization: 

(a) Combining similar or closely related skills, 

activities, procedures, etc., into a major functional grouping; and 

(b) Combining skills, activities, or procedures 

which have a similarity of purpose into major functional groupings. 

Using these criteria, the following 13 major means of service support 

were isolated: 

1^. Supply 

2m   Maintenance 

3m   Movements 

4« Cowwunication 

5m   Construction 

Sm   Medical Services 

2» CBR Activities 

3. Personnel Administration 

9 • Finance Services 

10. Legal Services 

11. Religion 
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12. Discipline 

13. Civil Affairs 

Only the first seven areas received further considerationt As indicated 

above, USACDC attention was directed to the technical services only. 

(3) USACDC considered the alignment of supply and mainten- 

ance functions to provide training and staff patterns consistent with 

proposed organizational concepts in COSTAR H and TASTA-70 to be of 

particular and pressing importance at this time. Orese new organizational 

concepts Meliminate the technical service oriented supply and maintenance 

un^ts bry combining skills and operations into functional supply and main- 

tenance units from brigade down to and including company-sized units. 

Command and control headquarters include technical service personnel in 

general or director staff sections, thus permitting elimination of separate 

technical service staff sections. In addition to these concepts for field 

organizations, consideration must be given to the actual operating units 

and headquarters found in the CONUS units of the TD type. The several 

headquarters of USACDC are organized functionally as also are the head- 

quarters and various commodity commands of USAMC. These commands as well 

as the DA Staff have requirements for personnel trained in supply and 

maintenance activities and other functions related to them." 

(4) In view of these functional type organizations, USACDC 

concludes that it is important that the supply and maintenance functions 

be aligned as soon as possible, perhaps without awaiting the results of 

the overall study of missions and functions. Analysis of the supply 

flmction reveals that there are currently eight branches which train per- 

sonnel to perform the supply function including that of publications supply. 
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c The similarity of skills required for procurement, storage, issue, and 

supply administration provides a firm basis for assigning the supply 

function to a limited number of branches and thus eliminate duplication 

of skills and fragmentation of personnel resources to perform the mission* 

In view of USACDC, the Quartermaster Corps with its long and varied ex- 

perience in general supply operations seems best suited to assume responsi- 

bility for the supply function with the exception of medical supply and 

Class V items. The professional nature of the items involved and the fact 

that the medical service is practically the sole user of medical equip- 

ment and supplies presents rationale for retaining medical supply and 

maintenance under that service similar to the method of handling medical 

supplies at DOD level by the Defense Medical Materiel Supply Agency* 

(5) The specialized requirements for handling, storage, 

(     maintenance, issue, and distribution of Class V items plus the expendi- 

ture control exercised through command allocation to meet combat needs 

provides a basis fpr retaining Class V items under the Ordnance Corps* 

The function of disposing of explosive materiel should also remain under 

the Ordnance Corps since it complements the Class V supply mission* This 

recommendation takes advantage of the specialized training and experience 

gained by Ordnance personnel over the years in meeting the trained per- 

sonnel requirements to perform the function* 

(6) A consideration of maintenance activities also in- 

dicates fragmented responsibilities, yet many of the skills required to 

perform the function are common or closely related* Consolidation of 

resources in this area promises some savings in personnel, facilities, and 

equipment* in view of this, it is the USACDC position that maintenance 
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should be assigned to th« Ordnance Corps which has had considerable exper- 

ience in this function. Medical maintenance is exmpted because of the 

close relationship to medical supply, professional use of the end items, 

and the peculiarities of the equipment. 

(7) USACDC re^omnends the following assignaent of major 

functions to the seven (7) technical services: 

(a) CM - Supply (includes Classes I, XI, III, XVV 

and publications, but excludes Class V and Medical Supply)« 

(b) Ord - Maintenance and Class V Supply (excludes 

Medical Maintenance). 

(c) TC - Movements 

(d) Sig - Conmmications 

(e) Bngr - Construction 

(_ (f) Chem * Chemical, Biological, and Radiological 

activities. 

(g) Med - Medical activities (including Medical 

Supply and Maintenance). 

b.  Individual Training. 

A major problem in connection with fimetionalising activi- 

ties is that of developing adequately trained personnel, the career 

development of personnel has in the past been oriented to multi-functional 

branches with specialisation designated by N08 peculiar to the particular 

branch. This is so even in cosraon fields such as supply which has separate 

MOS for branch supply officers. Any realignment of functions as well as 

the organisation of functional units will require some revision in MOS as 

indicated by the problems previously mentioned. likewise training, 
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particularly school training, must be oriented to functional concept» to pro- 

vide career progression through specialisation and is a functional area 

up to and including the ability to assume command and staff positions in 

headquarters designed to control many functions such as in a support comnand« 

5.  Project AIM, 

a.  This study was primarily interested in installation manage- 

ment* Vne report was dated 1 December 1964* Many of the conclusions 

relate to the present personnel management problems* those most closely 

related to realignment are listed below« 

(1) **There is no unanimity of opinion among installation 

personnel as to what an optimum pattern of military/civilian positions 

should be« 

(2) "A better balance of skills between OONUS and over- 

seas would serve to provide both areas with better qualified personnel« 

(3) Procedures should be established for identifying key 

positions in support activities particularly in short tour oversea areas 

and improve means be established for selecting and placing qualified 

personnel in these positions« 

(4) -Standardised TD9s would facilitate computation of 

training requirements inasmuch as uniformity would permit a composite 

review of both TD's end TOC's« 

(5) "Considerable effort Is currently being directed to 

retention of military personnel. However9 expansion of HQ OA*s personali- 

zation capabilities and improvement of counselling facilities will serve 

to further these efforts« 

(6) "Although there exists a capability in the military 
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school system to train military and civilian personnel in the adminiatra- 

tive and logistics fields, there is a need for additional provisions 

(including assignments in CONUS installations and on-the-job training) to 

fulfill the management needs in overseas conwands and, to a lesser degree, 

CCWJS installations, 

(7) "The importance of assignments to installations is 

lacking in the A*tny since few officers assigned to key positions at installa- 

tions are trained for such a position and, accordingly, are not responsive 

to the leadership and supervisory roles associated therewith* 

(6) "There is an obvious, far-reaching need for training 

pfficers for successive levels of installation assignments in the military 

school system commencing with the career courses and continuing through 

the Army colleges» 

(9) "Staffing of an installation by either military or 

civilian personnel should not be done without giving due consideration to 

the training and rational base requirements of the Army on a worldwide 

basis» 

(10) "So long as the local commander retains the degree of 

flexibility which he now has to determine which Tb positions will be mili- 

tary and which will be civilian, the achievement and maintenance of an 

optimum mix will be extremely difficult» 

6»  Baker Board» 

The Board of Inquiry on Material Readiness investigated factors 

affecting materiel readiness. The report dated 23 September 1964 concluded 

that there is a shortage of officers trained In the supply and maintenance 

fields and that this acts as a deterrent to materimi readiness. 
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»f  Analysis pf the current officer career system indicates tha 

following principal areas of weakness which hinder the ability of the Army 

to provide properly trained and motivated officers to perform technical 

mlulcns» activities and functions Amy-wide: 

(1) Neither active nor Regular officer strength distribution 

is directly related to functional requirements« 

(2) Approximately half of all officers in company grade and 

in field grade are not trained primarily to perform the technical functions 

for which their assignments make them responsible« 

(3) Neither the present branches nor MOS structure describe 

the qualifications needed by officers clearly enough to permit proper 

training, 

( (4) Hie instability of the officer structure of TD organisa- 

tions is dameging to performance of technical functions as well as to ability 

io provide officers to perform such functions in 90 units« 

(S) the diverging regnlresmnts and the absence of relation- 

^   ship emong braneh material positions, brench literisl positions, and 

*  specialist program positions contribute to confusion, inefficiency, and 

duplication of effort in officer personnel managemtnt« 

, * - * *   (6V There is no way of verifying that the qualitaUve distri- 

bution of officers abomg branches end ssnng technicel areas is appropriate 

to Hie functional areas* 

(7) Specialist program requiramonts end policy on selection 

for higher military schooling are detrisrnntal to quality tojceeewat in the 
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(8) The opportunities open to officers of different branches 

to occupy important positions for which their experience and ability should 

qualify them, are unbalanced. 

b.  Following are improvements needed in the present system» 

(1) Officer Distribution^ Adjustment in active and Regular 

Army strength distribution between officer career groups is necessary to 

increase the number of officers trained primarily to perform technical 

functions. This adjustment should match the officer strength in each career 

group to the Army-wide needs for officers trained primarily to discharge 

the functions can which the career group is based. 

(2) Requirements Procedure» Methods used to determine the 

strength authorizations of officer career groups should be revised* The 

method used should insure that officer position requirements are developed 

for the same future period as force plans and identified clearly with 

functional requirements* 

(3) Training Objective* Officer training should be con- 

centrated on the primary functional area of intended use at each stage of an 

officer's development* Each stage of officer training should have as its 

primary objective the development of complete competence to perform in a 

specific group of positions requiring the same basic «kill* 

(4) Training Requirements* An Increase in the number of 

officers trained primarily to perform technical functions, in both company 

and field grades, is necessary to Improve operational readiness in the Army* 

Tta numbers of officers trained in each functional area should be based on 

projected future position requirements, with annual training programs adjusted 

to compensate for unprogmned changes* 
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(5) Officer Assignments« Assignment of officers to positions 

based on their primary functional training, rather than on organisational 

designation is necessary. Broadening of officer experience should be gradual 

and based on expansion from thorough specialised qualifications^ 

(6) Specialist Program PlwctioiMU Reconciliation of the areas 

of functional emphasis and the key positions in specialist programs with 

career groups is necessary« This reconciliation should have the objective of 

eliminating specialist programs as development and assignment agencies separate 

from the basic career structure, and assigning specialist program positions 

and development responsibilities to primary officer career groups. 

(7) Oialltatlve Balance. Reconciliation of qualitative needs 

of the type represented by specialist programs, and "branch roaterial" needs, 

(    is necessary. A qualitative balance should be established in each grade to 

prevent damage to perforwence of technical functions. 

(3) Military College Selection. Zn addition to the education 

and training changes above, It is necessary to eliminate the barrier on 

further development and use of technical officers caused by the present 

Leavenworth quota. This change should allow selection to attend senior 

service colleges on the basis of demonstrated performance and evaluated 

potential to perform in the grade of colonel in top level headquarters, 

(9) Functional Coverage of. College. An increase in the scope 

of officer training at the Leavenwarth level is necessary to provide coverage 

of technical functions in other than combat comnands of the Army in the field. 

This training should qualify officers in technical functions and organieations 

to the same degree that the present Leavenworth course does in tactical 

functions and organisations. 
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(10) Officer/Civilian Functional Identification> Use of the 

codification system to describe the functional responsibilities of officer and 

civilian positions? and of the personnel, is necessary to allow decision on 

military/civilian mix and establishment of an officer rotation base. The de- 

scriptions of officer and civilian positions and personnel which are estab- 

lished in the classification system should provide the same basic coverage 

for each in order to allow determination of appropriate grades and qualifica- 

tions « 

(11) Officer Classification Basis. Adjustment of the officer 

classification (MOS) system to relate it directly to functional career areas 

is necessary. The adjustment should identify all positions and officers 

within a specific career functionaj area on the primary basis of position 

/~   functions and officer qualifications to correspond to scope of functional re- 

sponsibility and type of organization. 

(12) Position Classification Procedure. Acceleration in the 

process of changlpng officer position classifications is needed to improve 

evaluation of the personnel and training implications of changes in organiza- 

tion» This acceleration should be based on use of ADP and functional coding 

of positions to ascertain changes rapidly. 

(13) Rmctional Description of Positions and Personnel. Use 

of a functional codification as a standard Artrry-wide mean* of identifying or- 

ganisational functions is needed to determine personnel and training require- 

rnents. This should allow a determination of functional similarities between 

different types of organi»ations with varying missions and locations. 

(14) Bpanch Immaterial Positions. Identification of present 

BI positions with a career group is n*ceitazy.    This Identification should be 
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based on tjhe relation between the primary functional qualification needed in 

the position and the career functional area with which it corresponds most 

closely. 

(15) Officer Classification Control, Stabilization in career 

group identification of officer positions is necessary for adequate training 

and personnel support« Change in career group identification of officer 

positions should not be permitted unless there is a change in functional 

responsibility Which justifies it» 

8«  Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System (Brown Board). 

a»  Volume V, Personnel, Training, and Organization, recommended 

personnel management changes which that study determined were necessary to 

improve the Army logistics system. Tfrie study dealt with Ordnance, Quarter- 

master, and Transportation Corps (COT). The primary personnel recommenda- 

tions were: 

(1) Designate the QMC for supplv (less ammo, med and repair 

parts supply) and Quartermaster-type service support; the Ordnance Corps 

for maintenance (less med but inclusive of aircraft), ammunition service and 

repair parts supply; the Transportation Corps for movements, and simultaneously 

to relieve the other technical service brm^hes of these functions. 

(2) Modify the training patterns for officers in the Ordnance 

Corps, Quartermaster Corps and Transportation Corps during the 1970 timefranv* 

to substitute a conmon logistics Officer Advanced Course for the branch ad- 

vanced courses. 

(3) Establish a C&GS (Logistics) course in the 1970 timeframe 

for attendance by selected officers of the OQT branches. 

(4) Identify logistics-oriented positions in TOE or THA as 

branch material, consistent with thft first recomr*»ndation or Logistics 
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Material (LM) or Services Material (SM) for the generalist-type positions. 

(5) Designate the positions of maintenance and supply officers 

in battalions as Ordnance Corps and Quartermaster Corps, respectively. 

Assign the Bn Maint Officer to the Bn Staff on a coequal status with the Bn 

S-4 or Supply Officer« 

(6) Eliminate the present Logistics Officer Specialist Program 

during the 1970 timeframe. During the interim, a transitional period will 

exist with the following characteristics: Continue to assign all officers 

qualified in logistics and who express an interest to remain in this field. 

Attendance at the Logistics Course or the Senior Logistics Course should be 

made a prerequisite, if practicable, to assignment to a key logistics position. 

ACSPOR, with the guidance and assistance of DCSLOG, will determine which Army 

(^    positions are to be designated Branch Material, Logistics Material, or 

Services Material. DCSLOG should actively participate in the development of 

career structures, career progression, and management of key logistics per- 

sonnel . 

(7) Make the necessary lateral transfer of officers in accord- 

ance with the concept as stated in the first recommendation. 

(8) Realign officer career management policies and procedures 

to accornmodate the changes in branch functions. 

(9) Eliminate the requirement for detailing newly commissioned 

Otdnance, Quartermaster and Transportation Corps RA officers for a period 

of one year with a combat arm, and, in lieu thereof, assign such officers 

to appropriate logistics positions within divisions involving direct associa- 

tion with the user combat troops. 

C 
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(10) AIMC be directed to establish a Logistic« Cout«e «nd ft 

Senior Logistics Course as part of the training pattern to prepare Military 

and civilian personnel for mid and top-level logistics management assign- 

ments, 

b, The Chief of Staff, Amy, deferred his 4eclsion on these 

reconmendations and established this Board to study the probltus further« 
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SECTION III 

FUNCTIONS AND SKILLS 

GENERAL 

lm    The purpose of this section is to determine the officer logistics 

skill requirements of the Army from the present time (1967) through 1975, 

This will include the requirements for weapons systems managers/materiel 

managers, commodity specialists, functional specialists, and logistics 

generalists. The skills identified will form the basis for branch align- 

ment of logistics officers to be considered in the following section« 

2m    Several recommendations of the Brown Board on which the Chief of 

Staff deferred decision are directly related to officer logistics skill 

requirements» These issues will be considered specifically in this discus- 

sion« 

DISCUSSION 

3* In terms of the overall Army mission, logistics is a single function; 

however, the diversity of goods and services involved and the corresponding 

diversity of tasks to be performed make it necessary to divide logistics 

into smaller segments for analysis of officer skills required. For this 

purpose, the following functions, all a part of logistics in the broadest 

sense will be examined. 

a. Maintenance 

b. Supply 

c. Movement 

d. Research and Development (R&D) 

e. Materiel evacuation and disposition 
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f. Acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, and 

disposition of facilities and real property. 

g» Hospitalization and evacuation 

h# Acquisition of materiel 

i. Logistics services 

4» There is no basis in current doctrine for associating any of the 

above logistic functions with specific branches» However, as a carryover 

from the missions of the technical services prior to 1962, the STOCQ 

branches are the primary sources of officers for all these functions except 

medical logistics and real property logistics« 

5. Medical services to include hospitalization, evacuation, and 

maintenance and supply, are elements of the overall logistics function as 

listed above» As such, they are subject to examination and analysis for 

possible realignment« Examination, however, indicates that medical service 

is managed on an integrated basis« The medical team concept is established 

and proven effective« Although medical and medical service corps officers 

are managed separately from other officers, there is no reason to expect 

that a realignment of officer skills would improve the management utiliza- 

tion of these officers or that a functionally trained and experienced 

officer would perform these tasks better« Therefore, the Board concludes 

that a detailed analysis of the area is neither implied nor necessary« 

The roles and missions of the medical service need not be affected by those 

of the STOCQ branches« 

6« The functions associated with the acquisition, construction, 

maintenance, operation, and disposition of facilities and real property 
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typically are performed by Engineer officers« A review of these functions 

does not indicate a close inter-relationship with other logistics functions. 

It appears to the Board that no inclusion of these activities within the 

roles of the STOCQ branches is indicated. This observation is in keeping 

with the scope of the study which did not include the Engineer Corpr, Hence, 

the Board concludes that a more detailed analysis of these activities is not 

pertinent to a determination of STOCQ roles, missions, and logistics skill 

requirements. 

7. Although many factors bear on the officer skills required to per- 

form these logistics functions, organization directly determines the 

individual tasks and responsibilities and, hence, the skills required. 

Doctrine, mission, and other factors must be reflected in job descriptions 

and TOE or TDA positions to influence identifiable skill requirements. This 

relationship between organization and skill requirements is evidenced by 

the changes in officer skill requirements brought about by the reorganiza- 

tion of the Army in the field under ROAD, COSTAR II, and TASTA-70. 

6. Before these reorganizations, most logistics officer positions had 

a direct materiel or cormodity relationship. In this environment, an officer 

developed an expertise in depth in a given commodity field by serving in 

various functional positions within that field. Throughout, logistics 

organizations were so organized that operations focused on specified 

materiel with the various functions subordinate to ths overall management 

of the commodity. With the reorganizations, the nature of most logistics 

positions within the Army in the field was altered to focus on functions 

with commodity considerations subordinate to the overall management of the 
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function, e.g., supply and maintenance. Thus, where there had been 

requirements for Ordnance maintenance officers, Ordnance supply officers, 

and Ordnance staff officers, there are now requirements for maintenance 

officers, supply officers, materiel officers, and logistics staff officers« 

9# In contrast to the Army in the field, changes in the wholesale 

logistics organization - AMC - have not increased functional positions 

significantly. Project 80 in 1962 brought about revolutionary changes, 

but a general commodity orientation has remained throughout» Thus, while 

by no means true for all activities, in general terms logistics is managed 

by system or commodity in AMC and by function in the Army in the field« 

Other activities such as DCS LOG, CDC, CONARC, and DOD have varying mixes of 

both functional and conroodity oriented positions« 

10. Army-wide officer logistic positions may be ca'tegorized on the 

basis of tasks and responsibilities included. On this basis, the following 

four categories are indicated: 

a. Single function  - single comnv ity 

b. Single function  - multi-coitinodity 

c. Multifunction   - single commodity 

d. Multi-function  - multi-commodity 

11« Officer skills required in these positions are normally described 

in terms of branch, grade, and military occupational specialty code (MOS). 

However, there is no doctrinal basis for associating specific skills with 

branches. Such association as does exist is a carryover from traditional 

roles of the technical services prior to Project 80 in 1962 and the result- 

ing reservoir of skills in these branches« Hence, branch designation is of 
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uncertain value in identifying officer skills« Grade as an element of 

skill description has served to establish general levels of experience and 

training; however, it too is imprecise at best and is further limited by 

wide fluctuations in time in grade for promotion. The final element, MOS, 

is not intended to be a precise description of officer skill. This it 

certainly is not. The suitability of the MOS as a tool in this study is 

further diminshed by an evident lag between organizational and doctrinal 

changes and MOS adjustments. It is seen, theh, that there is no precise 

means within the present personnel system for identification and quantitative 

determination of officer skill requirements. 

12. The TECSTAR group recognized the shortcoming of the branch, grade, 

and MOS descriptors and developed a special codification system for identify- 

ing officer skills. This Board reviewed the procedure employed by TECSTAR, 

but found it to be unsulted to this study. Alternate means for identifying 

and categorizing officer skills were also explored* but no practical alter- 

native to the MOS system was found. Therefore, the MOS with its recognized 

weaknesses was used as the fundamental basis for identifying officer skills. 

Grade was used only to distinguish between general levels of experience and 

responsibility such as company grade and field grade. MOS codes which still 

carry branch designation, are generally obsolescent and should be changed; 

however, they will be considered to describe coraoodlty oriented skills 

applicable to the group o:: commodities formerly associated with that branch« 

13. Officer logistics skills, identified by MOS, for each type logis- 

tics position are shown at Annex A. The distinction is not completely 
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clear for many MOS. These have been grouped according to what is judged 

to be the primary characteristic of the skill described» 

14, The officer skills required in the single function - single 

commodity type positions may be either function or commodity oriented; 

hence, either a functional specialist or a commodity specialist may be 

required» For example, a mechanical maintenance officer, MOS 4815, in a 

COSTAR maintenance company would be considered a functional specialist 

while an officer serving in the same MOS on a tank project management staff 

in the Army Tank and Automotive Command might be considered a commodity 

specialist» The categorization of these skills primarily depends on organ- 

izational orientation» 

15» The second group of positions, single function —• multi-conmcdity 

calls for functional specialist skills» Here the officer has responsibility 

(      for one function across two or more commodities. For example« the commander 

of a COSTAR maintenance company may be responsible for the maintenance of a 

varieity of commodities from avionics to canvas» Responsibility exclusively 

within one of the functional areas of logistics does not necessarily indicate 

that functional specialist skills are required, however» For example, the 

functional area of Production and Procurement includes the purchasing, con- 

tracting, and production activities associated with the procurement of 

materiel for the military forces» Officer skills required in the acquisition 

of materiel are categorized within three codes in the present MOS structure» 

The first, MOS 4310, identifies a purchasing and contracting officer whose 

orientation is primarily procedural» He must have a thorough knowledge of 

purchasing and contracting methods and procedures, Armed Service Procurement 

C 
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Regulations, and contract law. He should also be able to evaluate manu« 

facturer's capabilities and analyze profit factors« It is noteworthy, 

however, that an officer engaged in these duties is not required to have a 

detailed technical knowledge relative to the characteristics of the materiel 

being procured or of the manufacturing processes involved in the production; 

hence, this MOS is considered a functional sfcill« 

16. By contrast, a Procurement Control and Production Officer, MOS 4319, 

is concerned primarily with the technical aspects of the material and its 

production. He must know the manufacturing processes and the supply sources 

for critical materials required in production. He is required to determine 

production capabilities of various industrial facilities and to correlate 

the many variables in production, procurement, and distribution. This MOS 

is grouped with the commodity oriented skills in group three. 

17. The final MOS code is for Procurement Officer, MOS 4320. This code 

identifies somewhat of a "capstone" skill wherein a knowledge of both 

purchasing and contracting and the technical aspects of producing particular 

commodities is required. It seems evident that the relative importance of 

each type knowledge/skill will vary from commodity to commodity and in 

different situations for the same commodity. Hence, it is not practical to 

give more precise definition to the skill requirements for this function* 

While grouped with the functional skills, it is recognized that these posi- 

tions incorporate elements of both functional and commodity expertise. 

18. The third type position, multi-function — single commodity 

requires officer skills and knowledge related to a specific commodity—a 

commodity specialist. Functional responsibilities may vary greatly among 
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positions. The common thread running through these positions is the 

relationship of each of the functions in the overall management of the 

commodity« As with single function — multi-commodity positions respon- 

sibility exclusively within one of the commodity areas does not necessarily 

indicate that commodity specialist skills are required. These positions are 

found primarily in the wholesale logistics organization, with but few in 

the Army in the field. 

19. Officers required in filling the final group of positions, multi- 

function — multi-commodity, are aptly called logistics generalists» These 

officers need to be proficient in several functional areas as applicable to 

several commodities. By far the greatest numbers of identifiable skills 

correlate to the single function, single commodity type position. For these 

positions, it is not readily evident whether function or commodity oriented 

skills are more appropriate. However, since the bulk of these positions are 

found in functional logistics organizations in the Army in the field, it 

logically follows that most of these positions require functional oriented 

skills. 

20. Functional specialists are required in maintenance, supply, services 

(or supply and services), movements, research and development, procurement 

and production and materiel disposal. MOS's for these skills are included 

in groups one and two above. Missile maintenance skills (MOS 4516, 4801, 

and 4802), although grouped as single function - single commodity, are 

generally employed in commodity oriented organizations and activities. Hence, 

these skills are considered commodity specialist instead of functional 

specialist. 
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c 21. Certain of the functional specialist skills are pertinent to 

consideration of the Brown Board recommendations. The first of these deal 

with the supply of repair parts. At the present time, repair parts supply 

officers at the DS level normally are Ordnance supply officers in MOS 4530. 

There is no technical training for MOS 4530 however, so officers being 

assigned to these positions attend the Army Supply Officers Course which is 

qualifying training for MOS 4201. The Brown Board recommended that repair 

parts supply be a function of Ordnance or maintenance officers under a 

functionally aligned branch structure. A separate analysis, Annex B, indi- 

cates that both maintenance and supply skill and knowledge are required but 

that the task is primarily one of supply, not maintenance. 

22. An examination was also made of the function of aircraft mainten- 

ance (MOS 4823). This Board's considerations are discussed in Annex C. 

In essence this examination shows that aircraft maintenance is closely 

related, in doctrine, skills, and organization, to other types of maintenance. 

In a functional alignment of skills, aircraft maintenance may be grouped 

appropriately with other maintenance skills. Tfco MOS's which encompass 

logistic functional skills are not included in this grouping—MOS 0600, 

Motor Transport Officer, and MOS 4510, Unit Ammunition Officer. These skills 

are omitted for the following reasons. 

23. Battalion motor transport officer (MOS 0600) is a manager of 

transportation service with maintenance management an included function. His 

functions include planning employment of vehicles, directing, controlling 

vehicle assignment and use, and dispatching, as well as directing organiza- 

tional maintenance and related supply operations. Hence, his functions are 
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as much a part of the tactical and administrative operations of the organi- 

zation as either transportation or maintenance operations. The Board does 

not consider this position to be a logistics position. Although MOS 0600 

is not grouped with the logistics MOS's in Annex A, this is not to infer 

that all positions now designated for that MOS are not logistics positions. 

There are many non-battalion positions, notably in transportation motor pools, 

which are now designated for this same MOS. These are considered to be 

logistics positions. Ultimately, MOS distinction between these positions 

should be provided. 

24. In field artillery battalions, the Unit Ammunition Officer is 

normally the chief of the ammunition train. His duties are concerned pri- 

marily with the delivery of ammunition from the ammunition supply point to 

the firing batteries*  He does not require formal school training in the 

design, maintenance, or functioning of ammunition; rather, the MOS is awarded 

on the basis of assignment to, and performance on the job. It appears to the 

Board that a knowledge of the procedures and techniques for employment of 

field artillery are vital to the successful performance of this duty whereas 

a technical knowledge of awrounition is not. 

25. Although there are requirements for coitmodity-oriented officers 

throughout the Army, the principal requirements are within the wholesale 

logistics system. Based upon the manner in which AI.4C is organized, their 

principal need is for commodity oriented officers. This is not to say, 

however, that AMC does not require functional specialists. Many of the 

positions with their organizations are functional in nature, even though 

performed in a "commodity environment." There are general officer positions 
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C^      which are functional, such as the Director of Supply, and Director of 

Maintenance at AMC headquarters. An estimated 3,000 officers are required 

for commodity related positions. (See Appendix 1 to Annex A.) MOS's which 

have distinct commodity orientation are listed in group three. MOS 4300 ■* 

Project Manager - does not identify a specific commodity association, rather, 

this same MOS is used for systems manager positions for many different 

systems. Similarly, there is no specific commodity relationship identified 

in MOS 4319. Except for the missile-munitions field, the current MOS system 

does not identify skills for multi-function — single commodity positions, 

26. As used in this study, the term "weapons system/equipment systems 

manager" includes those officers whose military educationt trainiUig, and 

experience are oriented toward the development of an expertise in the several 

life-cycle functions relative to a single end item or group of end items. 

/ 27. While a weapons system/equipment systems manager may also fit the 

general definition of a logistics generalist, a. distinction exists in the 

materiel orientation. The duties of a logistics generalist normally embrace 

designated functions for a broad range of commodities whereas the duties of 

a weapons system/equipment systems manager normally embrace a broad range of 

functions for a designated commodity» Hence, even though the broadening of 

both types could be across various commodity and functional lines, one 

develops depth in a function while the other develops depth in a cowmodity« 

28. It is desirable for these officers to be completely proficient in 

all the life-cycle functions for his comnodity. While development of cciiw- 

plete proficiency is possible, it is not reasonable to expect that the 
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future conditions will make such development any more practical than it is 

today or was in the past« The need to achieve economical utilization of 

always limited personnel resources virtually precludes the formal and on- 

the-job training that would be required to develop complete proficiency 

within the span of*a normal career. The functional structure for logistics 

in the field also detracts from the development of commodity expertise in 

that a majority of the logistics positions are oriented on a function rather 

than a commodity* It is not practical to provide repetitive commodity 

oriented assignments in today's environment since to do so would create 

gross imbalances in overseas assignments and would greatly narrow the utility 

of a substantial group of officers. To give a group of officers repetitive 

commodity oriented assignments would, in effect, create a wholesale logistics 

corps and a retail logistics corps—an unacceptable division. Thus it seems 

evident that the development and management of weapons system/equipment 

systems manager must be oriented on providing maximum commodity proficiency 

consistent with the time available and the economical use of all personnel. 

It is altogether probable that the commodity oriented officer's service 

with the Army in the field—even though functionally oriented—will be of 

benefit in his total development. He should receive commodity-related 

assignments in the field where practical but he must gain first-hand 

experience in the field, whatever the capacity. 

29. The Board of Inquiry in the Army Logistic System has made several 

recommendations centered on the establishment of vertical control by item 

throughout both the wholesale and retail logistics system. If approved, 
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these recommendations would result in some increase in requirements for 

commodity oriented officers within the Army in the field« Such an increase 

would provide a better balance between CONUS and overseas requirements for 

these officers. 

30. For the purposes of this study, logistics generalist is defined as 

an officer qualified through education, training, experience, and general 

aptitude to command, manage, or exercise staff supervision over activities 

related to two or more logistical functions. MOS's shown in group four are 

generally, athough by no means universally or exclusively, generalist skills. 

31. No specific relationship to grade or level of responsibility is 

inherent in the definition of a logistics generalist. However, organization- 

al and operational concepts for functionalized logistical support create an 

environment wherein a majority of such positions are at the higher levels. 

This is especially true for the Army in the field and to a lesser degree for 

AMC and other CONUS activities. 

32. The Board examined the entire spectrum of logistics functions now 

being performed as shown by duty MOS by grade. It is recognized that this 

analysis is not wholly accurate since the existing MOS^ do not in all cases 

accurately portray the nature of duties involved. Further inaccuracy is 

introduced by current personnel shortages with resultant vacancies and grade 

substitutions. Despite these weaknesses, an order of magnitude is indicated 

by an analysis of duty positions. 

33. This examination reveals that a significant majority of the duty 

positions in the grades of lieutenant are accurately identifiable in terms 
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:^ of a single logistics function, e.g., supply, maintenance, etc. This same 

relationship continues for a lesser number of captain positions, although 

a majority can be so identified. At the grade of major, however, increases 

in generalist positions become evident. This trend continues until at the 

grade of colonel only a small part of all logistics duty positions are 

relatable to a single function. It appears that the dual-level concept 

derived in the TECSTAR study is based on a valid assessment of the nature 

of logistics officer requirements. The grade of major seems to designate 

the median point. Positions below that grade are predominately unifunctional 

while those at the higher grades are predominately multi-functional or 

logistics generalist positions. 

34. Efforts to define and categorize logistics generalist positions 

are frustrated by the wide variations of duties involved. This creates a 

f virtually limitless number of combinations of training and experience desir- 

able for optimum performance. These variances tend to increase with the 

levels of responsibility—in some cases to the extent that the nature of 

the position is altered to conform to the background and experience of the 

incumbent. 

35. Probably the largest and certainly the most readily identifiable 

group centers on the functions of maintenance and supply. These are the 

core functions in a wide range of logistics generalist positions ranging 

from battalion staff all the way to DA and DOD staff. These positions 

entail responsibilities in both maintenance and supply in Which neither 

function can, nor should be identified as predominate. Ttie inter-relation- 

ship between maintenance and supply makes the need for bi-fur.ctional or 

< 
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\^ multi-functional positions, centered on maintenance and supply, inevitable 

in a functional!zed logistics support structure. To qualify fully for 

these positions, an officer must have a thorough knowledge of both mainten- 

ance and supply gained through progressive training and experience in both 

functional areas. The level of experience must be commensurate with the 

grade (experience) level established for the position. Providing experience 

and training across functional lines with a functionally aligned branch 

structure presents one- of the major problems for consideration in port two 

of this study. It is sufficient here to point out the need for such 

experience in developing the skill and knowledge required. 

36. As mentioned earlier, there are many combinations of functional 

duties within various logistics generalist positions. Elements of respon- 

sibility for ammunition, construction, movements, hospitalization and 

i evacuation, and a wide range of services in addition to maintenance and 

supply are comrr^npiacec However, it does not appear necessary in this study 

to attempt to develop more definitive categorization than simply logistics 

generalists for these positions and skills. 

37. The Brown Board recommended that the combat arms battalions be 

staffed with an Ordnance maintenance officer and a Quartermaster Supply 

officer in lieu of the S-4 officer who is normally an arms officer« The 

battalion S-4 has duties encompassing a great deal of the logistics spectrum 

and, hence could be considered a logistics generalist. The maintenance and 

supply staff officers proposed by the Brown Board would be functional 

specialists. A separate study considering both structure and skills is 

included at Annex D. Briefly, this Board finds that, in order to provide 
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^^    logistics training and experience for arms officers and to give commanders 

flexibility in replacing combat losses, the battalion S-4 position should be 

filled by arms officers. Retention of a single S-4 position is also con- 

sidered preferable to splitting logistics staff responsibilities along 

functional lines. 

38. The Brown Board recommendation to eliminate the logistics officer 

program in the 1970 time-frame also has a bearing on the logistics skill 

requirements. Program members are exclusively field grade officers and 

serve mostly in logistics generalist positions. The implication of this 

action on skill requirements and officer qualifications are considered in 

detail in Appendix E. The findings of this study generally corroborate 

those of the Brown Board. The skills required are not provided by part time 

participation in logistics. This Board agrees with the Brown Board that the 

/      logistics officers program as it now exists should be eliminated. The 

number of logistics generalist positions to be filled exceeds the nuniber of 

qualified officers available in the logistics oriented branches, however« 

Thus, we find that the program should not be eliminated until sufficient 

Ordnance, Quartermaster, and Transportation Corps officers are available to 

fill those logistics positions now filled by officers of other branches» 

SUMMARY 

39. The Army requires officers trained and experienced in logistics to 

fill four general type of positions. These are positions which encompass 

responsibilities for (1) a single function for a single commodity; (2) 

a single function for several commodities; (3) several functions for a 

single commodity; and (4) several functions for several commodities. Although 

( 
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the lines of distinction are not always clear, officer skills can be 

categorized in broad terms as function oriented, commodity oriented, or 

logistics generalist^ 

40. Skill requirements for officers in the lower grades usually can 

be identified by either function or commodity orientation. The greatest 

requirements for officers in these grades are for positions in the functioned 

organizations of the Amy in the field; hence, most require functional 

orientation. There are, however, requirements for commodity oriented officers 

in all grades within the wholesale logistics system. 

41. In the field organizations, logistics functions typically merge at 

the higher operational and staff levels. Centralized responsibility for 

materiel (supply and maintenance), transportation, and services above batta- 

lion level and, at the top, for all logistics are common. Officers in these 

(      positions need have a broad knowledge of the several functional areas for 

which they are responsible. In the words of this study, these officers are 

logistics generalists. 

42. The greatest number of requirements army-wide is for functional 

specialists. Functional positions predominate in the Army in the field, 

especially in the company grades. There are identifiable requirements for 

functional specialists through the grade of general officer; however, the 

need for the broader managerial skills of the logistics generalist become 

more evident as the level of responsibility increases. While there are 

many positions in the Army in the field which require coimnodity adaptation 

or application of functional skills, most identifiable reTuirements for 

commodity specialists are within the wholesale logistics system» Ihe roost 

( 
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notable exception to this is in ammunition service which is handied on an 

integrated commodity basis throughout« 

43« Specific recommendations of the Brown Board have been examined in 

terms of officer skill relationships and in light of other studies. These 

separate examinations are contained in Annex B through Annex E to this 

section. 

CONCLUSIONS 

44. Management of the Army's logistics systems requires officers with 

three general types of skills: Functional oriented, commodity oriented, 

and broad logistics management. 

45a Officer logistics skills required depend on organization and, 

usually, on level of responsibility within organizations. 

46. Requirements for functional oriented officers predominate in the 

logistics organizations projected through 1975. 

47. Current MOS codes generally do not identify specific commodity 

oriented skills. 

48. Officer skills required in repair parts supply are closely related 

to skills required for the supply of other types of materiel. 

49. Officer skills required in aircraft maintenance au.« closely related 

to skills required in the maintenance of other types of materiel. 

50. Shortcomings in performance of the logistics staff function in 

arms battalions are due primarily to deficiencies in training and experience 

of officers assigned battalion S-4 duties. 

51. The S-4 m arms battalions should be an arms officer in the grade 

of major. 
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52• All arms officers should receive training iv  the advanced course 

to qualify them for battalion S-4 duties« 

53. Management of logistics at the higher levels requires officers 

with logistics training and experience in depth» Officers to fill these 

positions should be developed through progressive training and experience 

in logistics through their career. Logistics should be the center line of 

their career, not a secondary skill. 

54. Due to the logistics officer program first consideration for 

logistics assignments frequently goes to officers for whom logistics is a 

secondary qualification. This program does not insure development of fully 

qualified logisticians and ultimately should be eliminated. 

55. In the future, primary responsibility for meeting the Army's needs 

for logistics officers at ail levels should rest with those branches pri- 

marily oriented toward logistics. When these branches are able to fill all 

logistics positions, there will no longer be a need for the logistics 

officer program. 
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ANNEX A TO SECTION III 

The purpose of this annex is to show* where possible, officer MOS1» 

which identify skills required for performance of the various logistics 

functions» These skills are correlated to each of the general type 

positions in the Any's logistical activities. 

Group 1% 

Single Fonction - Single Cownodity 

0609 - Highway Transport Planning Officer 

061$ - Highway Traffic Engineer 

0660 - Highway Transport Officer 

0668 - Amphibious Craft Officer 

0706 - Trainmaster 

071$ - Railway Maintenance-of «way Superintendent 

0716 - Railway Bridge and Building Supervisor 

0717 - Railway Track Supervisor 

0718 - Railway Signal Maintenance Supervisor 

0720 - Road Foreman* Railroad Engines 

0730 - lardmaster 

0735 - Railway Master Mechanic 

0736 - Railway Car Foreman 

0737 - Enginehouse Foreman 

07li0 - Railway Dispatcher 

0750 - Railway Operations Superintendent 
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0753 - Railway Car Service Superintendent 

07$U - Railway Equipment Superintendent 

0801 - Harbor Master 

080li - Cargo Officer 

08l5 - Port Operations Officer 

0820 - Master or Mate 

0823 - Harbor Craft Engineer Officer 

0825 - Harbor Craft Unit Conmander 

2l;30 - Graves Registration Officer 

U112 - Open Mess Secretary 

mill - Food Adviser 

14120 - Bakery Officer 

U130 - Subsistence Officer 

14*00 - Signal Supply Officer 

Ud? - Signal Equipment Maintenance and Repair Officer 

bill? - Quartermaster Supply Officer 

Utf0 - Engineer Supply and Spare Parts Officer 

UxDx - Transportation Supply Officer 

Ut75 - Railway Supply Officer 

1500 - Chemical Supply Officer 

I4516 * Missile Maintenance Officer 

IS30 - Ordnance Supply Officer 

ii606 - Quartermaster Repair Officer 
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U620 - Ordnance Matariol Diatritmtion and Evaeaatlon Officar 

UTlb • Rafrigaration Officar 

WOO - Ordnance Maintenance Officer 

U801 - Ordnance Ghaided Miaaile Officer (FIN) 

W02 - Ordnance Guided Miaaile Officer (AIM) 

U808 - Arnanent Maintenance and Repair Officer 

ti6l$ - Mechanical Maintenance Officer 

b8l8 - Tire Maintenance and Repair Officer 

1*823 - Aircraft Maintenance Officer 

1825 - Electrcnica Maintenance Officer 

I1830 • Laundry and Paaigation Officer 

U850 - Raiiaay Shop Superintendent 

U851 - Car Repair Shop Superintendent 

1|852 - Boiler and Shdth Shop Superintendent 

185U " EOLaoksnith Shop Saperintendent 

U855 - Erecting and Machine Shop Saperintendent 

1*856 - LoconotiTe Srecting Shop Superintendent 

1*857 - Railmor Machine Shop Saperintendent 

1*660 - Airbrake Shop Superintendent 

1*861 - Electric LoccnotiTe Repair Shop Saperintendent 

1*862 - Dieael LoccnotiTe Shop Saperintendent 

1*880 - ftvgineer Eqaipaent Maintenance and Repair Officer 

1*960 « Petrolean Prodacta Sapplj Officer 

7210 - Marine Roll and Aigine Maintenance Officer 
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7211 - Marine Hull Maintenance Officer 

7221 - Marine Engine Maintenance Officer 

922li - Explosive Ordnance Disposal Officer 

Group 28 

Single Function - Multiple Cowmodity 

0612 - Field Transportation Officer 

0692 - Transportation Staff Officer 

0693 - Transportation Traffic Management Officer 

069h  - Transportation Movements Officer 

2167 - Research and Development Coordinator 

UOOO - General Supply Officer 

U200 - Supply and Services Officer 

l;201 - Supply Management Officer 

1;210 - Amy Exchange Officer 

1*220 - Post Quartermaster 

1222 • Sales Officer 

1(223 * Commissary Officer 

1(310 - Purchasing and Contracting Officer 

)i320 - Procurement Officer 

1*1403 - Foreign Aid Supply Officer 

libOli - Packing Officer 

hhSO - Supply Depot Officer 

1*600 - Property Disposal Officer 
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\    li601 - Salvage Collecting Officer 

1803 - Maintenance Officer 

Group 3g 

MultJoFunction « Single Cowwodity 

1723 - Nuclear Weapons Officer 

l;300 - Project Manager 

1*319 - Procurement Control and Production Officer 

14313 - Ordnance Guided Missile and Special Weapons Staff Officer 

h$l}i - Ammunition Officer 

hSl$ - Ammunition and Missile Maintenance Officer 

Group h' 

Multi^ftmction - Malti-Cowwodity 

262h  - Logistical Coionander 

I    262$ - Logistics Officer 

1*010 - Supply Staff Officer (GIA, Sb) 

liCl5 - Quartermaster Staff Officer 

1*512 - Ordnance Officer 
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AMCPT~MO (31 Mar 6?) 1st Ind 
SUBJECT? Officer Logistic Skill Requirements 

HQ, US Army Materiel Cowraand, Washington, D. C, 20315, 12 May 196? 

TOs Chief of Personnel Operations, ATTNs OPD(STOCQ), 
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20310 

1« Rather than attempt to define specifically the terms weapons 

systems manager, materiel manager and commodity specialist, I will give 

% general appreciation of the way in which I think our top level managers 

in AHC should be developed and suggest that after you have read my comnents, 

you arrange to visit me and discuss specifics« 

2. The fundamental thrust of my position in developing officer 

personnel derives from ny conviction that what the Army is interested in 

is effective weapons systems in the hands of the troops, and it has only 

a secondary interest in R&D specialists, procurement specialists and 

inventory specialists. Consequently, we need to develop personnel so that 

they understand a weapons system and all interrelated actions that go into 

the development, procurement and support of that weapons system* We then 

broaden them into the top-level managr~? we need in various AMC personnel 

assignments. 

3. Basically, we need a strong body of oonrodity oriented people. 

The Brown Board does not go far enough. It aims at supply and maintenanoe 

in the field. I do not want the management of lieutenants, captains, 

majors and lieutenant colonels, per se; I want management of aircraft 

officers, anmunition officers and missile officers. I do not believe that 
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an officer can Interchange from ammunition to aircraft to missiles and 

know what has to be known, 

!i. Moreover, a combat arms officer does not go from Infantry to 

Artillery to Armor. He studies, practices and masters the tactics and 

techniques of his basic arm and at the same time gains staff and combined 

arms expertise« Through successively higher level poalttons, both within 

and without his basic arm, he qualifies for high level staff assignments 

and command of combined arms formations, I submit that the commodity 

oriented officer should be developed and broadened following a similar 

pattern, 

5. My hesitation In defining specific terms derives largely from 

not knowing Just what a materiel manager in your terms is supposed to be, 

I have no problem with defining a coimodity manager and system manager« 

At Inclosure 2 are nqr views on a oonnodity manager «ho grows into a system 

manager and eventually the most able system managers have the perspective 

to provide top management and staff supervision for any element of ANC to 

include the CG himself« 

6. With respect to paragraph 3a of the basic correspondence, a chart 

Indicating the commodities and life-cycle functions thereof is attached as 

Inclosure 1, This chart Identifies the commodities and life-cycle functions 

Involved in the development of the conmodlty oriented officer for the Any 

Materiel Cownand. 

7. Identification of officer skills required in terms of branch and 
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K MOS is generally possible for any given combination of life-oyole 

function and commodity« However, as managerial responsibilities increase 

with grade and experience, MOS and branch identification become less 

precise as a means of determining skills required« Therefore, in order 

to provide the information requested in paragraph 3A of the basic corre- 

spondence, a study to determine the skills required for acceptable per- 

formance by an AMC commodity oriented officer is scheduled for completion 

in approximately one week. 

8. Concurrent with this study, statistics are being compiled as to 

the number of commodity oriented officers now serving with AMC, as 

requested in paragraph 3c of the basic correspondence« However, a survey 

of officers now serving will not account for this eomand's recognised 

officer requirements since the command is currently understrength approxi- 

mately 1300 officers« Therefore the statistics being compiled also will 

include total recognised officer requirements« 

9* ftirther response to the requirements of paragraphs 3b and 3c of 

the basic correspondence will be submitted by 18 May 1967. It is suggested 

that a review of Job descriptions of representative senior officer positioae 

in this cownand would be of benefit to your study« They will be ftomished 

separately. 

2 Incls /s/t/ P. S« EBSSOf, JR. 
as General, USA 

Commanding 
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COMMODITIES 

AIRCRAFT 

AMKÜNITICN 

CHmCAL/BIQLOGICAL 

ELECTRONICS 

BDIVIDÜAL EQdIPMBNT 

MISSILES 

KOBILITI BQPIIMSNT 
(Engineer & Transportation) 

POL 

TAKK/AÜTCMOTIVB 

WEAPONS 

LIFB^CrCIiE BTOICTKIIS 

RESEARCH 

DEVELOHOTT 

TESTING 

MAINTENANCE EMQR 

PRODUCTION JNOR 

PROCUREMENT 

PRODÖCTICN 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

PRODUCT IMPR07 

DISTRIHITICN 

STORAGE 

SÖPPLI MANAOQfBNT 
END ITEM 
SPARE PARTS 

MAINTENANCE 

TECH ASSIST 

MOVEMENT 
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CCHMODITY MANAGER 

A commodity manager is an individual who by repttltlTa asalgnatnt» 

in a given oomodity area beoonee progreselvely fanillar with the varlou» 

functional management elementa for that oonaodity. His undergradUÄte 

education should be basically In a hard technical science related to his 

ocnaodity specialty and he should hare a «aster's degree either in a hard 

science or in general managerial areas (e.g., MBA, Statistical Analysis» 

Operations Research). 

His early assignnente should be largely hardsare oriented and accord- 

ingly directed toward the utilisation, maintenance and design of the equip- 

ment. With service, his background should be broadened in the more general 

software functional areas of procnrsaent and resource nenagement. 

Bbr the tine he finished one or two assignments as a lieutenant colonel 

he should be sufficiently rounded to cope with and interrelate any of the 

ftmotional aspecte of hie ocModity« He should hare begun to establish a 

reputation, both in the military and in the industrial cowmnity as an 

expert in his field. 

it that time« by virtue of his rounded knowledge of his oowmodity 

field, he is tally qualified to heed a major system developamnt, or serve 

as a high echelon staff officer, and has laid the ground work for eventual 

assignmsnt as an AMC coModity c« 
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AMCPT^IO 25 May 1967 

SUBJECT? Officer Logistic Skill toqulremoits 

TOs     Chief of Persainel Operations 
ATTNs OPD (STOCQ) 
Department of the Amy 
Washington, D. CM 20310 

1. Reference letter, OPD (STOCQ)» 31 March 1967, subject as above 

and 1st Indorsement thereto, this headquarters, 12 May 1967• 

2. Attached as Ihclosore No* 1 is a chart which provides an outline 

of examples of career patterns for development of commodity managers, con- 

sistent with the discussion held on the subject during the conference with 

General Besson on 16 May 1967* 

3. Attached as Ihclosure No* 2 U a compilation of the numbers of 

officers within this command who are assigned and pro rata authorised in 

commodity-oriented MOS's together with charts setting forth in detail that 

and other information including grade and branch* 

FOR THE COMMANDHh 

2 Incl /«A/ WILLIAM S* CHARIN 
as Acting Director 

Personnel it Training 
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ggfflg OF OFFICERS OJRRMTLY SERV1NQ M AMC OgMMOOT^MMSg ASSIOWKBITS 

I» For 75 MOS»», which wore considered appropriate in the study of 

commodity-oriented officers, the attached charts indicate the xmnber of 

officers currently assigned to AMC by grade and branch. 

2« The last column of each chart indicates a pro rata authorised 

figure which is based on a pro rata share of total officer TBA authori- 

zation for AMC by grade and branch. 

3« MOS's included are as followss 

MOS TITLE ASGD 
PRO RATA 
AUTH 

OliO Radar Officer 2 3 

0200 Communications Officer 2 2 

0210 Signal Officer hi 80 

0600 Motor Transport Officer 8 15 

0663 Engineer Equipaent Officer 2 3 

0692 Transportation Officer 6 9 

069li Transportation Movenents Officer 6 9 

1177 Air Defense Missile Staff Officer, Nike Hercules $ 8 

1181 Guided Missile Systems Officer 26 52 

1723 Nuclear Weapons Officer 21 29 

1980 Fixed Wing Aviator 12 33 

1981 Rotary Wing Aviator 12 33 

1982 Airfield Operations Officer k k 

1983 Aviation Unit Commander 9 18 
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MOS TITLE 

2025 Major Departmental Unit Chief or Director 

62025 Aviator Major Departmental unit Chief or Director 

20ii2 Technical and Tactical Board Member 

620142 Aviator Technical and Tactical Board Member 

2167 Research and Development Coordinator 

62167 Aviator Research and Development Coordinator 

2170 Technical Operations Officer 

62170 Aviator Technical Operations Officer 

2U02 ADPS Flans and Operations Officer 

2518 Aviation Staff Officer 

62518 Aviator, Aviation Staff Officer 

262b Logistical Commander 

2625 Logistics Officer 

62625 Aviator Logistics Officer 

3307 Bacteriologist 

3309 Biochemist 

U300 Materiel Project Manager 

1*319 Procurement Control and Production Officer 

6U319 Aviator Procurement Control and Production Offioer 

Ji320 Procurement Officer 

1*1*00 Signal Supply Officer 

U*l5 Signal Equipment Maintenance and Repair Officer 
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ASOD 
FRO RATA 

AÜTH 

126 211 

10 15 

82 12U 

15 A 
270 393 

39 57 

9b 132 

1 1 

55 91 

10 15 

1 2 

31 58 

212 331» 

10 18 

15 22 

6 11 

51 50 

39 51» 

2 b 

Th ill 

11 16 

9 12 

c 
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c MOS TITLE 

hhX9 Quartermaster Supply Officer 

kh$0 Supply Depot Officer 

hhlO Bngiueer Supply and Spare Parts 

ItSOO Chemical Supply Officer 

li$12 Ordnance Officer 

U513 Ordnance Guided Missile & Special Weapons Staff 
Officer 

hSlh Amraunition Officer 

hSlS Ammunition and Missile Maintenance Officer 

U$16 Missile Maintenance Officer 

li530 Ordnance Supply Officer 

WOO Ordnance Maintenance Officer 

U801 Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (FAM) 

1*802 Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (AIM) 

I48O3 Maintenance Officer 

U8O8 Armament Maintenance and Repair Officer 

714820 Parachutist-Parachute Maintenance & Aerial Supply 
Officer 

k823 Aircraft Maintenance Officer 

61(823 Aviator - Aircraft Maintenance Officer 

1*825 Electronics Maintenance Officer 

1(880 Qigineer Equipment Maintenance and Repair Officer 

1(960 Petroleum Products Supply Officer 

ASOD 
FRO RATA 

JKIIH 

It 5 

13 21 

8 10 

It 6 

69 90 

21 33 

27 32 

2 3 

3 3 

15 17 

21t 29 

17 22 

21 25 

12 16 

5 5 

16 26 

5 11* 

hS 100 

1 1 

7 12 

7 12 

( 
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c MOS TITLE ASQD 
FRO RATA 

mm 

7210 Marine Hull and Engine Maintenance Officer 1 2 

7300 Chemical Ehgineer 30 Ul 

7312 Physicist UO 57 

7311 Chemical Staff Officer 17 ^0 

7317 Metallurgist 10 10 

7318 Organic Chemist 12 12 

7319 Chemist 31 35 

7320 Munitions Production Officer U 5 

7330 Nuclear Weapons Effects Officer 6 7 

7360 Chemical Monitions Development Officer 3 3 

7li21 Production Engineer 17 17 

7500 Mechanical Engineer 1*2 1.7 

7501 Aeronautical Ehgineer 10 13 

67501 Aviator - Aeronautical Engineer 7 13 

7601 Electronics Engineer 111 152 

7611 Electrical Ehgineer li 10 

7860 Radio Ehgineer 2 3 

820L Meteorologist 10 12 

TOTAL   2009  2993 
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C     OPD (STOCQ) S-25 April 1967 
lh April 1967 

SUBJECTS Requirements for Commodity Specialists 

TOs     Commanding General 
Combat Developments Command 
Fort Belvoir VA 22060 

1« Referencess 

a. Study, The Administrative Support of the Arwy (TASTA 70). 

b. CSM 67-120, dated 2k March 67, subject: Study of Signal» 

Transporation, Ordnance, Chemical and Quartermaster Corps. 

2. This Board is conducting the study directed by CSM 67*120« One 

task is to develop the officer logistic requirements for weapons systems/ 

materiel managers, commodity specialists, functional specialists and 

logistics generalists. 

3. The revised TASTA-70 organisation Includes commodity manager 

positions at TASCOM, FASCOM, and support brigade levels. It appears that 

the staffing of these positions will require officers vho may be classified 

as coranodity specialists. 

h.   To assist this Board in developing overall requirements, request 

the following information: 

a. An explanation of the roles of these cowaodity managers. 

b. Total number of commodity manager positions In a type theater. 

c. Commodity orientation and the relationship of any of these 

C 
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C     OED (STOCQ) 
SQBJECTs Requirements for Commodity Specialists 

position to the commodity alignment of AMC. 

d. Skill requirements for each position. Express in terns of 

branch, grade and MOS where practicable« Positions which cannot be 

expressed in terms of branch, grade and existing MOS may be described 

in terms of education, training and experience. 

e. Any officer MOS changes or additions that may be contemplated 

to accommodate these positions. 

5* Any additional information to help define these positions should 

be included. 

FOR THE CHIEF OF PBRSOmEL OPERATICKS: 

/t/s/DON R. HICXMAH 
Colonel, Infantry 
Chairman 
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CDCCD«C (U4 Apr 67) Ist Tnd 
SUBJECTS Requirements for Conmodity Specialists 

HQf US Amqr Combat Developments Command, Ft Belvoir, Va. 32060, 25 April 1967 

TOs Chief, Office of Personnel Operations, Department of the Amy, 
Atm« OPD(STOCQ), Washington, D. C. 20310 

1. Information requested in paragraph h of basic letter is famished 

in inclosures hereto, 

2. At inclosure 1 is a discussion of the role of the commodity 

managers under the TASTA-70 concept within the Theater Amy Support Command 

(TASCOM), Field Amy Support Comnand (FASCON) and Support Brigades« 

3. At inclosure 2 is information extracted from pertinent Tables of 

Organisation and Equipment in response to paragraphs lib and hd of basic 

letter. 

h.   No officer HOS change or additions are contemplated to accommodate 

consodity manager related positions in TASTA-70 organisation • 

5. Additional information on this subject can be found in FM 29*10-1 

(Test) - The Field Amy Supply Management System, March 1967, and in 

FM Sl-5-1 (Test) - Supply and Maintenance Comnand TASCOM« and FM 29-21 (Test) 

Maintenance Support FASCOM, due to be published soon. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

2 Inal /s/t/ HENRI A. HONT 
as Major, AOC 

Asst Aaj Oeo 
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( DISCÖSSION OF OTMODITT MANAGER POSITICWS 

WTTHIN TASTA-70 

TASCOM, FASCOM, AND SUPPORT BRIQADE 

1. Referencess 

a. Final Draft Study, TASTA-70, dated 28 February 1966. 

b. Letter, HQ DA (AGAM-P)(M)(7 Jun 66) (FOR DS Of) subjects 

The Administrative Support, Theater Army 1965-1970 (TASrA-70) dated 

8 June 1966. 

2« Reference lb approved the TASTA-70 final draft study (Ref la), 

subject to specified modifications* Subsequently, the DA Board of Inquiry 

on the Amy Logistics System (Broun Board) recommended that "technical 

connodity-oriented staff sections be established within command head- 

quarters at all levels under a materiel directorate office«" This Broun 

Board reconmendation is one of several on which the Chief of Staff, DA, has 

deferred approval, pending additional study« This discussion of commodity 

manager positions therefore reflects TASTA-70 concepts as approved, without 

refersnce to possible future modifications in line with Brown Board recom- 

mendations* 

3« TASCOM headquarters consists mainly of functional type staff 

personnel. Commodity specialist and technical personnel arm not provided 

at this level since TASCOM does not become Involved in day-to-day or 

detailed operations, planning, implemiKitation, or management except as may 

be required to implement the TASCOM coamander's mission« Commodity managers 
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and technical personnel are located at subordinate operating commands 

(e.g.. Supply and Maintenance Command, Transportation Conmand, Personnel 

Command). Theater level coninodity managers are located primarily in the 

Inventory Control Center (ICC) and the Maintenance Management Center (IMC) 

of the Supply and Maintenance Command. These centers are directed, super- 

vised and controlled by the Supply and Maintenance Conmand Assistant Chief 

of Staff for Supply and Assistant Chief of Staff for Maintenance, respect- 

ively. 

h.   At FASCOM level, the ICC and MMC are organic to HQ PASGOH, and 

the oonmodity managers in these functional control centers operate under 

the operational control of the pertinent coordinating staff section of 

RQ FASCOM. 

$• At Support Brigade level, a Stock Control Center (SCC) and a MMC 

are staffed with commodity managers and operate under the appropriate 

coordinating staff section as at PASGOH. 

6. The Supply and Maintenance Conmand ICC is the main operating 

element of the theater supply management system and as such servee as the 

point of interface between CONUS and the theater system. 

a. Within the ICC, each commodity manager performs the following 

functions with respect to his commodity! 

(l) Providesi 

(a) Storage and distribution direction. 

(b) Receipt and processing of requisitions from supported 
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1 
*     comnands and other designated activities« 

(o) Renriew and analysis of demands and computations of 

theater array requirements for supplies and equipment. 

(d) Continuous study of the supply system. 

(2) Initiates, within policies and directives of Supply and 

Maintenance Conmand Headquarters, action to fulfill supply requirements by 

requisition on CONtJS, local procurement, and/or redistribution of supplies. 

(3) Approves, within established policies, additions to or 

deletions from theater army stockage lists and adjustments to requisitioning 

objectives. 

(U)   Reports significant supply data to the Supply and Main- 

tenance Conmand staff. 

(5) Determines effects of new or modified supply directives 

on the theater army supply management system. 

(6) Coordinates, within policies and directives of Supply 

and Maintenance Command Headquarters, with the Maintenance Management Center 

on repair of materiel to support the supply system and other related matters« 

b« Commodity managers in the ICC rely on ADPE for the routine 

processing of the high volume of daily activity. Despite modernisation of 

ADP hardware and sophistication In software, computer processing cannot 

replace the human management capability where Judgment and practical appli« 

cation are required. Thus, the commodity manager remains a very important 

element in the theater supply system. Activity that is outside the realm 
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of the ADPE program, or beyond the ▼triable parawetera of the program, is 

referred to the cowmodity manager for deoieion. Examples of the work of 

a oonaodity manager are managing major items and their components, revieir 

of critical items in the theater, positioning of reserves and special 

project materiel, timely phasing of new items into the supply system and 

phasing obsolete items out of the supply system, coordinating with the MC 

on command materiel readiness, and determination of requirements. The 

varied responsibilities of the commodity manager require that he be an 

experienced competent career logistician. Re should have had assignments 

in OS or DS FASCOM units, command and staff experience at battalion, brigade 

or FASCOM, have attended career staff and logistics schools, and had CCHUS 

assignments at DSA or AHG installations« 

7* The Maintenance Management Center (MHC) of the Supply and Main* 

tenance Command provides integrated maintenance management ever maintenance 

activities of the coBsraud, The Conmodity Managers in the MC perform the 

following functions with respect to their commodities t 

a. Coordinate repair priorities with the ICC« 

b* Maintain continuous evaluation of workload and capability of 

maintenance units and cross-levels workload or resources to achieve 

compatibility and highest efficiency« 

o« Maintain materiel readiness status of comand based on analyses 

of statistical data provided through ADP center«. 

d« Determine requiremoits for maintenance personnel, units, skills, 
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tools, and test eqaipment, 

8. The roles of the cowmodity managers within the functional control 

centers (ICC, MMC) at TASCOM level, as described in paragraphs 6 and 7 

above, are generally applicable to the similar control centers at FASCOM 

and Support Brigade levels. Appropriate consideration must of course be 

given to the reduced levels of responsibility and the narrower missions at 

the lower connand echelons. 

9. The TASTA-70 functionaliaed supply system groups supplies to coin« 

cide with distribution and management requirements rather than their end 

use* However, connodity groupings in a theater should be compatible with 

the CCNUS supply system to assure easier coordination and follow-up to the 

source of supply. In organising the ICC, commodity groupings permit a basis 

of assignment of items to a commodity manager. AR 711-25, Stockage of 

Supplies and Maintenance of Authorized Stockage Lists, contains current 

sources of supply used as the basis for developing the TASTA~70 commodity 

groups. 

10. Commodity orientation within the TASCOM ICC and relationship with 

connodity alignment of AMC is as indicated belows 

ICC Cowmodity Qrouo AMC Commodity Command 

Bulk Petroleum 

Major Equipment 
Rail-Marine Mat. 
Construction-Fortification Mat. 

US Amy Petrl. Center 
(MBCCK for POL Handling 
Equipment} 

MBCCK 
MBCOM 
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ICC Cowroodity Group 

Aircraft Materiel 

Mobility Mattriel 
(Combat & Gtn Purpose 
Vehj MHE, Weapons» Spec, 
Purpose Veh«) 

Repair Farts 

General Materiel 
Subsistence 

General Equipment 
(Clothing, Office Supplies 
k Machines» generators, 
tools» nscl. items) 

Electronic Materiel 

Missiles and Munitions 

AMC CowBodity OewBand 

AVCOM 

( ATAC 
( WICOK 
( MEGCH 

ATAC 
AVCOM 
WBCCM 
MICCM 
MECOH 
ECOM 

MECCA! 

BdCH 

MJCGH 
MICCM 

11. Commodity groupings at the PASCCM ICC and Support Brigade SCO 

are virtually identical to those shown abore for the TASCOM ICC« 

12. Commodity orientation within the MMC at TASCOM» ASCCM» FASOQK» 

and the Support Brigades follows a pattern similar to that found in the 

ICC/SCC. Commodity Groups and relationship to AMC Commodity Commands are 

indicated belowt 

MMC Cownodity Group AMC Commodity Commsnd 

Electronics Management ECOM 
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MMC Connodity Group AMC Conmodity COWMOKI 

ADFE BOOK 

Cryptographic BOON! 

Teletype ECCH 

Radar BOON 

Radio BOOH 

Telephone BOOK 

Electrical ( ECOH 
( MECOM 

Mobility Management 

Aircraft AVGOM 

Automotive ATAC 

Marine MECOM 

Rail MECCM 

Weapon« Management 

Anmunition MUCOM 

Artillery WECOM 

Fire Control «BOON 

Mieailee MXGOM 

Small Arms «BOON 

Special Equipment Management 

Bakery MECON 

Bath NBOON 

Chemical «BOOM 
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MMC Commodity Group 

Construction 

Hvy Textile 

Laundry 

MHE 

Medical 

Office Machines 

Power Tools 

Generators 

Petroleum Handling 

AMC Cowwodity Command 

MECOH 

MBCOM 

MECCM 

MECOM 

MECOM 

MECOM 

MECCM 

MECOM 
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ANNEX B 

REPAIR PARTS SUPPLY 

!• The DA Board of Inquiry on the Logistics System (Brown Board) 

recommended that repair parts supply be a function of the Ordnance Corps« 

In furtherance of this recomnendation, the Brown Board also recommended 

that the repair parts company in the field army be assigned to the GS 

maintenance battalion rather than the supply ar.d services battalion. The 

OPO-SOQ Study did not reccmmend repair parts be an exception to realignment» 

Repair parts supply was considered to be a part of the supply function. The 

location of specific functional units was not within the scope of the SOQ 

Study. This difference between the Brown Board and the SOQ Study was ad- 

dressed by the STOCQ Board to determine whether repair parts supply should 

be a function of Quartermaster or Ordnsnce Corps officers. 

2. The analysis identified two separate problems; (1) organizational 

structure and command of the repair p&r;^ company, and (2) qualifications 

and skills required to staff repair parts officer positions. The  first is 

a doctrinal matter and the second a personnel matter, 

3. With current doctrine repair parts are supplied to using units by 

the supporting D5 maintenance activity or unit. This supports the one- 

stop concept and places with one colander the total maintenance respon- 

sibility. At GS level a repair parts company has been introduced by TASTA- 

70. ttiis company is organic to one cf the GS supply and services batta- 

lions. This repair parts ccsipar/ has no supply control or inventory 

control over its repair parts stodcs. It receivfsf stores, and issues 

parts only on Instructions from the support brigaded stock control canter« 
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The intent of the Brown Board's recommendation to place this repair parts 

company under one of the GS maintenance battalions was to increase the 

effectiveness of the maintenance within the brigade • The rationale for 

this recommendation was (1) that repair parts are an essential element of 

any maintenance program and should be under the control of the maintenance 

organizations, (2) Supply and maintenance are indivisible <?nd mainten- 

ance units are the sole users of repair parts thus the placing of control 
i 

of repair parts in the maintenance units should facilitate coordination on 

all aspects of maintenance decisions« 

4* An analysis of orcanizations and support concepts contained in PM 

54-8 (Test), The Administrative Support, Theater Army, TASTA-70,shows one 

GS Repair parts company supporting four GS maintenance battalions and four 
I 

DS maintenance battalions. In addition responsibility for levels of supply, 

I        Qj stocJcage lists, authorized stockage levels, determination of requirements, 
[ ' 
i 

stock records, and direction of supply actions is with the brigade stock 

control center, not the repair parts ccnpany or the supply and services 

battalion. 

5. The STOOQ Board considers that the location of the repair parts 

company does not affect the staffing of repair parts supply positions. 

There are advantages to transferring it to one of the GS maintenance 
I 

battalions as well as advantages to leaving it in the GS supply and services 

battalion. Placing the repair parts company in either a GS maintenance 

battalion or in the GS supply end services battalion poses no particular 
i 

i 

problem, units organized under TASTA are designed with flexibility as a 
I 

main feature«   Taere appears to be no overriding benefits or complications 

O 
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to elthtr alternativ«« As the focal point on thi^ subject Involw 

CDC Is considering this problem at the present time and should make a deter- 

mination as to which unit the repair parts company will he assigned. 

6. Qualifications and slclUs required by officers staffing repair parts 

positions was the nature of the other problem area« The Brown Board's 

position was that all commissioned officer positions Involving repair parts 

should be staffed v'.th Ordnance officers. Proponents of this position 

contend that the skills required are basically maintenance skills Involving 

maintenance decisions which hinge on the availability of repair parts (e.g., 

Whether to repair, replace, fabricate, or use next higher assembly). They 

reason that maintenance decisions dictate the range of repair parts stock» 

age requirements and their use at all echelons, therefore, the supply of 

repair parts must be an Integral part of an effective maintenance system. 

(~J 7. To better determine what experience and training Is required to 

fulfill the responsibilities of a repair parts supply officer, the duties 

such an officer would have to perform were examined. A representative list 

of duties and responsibilities follow: 

a. Supervises repair parts supply. 

b. Trouble shooter, focuses on problem areas. Identifying causes, 

coordinating with supported and supporting elements. 

c. Keeps abreast of command policy, plans, and operations, with 

emphasis on furnishing timely supply support. 

d. Hanages his own operation and the responsiveness of his support« 

e. Monitors equipment deadlined for parts« 
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f. establishes liaison with higher, lower, and adjacent supply 

organisations» 

g» Detailed knowledge of alternate supply sources, 

h* Must he mission oriented« 

8* By analysing the mission of the repair parts company and the quali- 

fications that cowmissioned officers who staff the unit must have, it was 

determined that officer positions principally require supply skills. These 

skills are required to insure the efficient operation of a supply function— 

that of furnishing repair parts to a user. Under the functional realign- 

ment concept the officer positions would be designated as Quartermaster Corps 

positions. Xt is recognised that specific training should be given officers 

staffing these positions to insure an awareness of the maintenance implica- 

tions involved in their duties. It is also recognised that repair parts 

supply must be managed so as to complement and support fully the maintenance 

mission. Close coordination between the two activities and integrated 

control over both are essential. However, this is provided by staff 

operations and direction within the brigade, not by a particular branch 

designation. 

9. Based on the STOCQ Board analysis, it is concluded that repair 

parts positions principally require supply skills. This conclusion does 

not ctnnge any maintenance concepts or of Ordnance manning maintenance 

units. Repair parts supply constitutes approximately 85* of all supply 

transactions, lb assign responsibility for repair parts supply to the 

Ordnance Corps under a functional alignment would effectively nullify a 

functional alignment of supply personnel. The assignment of the repair 
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o ptrtf companies Is doctrinal and does not alter this collusion regtrdless 

of what type parent organisation consnands it* Repair parts corwdssioned 

officer positions should be staffed by Oiartermaster Corps officers. 

■ ,:-:- 
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AVXATXC^ MAXNTSNANCe 

!• Aviation maintenance is currently a function associated priwairiXy 

with the Transportation Corps» The STOOQ Board considered this problem in 

light of recent Brown Board recommendations to realign thio function to the 

Ordnance Corps. The Board approach was to examine the transfer of respon- 

sibilities, taking into account specie' considerations which could impact 

on the problem* Three principal considerations emerged and were in evidence 

throughout the discussions on this subject. These were: (I) Aviation 

qualification of a maintenance officer, (2) operations in SE Asia, and (3) 

expansion of aviation in the U.S. Army. 

2. The first of these considerations concerns the aviator qualifi- 

cation of aircraft maintenance officers. The Transportation Corps is one of 

the seven branches authorized Army aviators, while the proposed gaining 

branch, Ordnance, is not. No Army policy could be found that states a 

requirement for aircraft maintenance officers to be aviation qualified. 

Inquiries were made to other Armed Services, and U.S. governmental agencies, 

as well as several commercial airlines to get their professional views. 

None of the contacted agencies stated that flight qualification was a pre- 

requisite or even necessary for their aircraft maintenance officers or 

supervisors. In addition to these extern*! organizations, inquiries were 

directed to six U.S. Army offices having both a maintenance and an aviation 

responsibility. 

3. The responses received from these staffs and commands were varied, 

ranging from a strong position favoring all aircraft maintenance officers 
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bf qualified «viators to posltlona stating that it was rwt >«iKlatory that 

aXX aircraft maintenance officers be aviation qualified. All responses 

did indicate a strong need for a flight capability in aircraft maintenance 

units« This capability exists more in line with a test pilot function than 

a pure maintenance function« MOS 4823, as stated in change nine, AR 

611-101 appears to adequately state the requirements of an aircraft main- 

tenance officer with the exception that no mention is made of t^st flying 

the aircraft» 

4* Aviator MOS, both fixed wing and rotary wing describe the duties, 

skills, and qualifications necessary to function as pilot of an aircraft» 

The STOCQ Board only addressed the pilot qualification as it pertains to a 

skill requirement for aircraft maintenance officers» From this, it appears 

that the three MOS^, 4823 for aircraft maintenance officers; 1980 for 

fixed wing aviator; and 1981 for rotary wing aviator,, adequately describe 

the duties and qualifications of the respective officer positions» Other 

Armed Forces positions on this subject, plus past, current, and projected 

civilian commercial practice, tend to question th^jraUdity of requiring 

aviator skill as a prerequisite for aircraft maintenance officers» No 

written DA policy or regulation was found to either substantiate or refute 

such a skill requirement» Increasing numbers of non-aviator officers are 

attending the Aircraft Maintenance Officers Course at the Transportation 

School, Ft Bustis, Virginia» This is due to a shortage of qualified 

aviators as a result of requirements in Vietnam» Aviators are needed for 

cockpit assignments» 
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5. A special report (COPO-or-240)f dated 5 Way 1967 lists the number 

of non-aviator qualified aircraft maintenance officers as 599, while the 

number of prefix 06, aviation qualified aircraft maintenance officers was 

446. A total of ten aircraft maintenance officers are listed under other 

prefixes. With this in mind, the STOCQ Board determined that the aviator 

qualification and skill was not necessary for an aircraft maintenance 

officer; but recognized that a flight capability roust be available for test 

flight purposes« The source of the capability was not addressed in this 

study. 

6. Several detailed studies made recently have recownended that equip- 

ment maintenance be the primary responsibility of one branch—the Ordnance 

Corps, m these studies, aircraft maintenance was considered as a part of 

the overall maintenance function to be aligned with the Ordnance Corps f 

Major U.S. Army commands concurred in these study recommendations, however 

one of the major commands (AMC) voiced concern about transferring this 

responsibility during the conflict in SE Asia. The appendix to this annex 

gives recommendations and command positions on the subject of transfer of 

the function of aircraft maintenance. Wie aviation.qualification was also 

mentioned by several major commands, notably AMC. It is interesting to 

note that CDC, the principal DA command responsible for future concepts 

and doctrine, recommended an immediate transfer of the aircraft maintenance 

function to the Ordnance Corps. 

7. In view of these prior recommendations for the transfer to 

Ordnance, it was felt that further study of the rationale for transfer 

would be unnecessary. The STOCQ Board agrees with the previous studies 
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en this subject. No new facts were uncovered during the conduct of this 

study to warrant a re-evaluation of the basic problem of Whether to trans- 

fer the responsibility from the Transportation Corps to Ordnance» Staffing 

of these studies Indicate that major U.S. Army commands are unanimous in 

their concurrences of the study proposals• Therefore, the STOCQ Board 

devoted its maximum effort to determining when this function should be 

transferred, rather than if it should be transferred» 

8. Several transfer alternatives were discussed in detail« Among 

these were: 

a« Transfer now 

b. Transfer in 1975 

c. Time-phased transfer 

9, The "transfer noww and the "transfer in 1975" alternatives were 

developed simply because these times represented the soonest possible and 

the latest possible times consistent with this Board's charter» The 

current conflict in SEA weighed heavily in all discussions as a special 

consideration» The Amy Materiel Conmand recommended the transfer of this 

function to Ordnance be held in abeyance until after operations in Vietnam 

cease» The third alternativey that of phasing the transfer keyed to 

Vietnam operations was then developed» The advantages and disadvantages 

of each of these alternatives were thoroughly investigated and weighed» 

10» Past turbulence in the careers of TC aviators, including those 

maintenance qualified, coupled with the critical role these officers are 

performing in Vietnam are major factors in evaluating these alternatives» 

Transferring the maintenance function now would result in uncertainty for 
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TC aviator maintenance officers regarding their future status and careers. 

This uncertainty could be overcome by proper education and information 

provided the affected officers, however, under this alternative there would 

be insufficient time for such information to be effective. In addition to 

the personnel implications, the gaining of a new role by the Ordnance 

officers could lead to a temporary reduction of effectiveness in: (1) 

Career management activities; (2) command and control of the current air* 

craft maintenance training facility at the Transportation School, Ft Bustis, 

Virginia; and (3) organizations where a change of command and unit designa- 

tions are required. The temporary loss of effectiveness would have an 

impact on SE Asia operations, but the extent and duration cannot be 

accurately forecast. 

11. Transferring the function in 1975 was explored, as this time 

represented the limits of the study charter. By deferring the transfer 

until this time, the functionalization of a prime commodity - aircraft lags 

far behind the other commodities. Hie Army has been moving gradually, 

through the implementation of ROAD, COSTAR, Project 80, and TASTA^ away 

from commodity oriented structures to a functional structure, particularly 

in maintenance. The functionalization concept will be complete In all 

areas with the possible exception of medical service. 1975 is sufficiently 

far in the future that all details involving the transfer could be worked 

out in advance, thoroughly examined, and possibly tested before implementa- 

tion. A smoother, more orderly transition could be expected with ample 

time for Information on all aspects to be disseminated to officers of the 
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affected branches« Less turbulence would result from such a plan« An 

unknown factor that needs to be pointed out is the uncertainty of the wprld 

situation in 1975, and the role for Array, aviation that may have evolved by 

that date* Aviation is expending rapidly due mainly to its importance in 

conflicts such as that in Vietnam. An exact role for the Aoüyi aftd an 

exact role for the USAP, would make much clearer the support responsibilities 

required for Army aviation« 

12. The third alternative, that of phasing the transfer considering 

Vietnam operations was the next alternative considered« All actions taken 

must be considered for their effect on the war effort« The principal 

advantage of this alternative is that the transfer is keyed to the war 

effort thereby insuring that all areas of aviation support are thoroatfily 

analyzed for their possible impact. Hie impact of the transfer thus cen 

be held to the absolute minimum. This one advantage far outweighed the 

most apparent disadvantage, that of "dragging out the transfer*1 over a 

period of time. 

13. Hie following conclusions were reached with respect to the three 

stated alternatives: 

a. Since Army aviation is critical in the war in SB Asiaf no 

effort should be taken that might prove disruptive to aviation support at 

this time. Hie transfer now course of action was therefore considered 

the least attractive of the three alternatives due to a possible adverse 

impact on the war effort. 

b. Alternative two was considered preferable to alternative one, 

but not considered as the most desirable course of action« The date of 
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1975 is too far In the future to defer any contemplated action# 

c. Alternative three, phasing the transfer keyed to the situation, 

emerged as the most desirable of the three alternatives» By considering 

every action required in the transfer based on its probable impact on 

Vietnam operations, any adverse effect on this war effort would be elimina- 

ted. This feature is considered vital« 

14. The STOCQ Board considers a phase-in plan as the most feasible 

method of transferring the function of aircraft maintenance. A possible 

method of phasing this function was explored. Under this method, the 

gaining branch could, on a set date, begin training its own officers in 

maintaining aircraft. After suffidient numbers of Junior officers were 

trained in the new role, the gaining branch would assign such officers to 

duty positions. Simultaneous with this assumption of fill responsibility 

for company grade positions, the losing branch would lose this responsi- 

bility. The losing branch would continue to fill officer requisitions for 

field grade aircraft maintenance officers« During this "phase-in*1 the 

officers in the losing branch who have the needed maintenance skills would 

be encouraged and allowed the opportunity for a branch transfer. As the 

maintenance officers of the gaining branch reach field grade rank, the 

new branch would assume the total mission of training and supplying officers 

to perform the aircraft maintenance functions at all levels. Qualified 

aircraft maintenance officers in the Transportation Corps could remain in 

the Transportation Corps but would be reoriented toward the main function 

of flying aircraft, or other non-maintenance related positions Involving 

air transport. It is anticipated that the non-aviator aircraft maintenance 
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o officers will either branch transfer to Ordnance or be retrained in a TC 

movements area. As of 26 April 1967, there were 86 TC officers, non- 

aviators, serving in duty positions as aircraft maintenance officers« 

15, The advantages of this transfer methodology approximate those of 

the 1975 transfer. Among ttyese are the advance planning feature which 

would be initiated immediately to insure a smooth transfer of responsi- 

bilities« Time is available for pure and concentrated planning as no 

action would be taken until its result could be assessed for its impact 

on Vietnam operations. An information-education program could be developed 

to inform all affected personnel of both branches of the reason for such a 

transfer of responsibilities. This would go a long way toward minimizing 

personnel uncertainty and consequent turbulence. The gaining branch, 

Ordnance, will have time to develop its own expertise which would result 

f"     in a more efficient assumption of responsibilities. The losing branch, 

Transportation Corps, will have time to devote to its remaining primary 

role, movements. 
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REALIGNMENT OF Ai RCRAFT MÄIWTENANCE 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMAND POSITIONS 
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* - AN OPO STUDY OF SIGNAL. ORDNANCE AlÜD QUARTERMASTER OFFICERS 

CONDUCTED 1966. WITHDRAWN FROM DA STAFFING UPON DIRECTION 

CSA PER CSM 67 - 71. DATED 20 FEB1967. 
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ANNEX D 

BATTALION S-!| STAFPMO 

raoagf? 

To iMprova logistics staff performance at battalion level«, 

Asammows* 

That a functional reallgment of the STOCQ branches will be approved« 

FACTSs 

1» Several DA studies have found that the supply and maintenance staff 

activities in Amor, Artillery, Aiglneer^ Infantry, and Signal battalions 

are being performed at less than desired standards. 

2« The Brown Board found that "This is largely attributed to the 

lack of appropriate erperlence by the combat arms officers assigned to such 

duties and the widespread unpopularity of these assignments among these 

officers»" This was found to be further aggravated by the short tenure of 

officers in S-b positions (average 6+ months)« 

3« The GofSA directed by C3M 66=282 dated 15 June 1966, that battalion 

coHnnlcations officers be from Signal Corps« 

k« The Brown Board recomsnded estabtlshnent of a battalion main- 

tenance officer staff position co«>equal with the battalion S-b and that 

these positions be designated as Ordnance Corps and Quartermaster respect- 

ively« 

DISOTSSIOrt 
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\ $o The first question seen» to rerolre around «hat the job require- 

Mate are» not «ho does the job« Organisational structure depends on the 

nature and scope of officer/knowledge/skills required« Officer training 

and experience prerequisites are in turn dependent on organisational 

structure« Only after these decisions are made can a logical and 

objectire determination be made of «ho (in terms of branch and grade) 

should fill the position« 

6« The logistics staff functions at battalion level include the 

followings 

a« Staff supervision of all supply, maintenance, transportation, 

evacuation, and related logistic activities« 

b« Initiation, coordination, authentication and distribution of 

administrative orders« 

( c« Coordination with S«3 and S~l to insure that logistical plans 

support and complement tactical plans« 

d« Direction of organisational maintenance plans and programs« 

e. Direction of activities related to property responsibility, 

ftands, records, supply eoonoiqr, etc« 

f« Direction of activities concerned with salvage, protection of 

trains and supply routes and location of rear boundaries« 

g« Planning and coordination of all logistics training« 

7. What knowledge/skill is required? 

a« Must know the organisation, role, mission, and tactical and 
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adninlst-r&tiv« ©rapl^yÄent of tmitc 

bo Mast have a working knowledge of the Army supply systeft, 

TAERS, ARM9 organisational maintenance and supply procedures o 

Co Must have a working knowledge of Array staff procedures and 

responsibilities« 

do Must possess basic officer skills and experience commensurate 

with grade«, 

80 fhe staff responsibility of a logistics staff officer (S-U) at 

battalion level covers a wide scope and requires knowledge of both tactical 

and technical operations^ however^ there is no overriding requirement for 

knowledge and expertise in depth in either field« Rather, breadth of 

experience and knowledge is the principal qualification needed* Certainly 

it would be advantageous if the S~ii could be completely proficient* 

Realistioally9 however* complete proficiency is seldom ettained; hence« we 

must look for that minimum proficiency essential to effective and officiant 

performance» It appears that the knowledge/skills required for effective 

performance of the battalion logistics staff officer functions are within 

the capabilities of a single officer $ howerar LT the *-action is divided 

among two or more officers * the narrower scope should mean less training 

and experience required to develop the requisite level of expertise* 

9» There is no Army course specifically for training S-b's, in 

analysis of the functions to be performed and of the knowledge and skill 

required for effective performance indicates that neither an arms officer 
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c nor a sgrriee ©fflmr in the Junior grade smild reasonably be ezpeeted to 

possess all the ^laliflcations at this tixe« The significance of the 

duties and the vide smp® of knowledge required, particularly since it 

encompasses bsth tactical snd logistical aspects, point to a need for 

special qualitying training0 Eran if separate, co-equal supply and Main« 

tenance staff positions are crsated^ some training for these officers 

orient»! specifically on logistics in the ams battalion, is indicated« 

Accordingly, all cmrsm of action considered are predicated on the staff 

offlcer(s) receiving qualifying training« 

10o The following organisatiozial alternatives are considered feasible: 

a* C/Al 

Single logistics ^taff officer (S-J*), Battalion organisation 

to include a motor officer, a supply warrant officer and a maintenance 

warrant officer (present structure)«, 

i Disadrantages 

10 Integrates entire logistics      1« Vide scope of knowledge 
and training required. 

2.   Pronotes recognition of inter»    2, Subordinates role of 
relationship between maintenance      both maintenance and 
and supply» supply« 

3« Provides a ^recognisably challenging" 
position« 

lie Ho change in personnel strength« 

$« ProTide« warrant officers for 
technical expertise. 

6« Accraes advantages of an established 
system« 
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b, C/A 2 

C©->tq^al bÄttallün staff officers for iiAint«umiee and supply. 

Battalion '©rganimtlm to i?clM« a motor officer and «arrant officers in 

maintenance and mappljo 

s Disadvantages 

I« Promotes distinct staff cognisance  1* Splits staff respon- 
of maintenance and supply«» 

2o Reduces scope of knowledge/skill 

3o Helati^ly less training and 
experience required» 

b« Provides warrant officers for 
technical expertise» 

sibility for logistics« 

2» Dilutes attraotiTeness 
of position«, 

3« Risk assignment of more 
junior and less compe- 
tent officers« 

U, Increases personnel 
requirements. 

Co C/A 3 

Co«equal battalion staff officers for maintenance and supply« 

Battalion organisation to include a motor officer but no warrant officers in 

supply or maintenance. 

Advantages 

le Promotes distinct staff cogniz» 
ance of maintenance and supply« 

2« Decreases overall personnel 
requirementso 

Disadvantages 

1. Considerable depth of 
technical knowledge 
required. 

2» Provides no "back up,* 

11« This distinction between the technical operations and staff facets 

of logistics at the battalion level is pertinent to an examination of this 

problem« Certainly effective performance in both areas is essential to 
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\    efficient p&ttQrmm@ ot the battalion logistic fnnotione« Direct «nper- 

vision of logistics operations requires a considerable level of technical 

expertise« This need is recognised in the present organisation which 

inclndes ^  ' :^ffli»«reto manage the maintenance and supply operations« 

There is also a requir^ant lor staff planning and supervision of the 

total logistics effort. This effort exceeds the sue of maintenance and 

supply« 

12 o The S4i position in an arms battalion should be recognised as a 

challenging position. Officers assigned these duties should have received 

qualifying training and should have sufficient Army experience to give them 

perspective in the role of logistics in these units« Officers now serving 

as battalion S-U's have been found to lack both this experience and training« 

13« It appears that breadth of knovledge and experience, not depth of 

technical expertise is the salient qualification needed in this role« Split* 

ting the logistics staff function would likely result in providing two 

unqualified officers «here now there is one« Increasing the level of 

experience and training for battalion logistics staff officers stands out 

as the real need» 

Hi« Intermediate conclusions 

a« C/A 1 which provides a single S-U with a motor officer and 

warrant officers to provide technical expertise in depth is the best staff 

orgmisation« 

b« The scope of knovledge required when reflected in experience 
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and training praraqöiiites indieataa that the grade of major la mrrantad 

for an S-lu 

o» Hie of fleer knowledge/skill reqaireaanta are rofflciently 

different fro« those of other poaltlena of ooienirorate level to merit 

apeolal training. 

15* Alternatlrea for staffing battalion logiatlos staff offloer 

positional 

a. C/Al 

Staff all officer positions vlth Ordnance, Qoarteraaster or 

Transportation Corps officers • 

Advantages 

1» Places offloer whose career le 
logistics In a logiatlos position« 

2« ProMotes "one Anqr* concept 
re ana and services«, 

3. Provides Integrated logistics 
experience at relatively early 
level. 

lu le ceapatlble with career 
pattern for OQT officers. 

Disadvantages 

1. May tend to dilate 
coMiand amreneea ef 
logistics respansl- 
blUtles. 

2. Deprives ana officers 
of logistics ezperlenee 
at this level. 

3. Beqolres additional 
training for OQT of fU 
oars. 

U. Malts oo—anders 
flexibility In assign» 
Ing personnel. 

5. Createa a low density 
reqolrenent for ape« 
elallata. 

6. CoapUoatee assignawnt 
In sone ArtlUerr Bat- 
tallona «here S-J» le 
also aerv btry eadr. 
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( b. C/A 2 

Staff «11 officer positions with officers of the branch with 

nhich battalion is identified. 

JUfrantages 

1« Gives connanders flexibility 
in assigning personnel* 

2. Provides logistics experience 
for anas officers» 

3« Serves to enphasise tactical 
officers1 logistical 
responsibilities • 

Disadvantages 

1. Places an officer 
«he is prisarilj 
oriented toward 
tactical operations 
in a logistical posi« 
tion. 

2. Is not fully coiqpat« 
ible with ans offi- 
cer career pattern« 

3. Requires additional 
training for ana 
officer. 

16« Cowparison of alternatives» 

The fondansntal objective of battalion logistics planning and 

operations is to support the tactical operations of the battalion» Füll 

effectiveness is achieved «hen logistics fully support the taetieal opera» 

tion» Logistics support is deficient «hen logistical considerations 

restrict or dictate tactical plans» Hence, the battalion logistics staff 

officer (S-I») needs to be thoroaghlj versed in the «ission, eaplograent, 

capabilities and liidtatlons of his unit to anticipate requirements and 

insure that logistical plans and operations support and conplensnt tactical 

plans and operations» As a result of co—ua experience and training, the 

an» officer as S-b speaks the seae language as the 8-3 and battalion 
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v*   oonunder« Certainly h« should be able to recognise requirements and 

problens of that battalion better tLr^n an OQT officer «ho leeks this 

coMnon background o 

17* It appears that deficiencies noted by the Brown Board are in 

specific individual qualifications and not in broad qualifications or 

career orientation. Staffing battalion S-U positions vith ans officers 

is a systeR that has be«» proren workable orer the years« Increased 

complexity of nateriel and reporting systeMS nay dictate special 

qualifying training for S-b officers» At the sans tine, however, the 

need to be experienced in the tactical operations of the unit has not 

diainished. 

16« A second «ajor advantage of retaining arms officers in battalion 

S-b positions is in the career developMnt of these officers»  Logistics 

(    is recognised as being of iaportanoe equal to tactics in contributing to 

Mission aocow^lishaent« An eras officer mst develop an understanding 

of logistical support if he is to be an effective comsnder« These officere 

by serving as battalion S-Ms nov have an opportunity to get experience in 

planning and coordinating an integrated logistics function at a fairly early 

point in their career» Staffing this position with OQT officers nhile pre» 

viding valuable experience to the« would deprive eras officers of this 

experience. As a consequence, these officers in all probability would not 

have an opportunity to obtain logistics experienoe prior to beooaing battalion 

co—anders or division staff officere. Aras officere gain an early appreei*» 
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tlon of the role of logistics which should serve then well thnmghcmt 

their career» To eliminate this early experience way very well contribute 

to further separation and divisiveness between logistics and tactics, and 

the officers who perform the functions« 

19. An arms battalion, especially when in combat, must be able to 

function with personnel shortages and to adjust to rapid changes« The 

flexibility of a battalion commander to shift his officers is a strong 

consideration favoring retaining arms officers as S4i*s« Should the S-U 

become a casualty, the commander needs a replacement without delity« If 

all arms officers receive S«b training In the advanced course, the commander 

will have a pool of qualified officers within his unit from which to draw 

a replacement. If the S-b position is normally filled by OQT officers, 

however, it is not likely that arms officers will be trained for this 

position and, hence, a qualified replacement must come from external 

sources« Delay in receiving this replacement could have a adverse effect 

on the battalion^ capabilities during a critical period» 

20» There are distinct advantages in having an OQT officer as battalion 

S-li» His total training, experience, and career orientation is closely akin 

to the job requirements of this position. Experience with an arms battalion 

should help immeasurably in developing in these officers an awareness of the 

Probleme of the combat unit and a fraternity with the arme officers* The 

value of this shared experience cannot be discarded lightly. However, there 

are very real costs in buying this experience. 
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1.      21« In wmmry, arm officers are seen to be oriented to the total 

role of the battalion. The job requires a sound knowledge of the unit1« 

tactical and adndrdstrative operations as veil as a knowledge of logistical 

plans and operations« The close relationship between logistics support and 

tactical operations and the career developMAt of ans Commanders see» to 

be the OTerriding consideration in reaching a decision on staffing the 

battalion S-li position« 

ocMcnrsCTh 
22« Either an eras officer or an OQT officer, glTan proper training 

and experience! can perfora the battalion S-U functions adequately. 

23« The predoainate role of tactical considerations in logistical 

plans at this lerel and the need for eras officers to derelop logistical 

experience are the orerriding considerations and both favor an eras officer 

t    as S4u 

2k« That the S4j position in Araor, Artillery, Bugineer, Infantry! and 

Signal battalions should be designated for officers of these branches 

respectiTely« 
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ANNEX E 

LOGISTICS OFFICER PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Department of the Army Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics 

System (The Brown Board) recommended eliminating the Logistics Officer 

Program (LOP) in the 1970 timeframe. The DA Steering Group non-concurred 

in the Brown Board recommendation on the basis that officers of other 

branches should not be deprived of the opportunity to serve in logistics. 

The group commented that logistics is not an exclusive club; that officers 

of the arms who are logistically inclined must always be able to serve in 

appropriate logistics positions; and that the LOP provides an excellent 

means for user oriented people to get into the field, especially at the 

top. 

2. The SOQ study did not address the LOP. AMC concurred in the 

Brown Board recommendation. 

3. The STOCQ Board therefore examined the LOP to determine what 

alternative would provide the best officers to staff the logistics 

system within the current DA organization, recognizing the trend through- 

out the Army to shift more into the functional alignment and away from 

commodity alignment. 

PROBLEM 

4. To determine if the LOP should be eliminated. 

ASSUMPTION 

5. That a functional realignment of the STOCQ branches will be 

approved. 
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FACTS 

6W Prerequisites for LOP participation is highly selective requiring 

officers with exceptional records, graduate^ of C&GSC, and in the grade of 

major and above or on the promotion list to major. 

7. Key LOP positions are only identified at the 0-6 level. 

8. LOP is not. a substitute for branch. 

9. Provides a program for monitoring key logistics functional 

positions not associated with any one single branch. 

10. One thousand three hundred seventy seven officers from 15 

different branches now participate in the LOP. 

11. Five hundred sixty six key LOP positions are currently identified 

with 200 more to be added in FY 68. 

12. Sixty one percent of the LOP positions are now filled by officers 

from OQT branches. 

13. The logistics function is an important aspect of the Department 

of the Army operations. 

DISCUSSION 

14. The approach used by the STOCQ Board in its deliberations on the 

LOP was to examine the program and the basis for its establishment and 

determine if this basis is still valid and finally, select a system that 

will develop and provide the best skilled logistics officers to the Army 

in view of its mission, organization, and operational tasks» 

15. The Specialist Branch, Executive for Career Planning, Officer 

Personnel Directorate Is responsible for the management of the LOP, and 

defines a specialist program as: "An instrument of personnel management 
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designed to develop and utilize officers who are particularly well 

qualified in certain functional areas« Such areas are of critical Army 

wide importance, but do not however, fall within the development pattern? 

of any single career branch." 

16• DA Memo 614-5 defines a functional area as "a distinct element or 

segment of the Army mission. It encompasses a group of related dutiesf 

responsibilities or tasks performed at either the staff or operational 

level." 

17. AR 614-132 defines logistics as "the science of planning and 

carrying out the movement and maintenance of forces—in its most compre- 

hensive sense, those aspects of military operations which deal with 

design, development, acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, main- 

tenance, evaluation and disposition of materiel; movement, evacuation 

and hospitalization of personnel; acquisition or construction, maintenance, 

operation and disposition of facilities; and acquisition and furnishing of 

services." Evacuation and hospitalization of personnel and operation and 

maintenance of installation will net be considered since both of these 

functions fall outside the normal responsibilities of the STOCQ branches. 

18. The LOP came j.r:to being during a period when the technical 

services were organized around a commodity structure with each branch 

assigned a specific grouping of comnodities and the responsibility for 

managing them across all life-cycle functions. However, the Army's logis- 

tics became more complicated due to the development and acquisition of 

highly technical equipment and weapons systems. This led to a need for 
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more specialization. More types of specialists with greater skills in a 

number of areas were needed« The career branches took care of the need 

for many specialist requirements, especially those in the commodity 

field3, but they did not provide sufficient emphasis and attention to 

specialists required in the funktional fields embracing several commodi- 

ties such as supply, maintenance, and movements. Consequently, the 

logistics officer specialist program came into being with the stated 

objective of identifying and developing officers of proven ability for 

assignment to the increasing important logistics positions of supply, 

procurement, production, and maintenance. These positions were functional 

in nature and involved several commodities throughout DA and DOD regard- 

less of the officer branch affiliation. 

19. The reorganization of 1962 and subsequent implementation of the 

COSTAR and TASTA-70 organization continued the emphasis on the Arroyo 

need for logistic specialist by functionalizing the Army in the field. 

The AMC organization on the other hand, remained aligned along commod- 

ity lines. These revolutionary changes left the branch structure of the 

old technical services in somewhat of a desultory condition, being neither 

functionally nor commodity aligned. It not only terminated the career 

branches1 former command and operating responsibilities, but also rele- 

gated the role of the branches primarily to that of career development 

and assignment of officers. This condition continues to exist today and 

is in fact further complicated by the absence of specific guidance and 

direction to the branches on the logistics officer skills a particular 

branch is expected to develop. The branch status is also aggravated by 
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%,: the rapid increase throughout the Army in branch immaterial logistics 

positions« Project TECSTAR found that less than one half of the officer 

duty positions are identified with a specific branch« Concurrent with the 

existence of these conditions, the STOCQ Board found the Army's require» 

ment for logistics specialist has continued to increase« Because of the 

lack of an identifiable source responsible for the development of logistics 

officers through a planned assignment and educational career pattern, the 

Army has continued to rely heavily upon the LOP for its logistics specialists» 

20« Although the LOP membership has increased, the STOCQ Board found 

that the Army's needs for qualified logistics officers are not being met in 

sufficient quantity and quality. 

21« To satisfy both of these needs, the STOCQ Board considered three 

courses of action. 

(_ a. Eliminate the LOP and staff the positions with officers from 

the OQT branches. 

b. Retain the program as it currently exists. 

c. Retain the program, but modify membership requirements, 

expand OQT participation, and orient on function rather than branch. 

ALTERNATIVE ONE 

22. Eliminate the LOP and staff the logistics positions with officers 

from the OQT branches. 

23. The Board in its deliberation on alternative one determined 

certain advantages would accrue to the Army if the LOP was eliminated. 

First and most important, it would align the OQT officers with the function 

for which they have been trained, i.e., maintenance, supply-, and movements« 

C 
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Today logistics throughout the Army is not being performed at its maximum 

efficiency. This fact was pointed out by both the Brown Board and TECSTAR» 

The STOCQ Board also found this to be true and attributes the existence of 

such a condition primarily to the lack of logistical experience, training, 

and education of the officer currently performing in the logistical 

functions. Today only 61% of the LOP positions are filled by officers 

from the OQT branches. The LOP as it is currently established is on a 

voluntary basis, allowing officers at will to withdraw from the program» 

The Board found that frequently officers once admitted to the program 

either never served in LOP positions or their tours were at infrequent 

intervals. The thrust of any officer's skill development program has been 

and remains with the branch rather than a function. Today 39% of the 

participants in the LOP are from branches whose thrust and primary function 

is oriented in directions other than logistics. The Board recognizes of 

course that many of the skills which exist today in the logistics field 

were developed under the old technical service structure where branch 

orientation contributed to the development of officers skilled in logistics. 

Today however the logistical field of endeavor has become so complex and 

demanding that it can no longer be performed using a system of officer 

skill development which is voluntary in nature and at best a part-time 

career for a large percentage of its participants. 

24. Alternative one would also assist in better determing the 

logistic officer requirements. Currentlyf there are logistics officers 

in 15 branches. Any one of th^se branches can anticipate requirements 

for logistics officers; yet, no branch can forecast when the requirement 
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will be received or what  specific skills will be required. This compli- 

cates any one branch's ability to forecast requirements for logistics 

officers« The inability of the branches to forecast requirements, both 

quantitative and qualitative for logistics officers adversely affects the 

development of the proper officer skills in sufficient number to accom- 

plish the Army's logistical mission, 

25. The OQT branches could not, however, meet the logistics officer 

requirement in the 1970 timeframe as envisioned by the Brown Board and 

therefore results in a short term disadvantage. Currently there are 560 

key LOP positions identified with plans for adding an additional 200 

positions. The composite strength of the 0-6's in the OQT branches totals 

756. It is readily apparent that the OQT branches could not support the 

key logistics positions and concurrently meet the demands of the OQT 

branch material requirements in the grade of 0-6. 

26. The elimination of the LOP would result in reduction of Army wide 

participation and would no doubt result in the short term loss of certain 

skilled logistics officer assets, particularly from the arms branches- 

Although this loss of skills would present a short range problem, the 

STOCQ Board felt that the key to a better logistics system in the Army 

hinged around skills rather than the branch orientation and that these 

skills were best produced within a branch whose thrust was on logistics 

rather than tactics. This is not to say that the tactician does not have 

an important contribution to make to any logistics system which may 

evolve, however, this contribution can best be made from a user standpoint 

rather than a key operator of the system. 
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ALTERNATIVE TWO 

27. Retain the LOP as it currently exists, 

28. Alternative two offers the Army a system whereby the best talent 

from within the entire Army can participate in and contribute to a vital 

function of the Army. The programs selectiveness of officer personnel 

with the highest demonstrated ability attests to its importance within 

the Army and lends a sense of pride and esprit among its participants. 

The program has as its major attribute the constant infusion of new blood 

into the system. It allows for maximum imput from the arms branches to 

fully inject the user's viewpoint into the logistics system. It has as 

its objective the development of officers qualified to fill positions 

requiring specialization in all of the multi-function logistics positions« 

29. The retention of the LOP does not take full advantage of the 

logistics officer talent which e>xsts throughout the Army. The establish- 

ment of prior attendance at C&GSC as a prerequisite for acceptance with 

the LOP eliminates 50 - 65% of the exceptional officers from the OQT 

branches since the Leavenworth quota system precludes their attendance. 

This results in failure to utilize the talents of many exceptional officers 

who possess the skills, education, and experience necessary to the 

logistics functions. 

30. The current LOP only identified 0-6 positions. This is inconsis- 

tent with the current membership in that approximately two thirds of the 

LOP participants are in the grade of 0-4 and 0-5. In most cases, the 

branch selected to fill an LOP position below 0-6 level is not aware of 

the skills required for that position until the requisition is received. 
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This then becomes a juggling act within the branch of filling the position 

from available assets rather than with an officer possessing the best 

skills for that particular assignment. The identification of all LOP 

positions, the skills required to fill the position, and the branch desig- 

nation would facilitate preplanning by the branches and allow them to 

select the best qualified officers for the position« Until this can be 

accomplished, limited preplanning and officer development will continuef 

31» Alternative two continues to allow the thrust of officer develop- 

ment to pivot around the branch rather than the function to be performed. 

ALTERNATIVE 'IHREE 

32« Retain the LOP, but modify membership requirements, expand OQT 

participation, and orient on function rather than branch. 

33. Alternative three envisions the abolishment of the C&GSC pre- 

requisite. This in no way lessens the quality of the officers participa- 

ting in the program. Selective criteria would still be heavily weighted 

by the officer's demonstrated ability to performing exceptionally well in 

positions of great responsibility. It does allow the Army to utilize 

skilled logistic officers in designated I/)P positions who cannot expect 

to attend C&GSC because of the quota system limiting the technical service 

officer to 35% of the availablevquota. 

34. Alternative three would expand the OQT participation In the LOP. 

This is in line with the concepts envisioned by the functional realign- 

ment of these branches. Since the OQT branch will become the prime 

source of logistics officers, the training, experience, and education 

these officer receive throughout their entire career better qualifies 
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^J them for the higher logistics positions than officers who devote the bulk 

of their time maintaining their qualification in functions other than 

logistics. It will also assist in broadening the base from Which these 

officers may be selected, as well as contribute to the functional realign- 

ment of the OQT branches recommended by the STOCQ Board» 

35- Most importantly, alternative three orients the Army on the 

function and not on the branch. Specialist programs as they now are 

established under the AR, emphasize that these programs are designed to 

complement, but not substitute for the basic branch. 

36. Alternative three however has corresponding disadvantages. 

Although it would favor the OQT branches, it would still allow personnel 

to fill key logistics positions vÄiose primary interest remains with the 

branch and not the logistics function. It would no doubt create turmoil 

r among the current members adversely affecting the accomplishment of the 

logistics function. This however would only be a short term effect and 

should subside as OQT branch expansion absorbed the requirements. 

37. Probably the singular most distinctive disadvantage of alternative 

three is that it puts logistics officer development on a volunteer basis 

and trends toward diffusing the logistics expertise by infrequent officer 

assignments in the functional area* 

CONCmSIOWS 

38. The Army's logistics system is complex and requires experienced 

operators skilled in the functions of supply, maintenance, and movements* 

39« The management of logistics requires extensive experience and 
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education which cannot be, with rare exception, developed on a part-time-, 

volunteer basis. 

40. The functional alignment assumed for the STOCQ branches establishes 

the OQT officers as the principal logistics functionalists, thus negating 

the requirement for the LOP which was established in an atmosphere of 

branch commodity orientation to manage logistics functional positions. 

41. The experience, training, and education necessary to develop 

career logisticians closely parallel the career patterns of the OQT officers. 

42. The current LOP does not insure development of logistics officers f 

43. The logistics function should be the thrust of logistical officer 

development and not a secondary consideration. 

44. The OQT officer strength in the grade of 0-6 is insufficient to 

support the LOP key positions. 

/        45. Major contributions by officers from other than OOT branches 

should be from a user standpoint and not as operators, and identified as 

such. 

46» The LOP should be eliminated and positions staffed with officers 

from OQT branches when they can support the program. 

47. Branch transfers from branches other than OQT should be encouraged. 
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c SECTICW IV 

RBAUOHHEST 

Gg-:ERAL 

1. This section deals with the manner in which branches should be 

aligned* It presents the alternatives considered9 the relative merits 

of each alternative and the rationale which led to the conclusions 

arrived at by the Board. 

2. The Board was tasked to resolve the differences between the recom- 

mendations of the Brown Board in Volume V and the OPO-SOQ study relative to 

realignment, An analysis showed that there was little difference between 

the two recommendations. Both recommended a functional alignment with 

Quartermaster officers to perform the supply functions (less medical 

supply and ammunition supply); Ordnance Corps to perform the maintenance 

functions (less medical maintenance); and Transportation Corps the 

transfer tat ion function. The differences were that the Brown Board 

roco^nonded that repair parts supply should be a part of the maintenance 

runction while the OPO-SOQ study considered it to be a supply function. 

In Edition, the OFO-^C' recommended that the alignment of aviation 

maintenance with Ordnance be deferred until after the Vietnam conflict 

anc* the -rown Board did not so recomend. 

3. The Chief of Staff noted that previous studies were oriented 

primarily on the Arry in trto field and did not evaluate the ability of 

the T"»rsonnol system to r.oot the reqolremcntc of rn^r I ateriel Command (AIX) 
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If functionally realigned« He directed that this be considered by the 

STOCQ study, 

h.   The Board undertook the realignment task with the objective of 

grouping into eaoh branch related skills requiring common education, 

training, and experience» This horaogenity provides the basis for similar 

career patterns and more efficient personnel management. It was accepted 
i 

that the alignment recommended must be capable of satisfying the total 
I 

Array commissioned officer requirements for STOCQ officers and not any one 

segment alone. Insofar as possible» it should overcome the problems 

existing in the current personnel system without generating new ones of 

magnitude. It must provide a basis for attractive career patterns and 

opportunity for continued advancement in all branches* The realignment, 

once decided, will become the basis for STOCQ roles and missions statements. 

5. Four branch alignment alternatives were considered. These weret 

a. Alignment of branches on a basis of connodlty skills«,. 

b. Establish a Materiel Corps by merging Ordnance and Quarter- 

master Corps, 

c. Alignment of branches on the basis of functional skills. 

d. Retain the present alignment. 

6. The approach used by the Board was first to decide what is the 

best basis for alignment of branches In today's environment and, second! 

having decided this, to determine how to Insure that the selected alterna- 

tive will provide for the total Army officer personnel needs as detendned 
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in the preceding section, 

7« This section is terminated with a summary of conclusions result- 

ing from this analysis and the ones contained in Sections II and III. 

ANALYSIS 

8. Following is a description of each alignment course of action 

considered with the strengths and weaknesses of each. Each alternative 

has its advantages and some are better suited for development of officer 

personnel for certain elements of the Amy than others« This results 

chiefly from the inherent differences between commodity oriented 

organizations, like Army Materiel Conmand, and the functionally oriented 

COSTAH and TASrA-70 organisations typically found in the Amy in the 

field. The conflict between functional and commodity alignment is 

discussed in detail following this analysis* 

9. Course of Action Is Alignment of branches on the basis of 

comoodity skills: 

a. This course of action will fix responsibility for providing 

the skills needed to perform all the life cycle functions for a specific 

group of items with a single branch mach as existed with the Chiefs of 

Technical Services prior to 1962. The principal difference would be that 

there would be no chief of service» 

b. There are numerous ways that branches could be aligned on a 

commodity basis. Some considered by this study were: 

(1) Separate branch for each cowwodity group. 
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(2) Two commodity branchess A hardware branch (weapons, 

vehicles and comnunications equipment) and a software branch (POL, clothing 

and subsistence). 

(3) The traditional technical service alignment of items. 

c. In general, the major advantages and disadvantages apply to 

all. The commodity basis for alignment would place in a single branch 

the skills required for research, development, testing and evaluation, 

procurement, production, quality assurance, storage, distribution, main- 

tenance, technical assistance, product improvement, and disposal, 

d. The major advantages of this alternative are that is is 

conducive to the development of officers with a depth of knowledge and 

experience with a specific commodity group. This comprehensive knowledge 

and experience would enable him to integrate and coordinate all the tasks 

necessary to support the Army with these items. This alternative would 

be most suitable for grooming project managers, cownodity command com- 

manders, and officers to staff other positions concerned with all the 

life cycle functions of a single commodity. 

e. The principal weaknesses of this alternative are that it tends 

to broadly qualify officers in many functional areas, but not specifically 

qualify him in depth in any one* While this alignment is well suited to 

many requirements of the AMC which is organized on the basis of commodity, 

it is not suited to the Amor in the field which is organized on the basis 

of function. A duplication of skills would be required in the commodity 
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branches. 

10. Course of Action 2t    Establish a Materiel Corps by merging Ord- 

nance and Quartermaster Corps? 

a. This branch would have all the supply and maintenance ^nd 

commodity skills and would be responsible for staffing the wholesale 

and retail supply and maintenance system as well as the R&D of all 

materiel. Signal, Transportation and Chemical Corps would be responsible 

for communications-electronics, movements and chemical and biological 

functions respectively. 

b. This fixes responsibility for staffing with specific branches 

and has the added advantage of being compatible with the AMC and the Army 

in the field. It would reduce the duplication of skills among branches 

and would eliminate the branch barriers to assignments between functions 

and commodities. It would facilitate the integration of supply and 

maintenance functions. 

c. The major weakness of this alternative is that although it 

appears to enjoy the advantages cf both courses of action one and three, 

without their disadvantages, this is an illusion. Actually, this course 

of action does nothing to resolve the conflicts between courses of action 

one and three (function vs cowaodxty) but merely buries it m a single 

branch. The sa^e problems would have to be resolved internally by that 

new branch 4 An additional disadvantage is the large size of this branch 

which would detract from personalized management, 
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11, Course of Action Bs Alignment of Branches on a Functional Basle 8 

a. This alternative, this alignment of branches places in one 

branch the skills needed to perform the assigned function• the STOCQ 

branches would perform the following junctionss 

BRANCH KJNGTICK 

Signal Communications and electronics 

Transportation Movements 

Ordnance Maintenance and ammunition 

Chemical Chemical and Biological 
operations 

Quartermaster Supply and services 

The major advantage of this alternative is that it would conform to the 

current organizational structure of the Army in the field. It will pro- 

vide officers with training and experience in the specific functions 

that they perform or supervise^ thus correcting the primary personnel 

deficiencies iound by the Baker Board and Project Aim. It virtually 

eliminates the duplication of skills among branches by fixing responsi- 

bility with a specific branch. This should also result in more reliable 

forecasts of personnel and training requirements and more realistic branch 

strengths based upon actual requirements. 

b. The major disadvantage of this alternative is that it does not 

facilitate the development of weapons systems and equipment systems managers 

required by AMC. 
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12 e Course of Action i;s Retain the present alignments 

a. This alternative would continue the current practice of 

designating most logistics positions as SM or BI and staffing these from 

various technical branches. The present system was thoroughly evaluated 

in Section II, The major advantage to this alternative is that it pro* 

vides a great amount of flexibility and would avoid turbulence caused by 

other courses of action* 

b. The major weaknesses are that it does not conform to the 

current organizational structure in the field, the duplication of skills 

among branches^ and the uncertainty caused by a lack of specified roles 

and missions. 

coMPARisa: 

13. Considering the above evaluations together with analyses contained 

in Sections II and III, the Board rejected courses of action two and four. 

Course oi action two was favored over fcrur but was rejected because it did 

not solve the problem, but merely buried it within a branch0 The most 

attractive feature of this alternative is that it would eliminate a source 

of competition between branches for decisions that may be more beneficial 

to the branches than to the Amqr. Adoption of this course of action would 

pave the way for rrore objective censidoration of alternatives by the 

officers rJt'icrted by the decisions to be made, 

Ih.    Aiturc? c-lories in logistical support organi sat ions y doctrine and 

procedures ^.7 read to a closer integration of supply and maintenance 
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functions in the Arm^ than exists today. If such changes occur^ this 

would warrant reconsideration of this alterriative as the logical step 

to keep branch alignment p&rallel to Army organisation for mission 

accomplishment• 

15. Course of action one, alignment b^sed upon commodity skills, 

best suits the AMC commodity oriented organization, but is not compatible 

with the functional organisations of the COSTAR II and TASTA-TO, the 

school system and CDC, 

16. Course of action two, alignment based on functions is best suited 

for the major portion of the Army's requirements, but does not afford the 

best pattern for key AKC officers requiring a commodity orientation. 

COMMODITY vs FUNCTION 

1?. A basic decision between the commodity and the functional approach 

to alignment of branches is required because the two concepts conflict. 

18. The following charts show how the conflicts occur„ Figure 1 

depicts a career pattern based on functione (e^g., supply, maintenance^ 

or transportation). An officer upon entry in the service would learn a 

specific function such as maintenance. Initially he wculd serve in 

positions involving a single type of maintenance such AS mechanical 

maintesaoee. He would be concerned with various cammedIties. As he 

advanced^ he would broaden his experience and wculd serve in positions 

requiring supervision of additional types of iT^intenance (i.e., electronic, 

missile or aircraft). Although he could progress t>  the grade of colonel 
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serving only in this field, many positions^ particularly at the field 

grade levels, require a knowledge of several functions. Therefore he 

needs to broaden across several functions as he advanced in grade and 

responsibility as shown in Figure 1. 

19. Figure 2 shows a typical career based on commodity. The officer 

initially serves in a position involving a single function and single 

commodity groups, such as missiles» As he continues he gains experience 

in different functions ultimately becoming well qualified in many of the 

functions related to that commodity. At the highest levels he can expect 

to broaden further and hold positions involving several commodities, as 

shown in Figure 2. 

20. It can be seen that the two patterns are oriented differently, 

each crosses the other at 90 degrees. Both lead to multi-function and 

multi-commodity qualification and to qualified logisticians. (Figure 3) 

The difference is in orientation and the path followed to get there. 

21. The commodity approach best provides the weapons systems and 

equipment systems managers, but does not provide the best path for the 

functional specialist. The functional approach best provides the 

functional specialist, but not the best path for a weapon systems and 

equipment systemc managers. Thus the decision must be made on which 

concept to use as the basis for branch alignment. 

22. Previous studies considering realignment were primarily oriented 
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on the Army in the field and did not examine in detail the requirement 

for skills in the wholesale logistics system. This study focuses on both. 

The Board examined the AKC organization and missions, and studied duties 

and responsibilities of key officers in the AMC structure« In addition, 

discussions were held with the Commanding General of AMC to solicit his 

personal views. The Board studied his comments which are summarized in 

the following paragraph! 

23* He believes that development of good weapons systems is ultimate 

and should be the fundamental consideration in any realignment action. 

The Army should develop officers with experience in a particular weapons 

system with a well-rounded knowledge of all the life-cycle functions that 

go into the successful management of that weapons system» 0P0 should 

manage aviation skills, weapons skills, combat vehicle skills, electronics 

skills, and other hard skills In the best manner to assure the development 

of good equipment for the future. The best time for an officer to decide 

upon his career is during the early stages of his service. In this way he 

can acquire experience In his commodity field early In hie career. He can 

change direction later If desired. The objective should be to give the 

officer the broadest experience possible with that type equipment across 

several life-cycle functions. The functions such as maintenance or supply 

are subsidiary to basic development of a well-rounded weapons man who 

understands the problems of Integrating the tasks that go into the success- 

ful fielding of a weapons system. The officers should have advanced degrees 
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c 
in a scientific, management or engineering field as early as possible to 

enable them to gain acceptance, speak the language and discipline their 

minds to think in certain patterns, h   favors a commodity alignment of 

branches to assure the development of the best equipment and weapons 

systems or an alignment with a branch to fix responsibility for weapons 

and equipment development. He believes that officers trained around 

materiel can staff the functional positions of the Army in the field. 

2b. From the analysis of AMC problems, the Board agrees that there 

is a valid need for officers with a comprehensive knowledge of specific 

materiel who can be depended upon to develop the most advanced equipment 

possible within the state of the art. The same qualifications are 

desirable for project managers and commodity command commanders for AMC, 

In addition, there are requirements elsewhere In the Army for equipment 

and weapons systems specialists such as DCSLOO ami DOD staff. 

25. The Board concluded that these positions are too critical and too 

important to ignore and therefore any alignment developed must satisfy 

these key personnel requirements. 

26. In arriving at a decision on how to align the branches, the Board 

considered the AMC needs, findings of previous studies, and the total Army 

needs. TECSTAR, the Brown Board, and the OPO-SOQ studies all pointed out 

the need for functional alignment. The preponderance of the Army's require- 

ments in todays environment is for functional specialists. This came 

about by COSTAR II and TASTA-70. In addition, the branch schools and Combat 
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Development Command are generally organised in a functional manner. 

These conditions lead to the conclusion that functional alignment (course 

of action three) would be the best alternative for alignment of the STOGQ 

branches but specific action most be taken to provide for the development 

of weapon systems and equipment. 

WEAPONS SrSTEMS AND EqjgMaiT DEyELOfMBIT 

27. Having concluded that course of action three was the most accept- 

able alternative, the next problem was to determine how to assure develop- 

ment of ooitwodlty or materiel specialists. The Board considered two 

methods that could be used In conjunction with the functionally aligned 

STOCQ branchesf as follows: 

a. Speclallst program with a sub-program for each conmodlty 

group. 

b. Assignment of responsibility for materiel development to 

functional branches. 

28. The speclallst program has the advantage of allowing maximum 

participation of all branches. It was rejected, however, because of 

problems Involved In having two activities managing the officer's career 

and competing for his time (the branch and the specialist program). 

29* It was concluded that branches should be assigned responsibility 

for development of weapons systems and equipment as follows: 

Signal Corps Communications and electronics 
e(|ulpment 

Transportation Corps    Aircraft, rail and marine equipment 
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Ordnance Corps Weapons, vehicles, ammo, miasiles 

Chemical Corps Chemical and biological agents, 
equipment and weapons systems 

Quartermaster Corps        Clothing and textiles, individual 
equipment, POL, subsistence 

Corps of Qigineers        Construction equipment, bridging 
and demolitions 

Medical Corps Medical equipment 

30. This assignment fixes responsibility for development of these 

important skills with the branch having the greatest engineering compe- 

tence for the equipment involved. There should be very little turbulence 

caused since responsibility is placed with the branch that today possesses 

the preponderance of technical skills for these items. Retention of the 

P&D specialist program allows continued use of available skills from 

other branches to include the necessary user input from the arms branches* 

This is compatible with functional alignment of branches and permits 

alternate career patterns within a branch. With this responsibility fixad, 

the branches can develop special career patterns that will provide the 

optimum schooling and experience to qualify officers to staff key positions 

in AKC involving materiel and weapons development. 

31. The branches responsible for materiel development would also be 

responsible for the development of officers qualified to staff positions 

primarily concerned with the life-cycle fanctions of research, development, 

testing, evaluation, maintenance engineering, production engineering, pro- 

duction, quality assurance, product improvement, and technical assistance* 
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Other life-cycle function positions such as supply, maintenance and 

movements are assigned to functional branches. 

QUALIFICATION 

32, GAG, Baker Board, AIM and TECSTAR found that more emphasis should 

be placed on training an officer for the specific duties that he will 

perform in his assignment. The philosophy that the officer oan do any- 

thing, be a "jack of all trades" was attacked, 

33« -he Board accented this and agrees that the branches should be 

realigned functionally and that officers should receive the training to 

perform the duties that they must perform or supervise. 

3lu We recognize that within the functional branches there must be 

developed a commodity expertise by certain individuals to satisfy the 

requirements for positions requiring the conmodity knowledge such as 

project managers, commodity command commanders, and R&D positions, 

35. We also recognise that as an officer advanced in grade and assumes 

greater responsibility he must manage activities involving more than one 

function (e,g,, supply, maintenance and transportation)» 

36. Ultimately, in the senior positions, he must be a logistician with 

a working knowledge encompassing multiple functions and multiple commodities 

in both thfc wholesale and the retail system, 

37* It is reasonable to assume that AKC, too, needs officers specifi- 

cally trained to perform the duties required by their jobs. Although AMC 

is essentially commodity oriented, it has the requirement for officers with 
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i      functional skills• If an officer in the field requires specific training 

to properly perform, the same will hold true in AMC. The functionally 

oriented officer with commodity experience or training should be veil 

qualified to serve both in AMC and in the field. They should be developed 

with the commodity orientation required and should be knowledgeable in 

other functional areas as well. The problem of staffing the higher manage« 

ment positions in AMC which encompass multiple functions is the same problem 

that exists in the field army. Officers must broaden as they advance in 

grade and ai^ the scope of their responsibilities cross functional lines. 

38. Many other positions within the AMC organisational structure are 

function oriented. Every element of the organization does not do the sane 

things that the other elements do. is in other organisations, each sub- 

division of the activity has certain respcnsibilities. The officer in 

(      charge supervises that activity, and the personnel in it* Normally his 

principal qualification should be a knowledge in the functions for which 

his activity is responsible. In staffing these positions, one should first 

look to these necessary qualifications not the commodity knowledge* 

39. Branches can be organised on the basis of oonnodity or function. 

In either case, within the organisation there will be a requirement for 

specific qualification in the other. For example, if branches are 

organized by commodity within the branch there will be a requirement for 

functionally trained personnel particularly at the lower grades* The 

alternative is to organise functionally and within the function develop 
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C commodity expertise. In either case, the position to be staffed within 

AMC should be staffed by an officer with the specific skills required by 

the position based upon the functions of the activity to be supervised* 

UO. In general, research and developnant requires two types of input: 

(1) Engineering (or technical expertise) and (2) User. In some cases the 

user must have the engineering knowledge to perform adequately as a user. 

With other commodities! this is not normally the case. For the most parti 

R&D would logically fall to one or two branches regardless of whether the 

branches a^e functional or commodity branches. It would appear that R&D, 

if assigned to a branch, should go to the branch with officers possessing 

the engineer skills. If these are not predominately in a single branch, 

then R&D field should be open to all who possess the requisite qualifi- 

cations. 

kl. Although management ability is an important prerequisite for most 

commissioned officer positions In R&D, the technical qualification Is 

overriding. The importance of this qualification is not diminished even 

though the officer does not apply his technical skill in his supervisory 

position. He most nevertheless deal with engineers and other technical 

people and must be qualified in order to gain acceptance and respect needed« 

1*2. Wholesale logistics consists essentially of two major areast (l) 

R&D and (2) Provisioning of equipment. R&D deals essentially with develop- 

ment of new generations of equipment while provisioning deals with manage- 

ment of standard equipment. RDT&E requires primarily technical skills and 
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^■■'      nontechnical user input. Proviaicming requires primarily managerial akilla. 

hi.   Although proviaioning is essentially wholesale aupply, wany of 

the officer positions are multi-functional in nature imrolving procurement 

supply, maintenance and transportation. It is essential that the higher 

level manager be knowledgeable in several of these functional areas as in 

the Army in the field. Some positions in the commodity commands of AMC 

and in AHC headquarters itself require a depth of knowledge across many 

of the life-cycle functions of a particular item. For positions like 

project managers or conmodity coranand commander, this is the primary 

qualification. 

CHQgCAL CORPS 

hh.   Realignment of supply and maintenance functions with Ordnance 

and Quartermaster Corps divests other branches of these functions and in 

effect functionalise those branches. The Broun Board questioned whether 

the Chemical Corps should be retained as a branch once supply and main- 

tenance functions were lost. This question was addressed by the STOCQ 

study and it was concluded that the Chemical Corps should be retained to 

perform the essential CBR functions for the Army and the U.S. armed forces 

and to assure a strong CBR capability in the interest of national security. 

Details of the analysis, approach, rationale, and conclusions are contained 

in Annex A to this section. 

SIGNAL CORPS 

1x5. The assignment of responsibility for ccewonicaticns and electronics 
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c functions to the Signal Corps vas accomplished by Chief of Staff 

Memorandum 66-282 and is now in process of implementation. The findings 

of this study are in full accord with that action« As a result, the 

proposals of this study will have little effect upon the Signal Corps 

except indirectly by realignment of supply and maintenance with the 

Quartermaster and Ordnance Corps. 

MILITARY OCajPATICm SPECIALTY 

1(6. Many existing KOS descriptions were designed for technical service 

units. They do not precisely suit existing functional positions of today« 

Steps have already been taken to discontinue use of some obsolete HOS for 

functional positions but more attention is needed to update MOS desorip* 

tions to more accurately describe the functional skills and reduce the 

overlap into other functional areas. 

Ul.   Alignment of functions with branches fixes responsibilities for 

developing and providing skills* It also aligns certain MOS with specific 

branches. In order to clearly fix this responsibility and to avoid mis- 

understanding, the Board concluded that AR 611*101 should be revised to 

establish branch proponenoy for those MOS which can be clearly identified 

with a branch. This action would facilitate development of branch etrecgth 

based on valid Amy skill requirements. 

liO, This realignment addresses itself primarily to the STOCQ branches} 

however, there is a secondary effect. The functronalitation of these five 

brancheo in effect functionalises the remaining branches by reducing their 
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c participation in supply, maintenance, traneportation, communic&tiona* 

electronics, and CBR. 

k9.   The functional alignment of branches would be an extension of an 

established trend in DOD and DA organization. Both the DOD and DA are 

organized generally along functional lines to accomplish their missions« 

Although several funotionalized elements (e.g., supply maintenance, and 

transportation) often are combined under a single command, the separate 

fonctions are usually clearly identifiable as distinct organisational 

entities. Alignment of maintenance and supply personnel by functional 

grouping would provide a personnel management structure reasonably 

parallel to the Armyts organisation for performing maintenance and supply 

functions in the field. 

$0. The above is especially true of the communications-electronics 

functions. The communications-electronics organisation is clearly 

identified. It parallels Army organisation. It begins at the battalion 

level, continues through the field army and to the Department of the Army 

major comand - STHATCOH. In addition, a clearly identified communications 

element is found at the Department of Defense level - The Defense Cowmuni- 

cations Agency. The functionalination of the Signal Corps as to the 

ccmmonicat ions-electronics branch is a positive step and establishes a 

distinct functional branch. 

31. The clear and distinct organizaticoal parallel apparent In the 

connunicatlone-electronics function is not as obvious in the supply and 
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c maintenance functions* A functional grouping would provide a personnel 

management structure that reasonably parallels the Amy's organisation 

for performing maintenance and supply functions in the field* The 

reason that these are not as separate and distinct is that a close 

relationship exists between the two functions • both in the operational 

aspects and particularly in staff functions. Ibis is especially true at 

supervisory levels where the functions are brought together« At the 

operating level» however, the supply and maintenance are separate and 

distinct for the most part» In some cases« particularly in the case of 

AMC, they are grouped Into eomodity-oriaated organisations such as the 

Munitions Command. The realignment would be effective since it does 

follow the existing and proposed (COSTAR and TASTA-70) field organisations« 

It is limited in that it doe* not meet the need of higher level logistic 

positions. It is not the panacea for all personnel problems but it does 

resolve the most pressing ones. It is a good interim solution which better 

meets the needs of the logistics conmunity. 

52. It can be argued that supply and maintenanoe are closely related 

and cannot be separated. This close relationship is acknowledged. The 

essential coordination and unity of effort is directed toward mission 

accomplishment and is provided for in the structure of each organisation« 

It is not provided by branch alignment or the organisation for career 

management. Slnoe realignment, as proposed» does not imply a change in 

the concepts of logistical support or a change in logistics organisations9 
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c it will not in any way impair this close relationship« 

$3« The realignment would constitute a modification of roles performed 

by officers oi some branches and «ill require some re-orientation. There 

would be no direct change of organisation or operational concepts since 

the realignment deals principally with the personnel managenant aspects« 

It would require minor changes in TOE and TDA to make branch designation 

agree with the new alignment« As an example, a position calling for en 

Ordnance officer with a supply MOS would no longer be proper* Upon 

realignment the decision would be made on whether the branch or supply 

skill is the dominant prerequisite for the position« The impact cannot 

be accurately assessed at this tins} therefore» the Board did not derelop 

a grade structure« The grade distribution of officers serring in the 

affected duty positions at the time of the analysis is depicted in Section VX 

dealing with impact« 

ih.   This realignment 9 being parallel to Any organitation, is partiou- 

larly well suited to centralised personnel managemsnt« Efficient control 

and better use of personnel resources should accrue fron the realignment« 

MEDICAL SOPHY AND MAIMTOiANCB 

55« The Board assessed the realignment and concluded that an eooseption 

should be made for medical supply and maintenance« Although medioal supply 

and maintenance could be realigned» It should remain with the Medioal Senrioe 

Corps in order to maintain the integrity of the "Medical Team" concept« 

Project 80 left the responsibility of career managemsnt of Medioal Serrioe 
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v     officers with The Surgeon General rather than traneferring it to OR), 

since it believed that inclusion of the personnel function with 0P0 

would not increase flexibility in the overall utilisation of these officers t 

The Surgeon GOT iral controls all medical officer personnel assets and 

training. Th* Board believes that this reaconing is still valid« 

CRYPTO LOQISTICS 

56. Due to the security implications and the existence of an 

independent supply and Maintenance system for cryptographic equipment, the 

Board concluded that these functions should not be realigned but should 

remain with the Signal Corps. 

mmm 
57. the distinction between the combat and transportation roles in 

Anqr aviation most be recognised. Air transportation is a mode of trsiis* 

(     portation in the fonctional field of movements as are highway, rail, and 

marine modes. Ccsnaand and staff positions associated with aviation «mite 

«hoee primary mission is to transport supplies, equipnmnt and personnel 

are movements functions and are appropriately aligned with the trma~ 

portation Corps. Aircraft primarily employed in the observation, 

reccimaissanee, surveillsnce, target acquisition, and weapons platform 

roles are functions of combat operations. Commend and staff positions la 

these units should be the responsibility of the appropriate combat aims 

branch. Using the realignment rationale, the Transportation Corps beocmee 

responsible for air movemente support, both mode operations and movemsnte 
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management* Maintaining the aircraft« regardless of the role it is 

used in, combat, combat support or combat service support, becomes the 

responsibility of the equipment maintenance branch - the Ordnance Corps* 

(Annex C, Section III) 

mmmm 
The Board considered the ammunition function and promptly found Itself 

Involved In doctrinal and operational concepts and procedures which is 

beyond the scope of the study« With regard to the personnel aspects, of 

the 1292 officers serving in ammunition MOS, 1211 of them are Ordnance 

officers. The Board concluded (in view of the treatment of ammunition 

in COSTAR and TASTA-70) that until such time as organisation and support 

concepts change the ammunition function should remain with the Ordnance 

Corps* 

TOE AND TDA 

58, The user1 s overriding concern is that the personnel system provide 

him with the personnel possessing the skills he needs to accomplish his 

mission* The system must provide a means by which the user can accurately 

Identify these skills and be able to communicate his needs with reasonable 

assurance that he will receive a qualified replacement at the proper tine« 

The MOS system does not precisely define the knowledge, skill, training and 

experience required in all the various duties. Realignment would not improve 

this tool; however, for those positions calling for a functional specialist, 

the proposed alignment should provide near optimum responsiveness in pro« 
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viding qualified personnel« 

59« Alignment of personnel by functional speoialtiea would permit 

those agencies having responsibilities for preparation of TOE and TDA 

to associate functional duties with a branch. For positions requiring 

functional specialist9 requirensnts could be determined and expressed 

readily in terms of branch and MOS. This alignment would not associate 

with a branch those positions encompassing duties in more than one 

functional area« Hence, this alignment would be better for identifying 

requirements at the lower grades than for the higher grades where the 

scope of responsibility becomes more of a factor« Since total require* 

ments are greater for officers of the lower grades! a functional align- 

ment would be responsive to the greatest quantitative requirement« Field 

activities could readily identify a majority of their positions by branch« 

A weakness does exist, however, in relating generalist positions to a 

branch. 

INDIVUXJAL 

60« In the final analysis, any branch alignment must gain the acoept« 

ance of the individual« As the Array's ultimate resource, his realistic 

desire? and aspirations should be met. In this regard, the Board finds 

the proposed functional realignment has some significant strengths and 

weaknesses« 

61« Branches provide officers a means for identification which mini- 

mizes the feeling of being "Just a number." Functional alignment would 
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provide a simple pattern in which an individual could relate actual 

missions with his branch and understand his role» He could identify 

positions and realistically evaluate his opportunities. He would have 

adequate opportunity to serve as a functional specialist and to serve in 

multi-functional positions• 

62. Although the specialist programs would provide an opportunity 

for service across functional branch lines, the narrowing of branch 

assignments would tend to inhibit the development of broad logistical 

experience. Inevitably, branch lines impose some restriction on cross«* 

assignment« If assignments are limited to those functional areas related 

to his branch, an officer may not obtain the experience necessary for 

satisfactory performance in key assignments at the higher grades« This 

appears to be the major shortcoming of functional realignment from the 

individual^ standpoint as well as from that of the personnel manager. 

63. Realignment of branches should be acceptable to the individual with 

some reservation. He desires and is anticipating a change and welcomes a 

means for relating his branch to a mission within the Amy. Since Project 

60 in 1962, officers of the technical services have faced the dilemma of 

branches without missions. Throughout their careers! these officers have 

been advised and have observed that broadening assignments were essential 

for career progression. To split the logistics skills along branch lines 

may cause the individual some concern about his prospects of becoming a 

logistic generalist and of attaining the grade and positions associated with 
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logistic generalists. To overcome this doubt! it is essential that the 

career management be used to the maximum to provide these officers with 

broadening assignments they require» 

61u A realignment of any magnitude requires consideration of individ- 

ual preferences and interests» Branch affiliation is too strong and too 

personal to ignore« The present branches of the Amy result fron special- 

ization. They are traditional in our Amy and are established by law* 

Because of branch traditions # their distinctive heraldry, their special« 

isation, and their established doctrine, they serve to create high morale 

and esprit of the officer corps« The present branch names and branch 

structures of the Amy are set forth in Section IV, AR 10-5. Branch 

identification has generally held a valid and stable position throughout 

the years* Each branch has a school which serves as a repository and as 

a source of branch doctrine which has a strong influence on its officers. 

This influence and branch orientation of officers undoubtedly represents 

the single most durable cohesive and stabilising characteristic of the Amy 

officer corps. In short, the present officer career branch structure has 

been and is today easily the most important element of the Army structure 

serving to link doctrine, organisation, training, and personnel management 

together in a relatively coordinated and cohesive »aimer* The importance 

of the branch is such that forced transfers should be avoided. It nay be 

necessary for some officers who are expert in a function that has been 

transferred, to continue to serve in this function* If so, this should be 
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a temporary requirement only and should be acknowledged as such. In 

specific cases 9 some officers would require additional training in the 

Skill of their realigned branch, whereas others would find it to their 

professional advantage to branch transfer* Each ease «oat be handled OR 

an individual basis. No mass solution would be acceptable or desirable« 

The degree of turbulence would depend on the rate and manner of imple- 

mentation. 

BRANCH STREKQTOS 

65.    Using as tools the duty MOS and the assigned strengths in these 

HOS, the Board estimated the effect realignment would have on branch 

strengths* The MOS to be aligned, the rationale used and the procedures 

followed are discussed in detail in Section VI« 

66* This analysis was based on a model of the personnel management 

structure that would result from the realignment of the Signal! Trans« 

portation. Ordnance, Chemical, and Quartermaster Corps« Personnel engaged 

In coirsminications-eleotronics were aligned with the Signal Corps; those 

engaged in movements with the Transportation Corps; equipment maintenance 

and ammunition with the Ordnance Corps; chemical-biological positions with 

the Chemical Corps; and supply positions with the Quartermaster Corps« The 

KOS that identified these functions were aligned with the respective Corps« 

innex A, Section VI, lists rsoo—ended branch proponency for these MOS« 

67. Two exceptions to this functional realignment were made; these 

were in the medical and crypto fields« The supply and maintenance ftaotlona 
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in these two areas were left with the Medical Servioe Corps and Signal 

Corps respectively. 

68. The strength figures represent the assigned strength as of 

31 March 1967. (OFD STAT 7 Report). The losses represent duty positions 

that the branch loses as a result of having officers from the branch per- 

forming duty in MOS that were Judged to be the responsibility of other 

branches. Likewise, the gains represent duty positions that officers from 

other branches were serving in, but which would, under the realignment 

concept, be the responsibility of the Amctional branch. The difference 

between the loss of positions and gain of positions result in a net change» 

This net change was added to or subtracted from the assigned strength as 

given in the OFD Stat 7 Report. The resultant figure was accepted as the 

predicated strength of each of the branches after realignment. Following 

is a breakout of changes in the STOCQ branches. 

a. Signal Corps 

Strength before realignment      7,299 

Losses 509 

Gains 10b 

Net change -105 

Strength after realignment       6,69li 

Percentage increase/decrease        -6? 

b. Transportation Corps 

Strength before realignment 5,579 
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Losses 673 

Qains 115 

Net change -558 

Strength after realignment 5,021 

Percentage Increase/decrease -IC* 

o. Ordnance Corps 

Strength before realignment 5,983 

Losses 1*93 

Gains 1,197 

Net change ♦7* 

Strength after realignment 6,687 

Percentage increase/decrease ♦12* 

d. Chemical Corps 

Strength before realignment 1,588 

Losses 127 

Qains 76 

Net change -51 

Strength after realignment 1,537 

Percentage increase/decrease -» 

e. Quartermaster Corps 

Strength before realignment U,l95 

Losses 61 

Qains l,3b2 
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Nftt change ♦1,281 

Strength after realignment      5,776 

Percentage increase/decrease       +28£ 

SUMMARY OF CCNCIflSIONS; 

69« Follwing Is a summary of the conclueion» drawn from discusaion 

in this and previous sections which have a bearing on the roles and 

mission statements. 

a. Realign the STOCQ branches on a functional basis. 

b. Assign responsibility for equipment development to branches* 

c. Commissioned officer repair parts supply positions require 

supply skills and should be staffed by a Quartermaster officer. 

d. Ammunition support should be a function of Ordnance Corpe. 

e. Align the aircraft maintenance function with Ordnance Corps* 

f • Staff battalion S-U positions of arms battalions with arms 

officers» 

g. Eliminate the Logistics Officer Specialists Program «hen the 

GOT branches can staff all the positions* 

h. Retain the Procurement Officer Specialist Program* 

1. Retain the R&D Specialist Program* 

j. Retain the present names of the branches. 

k* Establish branch proponenoy for MOS that can be clearly 

identified with a branch* 

1* Retain Chemical Corps* 
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ANNEX A 

CHEMICAL CORPS 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics System (Brown 

Board) recommended a study be conducted in the 1970 time frame to reassess 

the need for a Chemical Corps (with a view of possible abolishment) after 

removal of the supply and maintenance functions, and the consolidation of 

the remaining functions with the Ordnance Corps special weapons area. 

2. The Chief of Staff, Army directed in CSM 67-120 that a special 

study be conducted to develop roles and missions and officer training and 

career patterns of the Signal, Transportation, Ordnance, Chemical and 

Quartermaster Corps (STOCQ), Hie STOCQ Board, however, did not believe 

that the treatment of the roles and missions of the Chemical Corps could 

be developed until the reassessment recommended by the Brown Board was 

completed» The STOCQ Board therefore conducted the assessment* 

3« The approach used by the STOCQ Board was to determine if the DA's 

needs for a Chemical Corps as a separate branch will continue even though 

the trend towards functionalization in the Army in the field has resulted 

in the realignment of the Chemical officer's functions from supply distri- 

bution and field maintenance of CBR type equipment. 

4« Major areas considered by the STOCQ Board in its deliberation on 

the assessing of the Chemical Corps were: The CBR threat facing the 

United States; DOD and JCS position in CBR warfare; DA assigned 
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responsibilities for CBR weapons and equipment, development and training; 

CBR functional areas and skills needed to perform the functions« 

5. The objective of the STOCQ Boards assessment was to determine 

the best alternative in view of today's environment, available to the DA 

for the development of officer personnel skilled in all phases of CBR 

operations, and the assignment of roles and missions to those officers that 

both conformed to the organization of the Army and fixed responsibility 

with a branch that best insured the development and management of CBR 

skilled personnel, weapons, and materiel. 

PROBLEM 

6, To determine the Army's needs for the retention of the Chemical 

Corps as a separate branch, and if retained, determine the roles and 

mission of Chemical Corps officers« 

ASSUMPTIONS 

7« None« 

FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM (See classified Appendix 2 to Annex A to 

Section IV provided under separate cover for a more detailed discussion 

of specific DA responsibilities.) 

8. The basic CBR capability of the free world Is generally accepted 

as being concentrated In the United States. 

9. The CBR capability of potential aggressor nations poses a 

significant threat to the national security. 

10. The Department of the Army has been assigned by DOD and JCS 

certain responsibilities and missions In the development of a CBR capa- 

bill by not only for the Army, but for other DOD departments. 
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11. Both the Joint Strategic Operations Plan hnd Joint Strategic 

Capabilities Plan provide CBR guidance to the military services and infor- 

mation to the commander of unified and specified commands« 

12. The CBR functions within DA which must be performed fall into 

the following broad areas: 

a. 3 operations *nd training« 

b« CBR materiel development and management» 

Cm    CBR doctrine» 

d« CBR intelligence« 

13» CBR skills needed within DA require expertise in the four 

functional areas» Theiia skills incorporate expertise in basic research 

of agents, anwtunition production, weapons systems testing and protective 

equipment development to operations and training in all offensive and 

defensive aspects of CBR warfare including  target analysis j unit and 

weapons employment, doctrinal matters; and intelligence estimates of 

enemy CBR capabilities» Expertise within one frequently contributes to 

the skills required in the others, thus building the necessary depth of 

skills in all areas required for an officer who repeatedly serves on 

staffs only authorized a single Chemical officer» 

14» Recommendation 9 of the Dk Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics 

System (Brown Board) was based primarily on the Ch-mical officer partici- 

pation in supply and maintenance functions and not upon the role of the 

Chemical officer in RDT&E and operations and training, CBR intelligence, 

and doctrine in the Army and joint organisations» The Board found that 
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V ^     only 3% of the Chemical officers are now occupying positions directly 

related to supply distribution and maintenance. 

DISCUSSION 

15» In viewing the multiple responsibilities of DA in the CBR functions, 

the contribution a strong CBR capability makes to national security; CBR 

skills needed; and the role CBR plays in deterrence and flexible response; 

The STOCQ Board concluded that the requirement will continue to exist 

within the DA for officers skilled in CBR weapons and materiel development, 

operations, and training, doctrine, and intelligence* 

16, In view of this conclusion, the STOCQ Board determined that the 

assessment of the Chemical Corps could best be accomplished by subdividing 

the considerations into two major areas* First, to determine the best 

alternative available to the DA to insure the existence of officer person- 

(      nel sufficiently trained and possessing the degree of expertise needed in 

order for the DA to maintain a CBR capability and discharge its responsi- 

bilities, both internally and to other DOD agencies. Second, to fix the 

responsibility for the development of skilled CBR personnel needed through- 

out the entire Army and to determine the CBR roles and mission to be per- 

formed by the officers of whatever agency selected as the best alternative. 

The STOCQ Board discarded each alternative that did not provide the DA with 

the required CBR capability, ftms the alternative of establishing n DOD 

agency responsible for CBR matters was discarded since it did not provide 

the DA with the inherent controls and resources necessary to insure the 

existence of a CBR capability which contained the desirable flexibility 

and responsiveness comnensurate with its mission« 
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17. In developing a solution to the stated problem, the Board found 

that several alternative solutions were feasible. 

a. Alternative 1. Abolish the Chemical Corps and distribute the 

personnel and functions to multiple branches. 

b. Alternative 2. Abolish the Chemical Corps and distribute the 

personnel and functions to a single branch. 

c. Alternative 3. Abolish the Chemical Corps and distribute the 

personnel and functions to multiple branches, and establish a CBR officer 

specialist program« 

d. Alternative 4. Retain the Chemical Branch as it currently 

exists and realign the functions as necessary« 

18. Evaluation of alternative solutions. 

CONSIDERATIONS ALTERNATIVES 

May release facilities and reduce overhead 

#1   #2   #3   #4 

X X X 

Broadens career opportunities for Cm! officers X X x 

Provides multi-branch interest in CBR X X 

Provides career opportunities in CBR for 
officers of other branches 

X X X 

Retains groupment of CBR functions and skills X X X 

Provides formal recognition of CBR reqmt X X   i 
1 

Retains identity of officers with a function 
and separate branch 

X 

Relegates CBR to secondary role X X X 

Provides only DOI> agency whose primary 
interest is development of CBR capability, 
doctrine, and training 

1 

1 
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CONSIDERATIONS                   f               ALTERNATIVES     _| 

1 #1   #2   #3 #4  1 

i   Fragments and dilutes responsibility for 
development of officers with CBR skills 

X X X 

Minimizes officer turbulence ;.. X   I 
5   Continues to emphasize importance of CBR 
\             capabilities as national deterrent 

X X   || 

j   Provides compatible career pattern x I 

19. The Board in its deliberations and comparison of the various 

alternatives isolated certain key considerations as the most significant. 

These will be discussed in the body of this study. Appendix I to Annex A 

to Section IV contains a more detailed analysis of all considerations. The 

Board considered any alternative which trended toward lessening or weakening 

the CBR offensive and defensive capability of the DA as least desirable, 

a. National Security and Deterrence 

(1) The Chemical Corps consisting of approximately 1600 

officers, today represents the only organized structure within the DOD 

establishment which is oriented, career-wise to providing the United States 

with a CBR offensive and defensive capability. This capability, as World 

War II and Korea experience suggests, has dissuaded others from resorting 

to CBR warfare. This wa? accomplished more by strength of US preparedness 

than by political agreements. The CBR threat contained within the Soviet 

Union coupled with the fact that the principal OBR capability of the 

western bloc nations lies with the United States magnifies the importance 

thf.t a high state of preparedness has to the national security. 

(2) Alternatives one and two withdraw all formal recognition 

of the requirement for the maintenance of a CBR capability, thus creating 
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\. - an impression of de-emphasizing the importance of CBR as an effective 

weapons system organic to national deterrence, 

(3) Alternatives three and four retain a CBR organization 

and provides an identifiable group of officers devoted to this function. 

However, alternative three does not allow an officer to participate in 

this program full time, thereby relegating the development of a CBR capa- 

bility to a voluntary part-time status. Such an arrangement contributes 

little to the improvement of the national security by strengthening the 

CBR deterrence or providing a weapons system suitable for flexible 

response. On the other hand, alternative four has over the past fifty 

years provided the U.S. Army^with a positive posture in the CBR field and 

provides a management system which develops officers on a full time basis, 

skilled in all of the functions of CBR operations. 

1 b. Identity 

(1) Officer identity was also considered by the Board to be 

of major significance in the cinalysis of the four alternatives. The very 

nature of human beings is to seek an identity of some sort. In the Army, 

this identity is established through the association and traditions of the 

branch structure, specialized training, and experience and an established 

branch role and mission. 

(2) Alternatives one, two, and three have the inherent 

characteristic of diffusing this identity through the withdrawal of all 

formal recognition of the CBR function. Accepting this fact, it then 

logically follows that this identity will be sought with the branch to 

( 
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4^      which the officer belongs and with the primary function with which the 

branch is aligned. Since alternatives one, two, and three do not aHgn 

CBR operations as the primary function of any one branch, loss of officer 

identity with this function will occur and the end result is one of 

dilution of the national CBR capability, 

c. CBR Expertise 

(1) Chemical and biological operations and iradioXogicaX 

defensive techniques are highly technical and complex in nature nec^asitat- 

ing officer personnel have extensive training and experience« Such quaji^ 

fied personnel are required in all facets of CBR operation« ranging from 

R&D of agents, ammunition, weapons systems, and equipment to the very 

important task of operations and training throughout the entire armed 

forces. In most areas, the obtainment of one skill compliments an officers 

I       expertise in another. As the only agency possessing an organization 

devoted to the performance of these functions, the Army has been tasked to 

assist as needed in the training of other DOD personnel and allied forces 

as well as training its own personnel in the employment of CB weapons and 

defense against their use by aggressor nations. Ihis uniqi4e position 

requires extensive coordination and continuity in the direction of research, 

development, training, and doctrine. The 1962 reorganization of the Anny 

abolished the formal program hierarchy and distributed responsibilities 

along functional lines. The present separate career branch provides for 

that aspect of the required capability that depends on a body of personnel 

throughout the Army having the broad expertise, indoctrination, and 
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I 
/       common purpose that an adequate CBR posture requires. 

(2) The organization of the Army in the field frequently 

limits Chemical officer staffing to a single position. Such procedures 

magnify the importance of the Chemical officer possessing skills across 

all CBR functional areas since he frequently faces situations where 

timely and accurate decisions must t>e made without the advantage of 

consultation with other Chemical officers. The development of officers 

possessing such broad knowledge and experience requires repetitive assign- 

ments across the functional areas coupled with a formal educational pro- 

gram at the various civilian and military institutions. The management 

and development of personnel possessing the required CBR expertise cannot 

be left to chance or relegated to a secondary function of one of the 

existing branches whose primary interests lie in other than the CBR area. 

/ (3) Alternatives one, two, and three risk this possibility 

without any compensating advantages. Each of these alternatives would not 

only fracture the development of the officer skill by putting it on a part 

time basis, but would also contribute to the diffusion of the responsi- 

bility for the management of these officers. 

(4) Alternative four retains the centralized groupment of 

compatible skills, thus greatly simplifying the management, development, 

and the meeting of necessary officer personnel requirements in the CBR 

field. 

20. Selection of Alternative Four. The Board, after careful con- 

sideration and examination of the CBR functions, required skills, and the 

mission of the U.S. Army, selected alternative four as the most logical 
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( /     and positive course of action. The Board considered the maintenance of a 

strong CBR capability too important to the national security to risk its 

relegation to a secondary role. CBR warfare today is an established threat 

to be reckoned with, not ignored; and since the U.S. does not traditionally 

choose its method of warfare, the Chemical Corps should be retained as the 

^ best solution to the maintenance of a corps of highly skilled and dedicated 

officers capable of guiding the Array's role in CBR operations, 

21. Roles and Missions. 

a. After selecting alternative four, the Board next examined the 

roles and missions of the Chemical Corps officers in the functionalized 

army. The approach used was to first examine the CBR functions and the 

skills required to perform these functions, and then to superimpose these 

over the organization, responsibilities, and mission of the Array to deter- 

mine Where the Chemical Corps officer is required to best contribute to 

the maintenance of a CBR offensive and defensive capability« 

b. The DA Board of Inquiry on the Array Logistical System (The 

Brown Board) questioned the need for the retention of the Chemical Corps 

since the functions of supply and maintenance had been removed as a result 

of the reorganization of 1962 and subsequent implementation of COSTAR and 

TASTA-70 concepts« The STOCQ Board interviewed members of the Brown 

Board who stated that their study did not assess the Chemical Corps» role 

in areas other than supply and maintenance. The STOCQ Board examined TOE 

and TD requirements and compared these with duty positions currently being 

filled in supply distribution and maintenance of Chemical Corps type 
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(^      equipment. In both cases, less than 3% of the Chemical Corps strength of 

1653 officers were required or were actually performing in these areas. 

c. The Board, in its deliberations on the roles and missions of 

the Chemical Corp^, first examined the Corps' historical roles and missions 

and found that the National Defense Act of 1920 assigned the following: 

"Investigate, develop, manufacture, procure, and supply to the Army all 

smoke and incendiary materials, toxic gases and gas defense appliances; 

research, design, and perform experimentation connected with chemical war- 

fare and its materiel, to operate chemical projectile filling plants and 

proving grounds; supervise the offensive and defensive training of the Army 

in chemical warfare including the necessary schools of instruction; to 

organize, equip, and train a special gas corps and perform other such duties 

as the President may prescribe." These functions were later expanded to 

I include biological and defensive radiological considerations and in essence 

gave the Chemical Corps major roles and missions in both combat support and 

combat service support. 

d. The Board did not accept the roles and mission of the Chemical 

Corps prior to 1962 as being valid today, but instead examined the CBR 

functions and skills required within the Army as it is currently organized. 

The Board also evaluated these skills with the view toward alignment of 

those which are common with the Chemical Corps. 

e. The results of these two tasks showed that the CBR functions 

requiring a commonality of skills and expertise remained much as they were 

prior to 1962 with three exceptions. 
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c f• The first was that the functional reorganization of 1962 

greatly reduced the Chemical officer's participation in supply distribu- 

tion and maintenance of Chemical Corps developed commodities. The density 

of such commodities was insufficient to justify staffing the functional 

organization with a Chemical officer at the operating level, therefore 

CBR commodity trained enlisted personnel were integrated at battalion and 

lower levels. The Chemical officer positions were however retained at 

higher echelons and integrated throughout all major staff sections to 

supervise and coordinate all activities relatable to the CBR commodities 

to include adequate defensive and offensive CBR preparedness to operate in 

a hostile environment. , 

g. Secondly, the functionalized Army in the field created by 

COSTAR and TASTA-70 implementation absorbed the missions of the old 

Chemical Corps supply, maintenance, and service companies, battalions, 

and groups, thus causing their deactivation. This in essence withdrew 

certain command opportunities from Chemical officers. The Board feels 

inherent with this withdrawal is the possibility of degrading the career 

attractiveness of the Chemical Corps. This could have the long term 

effect of reducing the quality of officers seeking a career in the CBR 

field and thereby trend toward weakening the national preparedness in this 

vital area. 

h. The ROAD concept placed increased importance on CBR combat 

support functions. For the first time, Chemical officers were required 

to staff positions in tactical units below divisional level and integrated 
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(^       into the S-3 section. Chemical sections at division and higher staffs 

were removed from under the staff supervision of the G-4 and placed under 

the staff supervision of the G-3« Chemical officers are also required in 

all other arms agencies of CDC to insure that the combined arms team 

concept incorporates all aspects of CBR doctrine, training, operations, 

and weapons systems for maximum effectiveness in combat» 

i. In line with this shift into the tactical structure of the 

Army, the Chemical officer also has a major role within certain types of 

Chemical Combat Support and Combat Service Support units. These type units 

perform in the CBR functional areas of smoke and flame operations, decon- 

tamination! technical intelligence, radiological monitoring, tunnel clear- 

ing, tactical employment of riot control munitions, crop destruction, 

defoliation, laboratory service, and CB munitions safety and surety« All 

i functions, with the exception of the latter three are combat support in 

nature. Laboratory and decontamination and munitions safety fall more 

into the area of combat service support. 

j. The last major area where the Board determined a requirement 

continues to exist for officers possessing skills common to those found in 

CBR operations in the field was in the various developmental cycles of CBR 

commodities and related equipment. Such requirements range from basic 

research and development to test and evaluation and procurement and pro- 

duction of agents, ammunition, weapons systems and equipment. It is the 

Chemical officer's role to conceive and bring into being CBR weapons 

systems and equipment necessary to the maintenance of a CBR capability, 
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^       not only within the Army but within all of DOD» Many positions were 

found within research and development requiring only "bench type" labora- 

tory skills at the lower levels; however, as an officer progreoses in 

rank, his responsibilities broaden into positions which rely heavily upon 

experience and knowledge gained from various command and staff assignments 

in the Army in the field and various military and civilian institutions« 

CONCLUSIONS; 

22«> The Department of the Army is the only agency with a separate 

corps of officers specifically trained in CBR operations and will continue 

to be tasked as the agency primarily responsible for CBR warfare, 

23. Current Department of the Army responsibilities in CBR operations, 

research and development necessitate that CBR functions continue to be 

performed, 

24. The skills required to perform the CBR functions are best developed 

on a full time, dedicated basis. 

25. The most efficient development of officers with CBR skills is 

best insured by assigning the responsibility for their development, roegiage- 

ment, and control to a single branch« 

26. CBR functions and skills are not compatible with existing career 

fields of other branches. 

27. ihe retention of the Chemical Corps is necessary to assure 

effective development, management, and control of officers skilled in 

CBR operations and training, weapons and equipment development, doctrine, 

and intelligence. 
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28« The roles and missions of the Chemical officer within the current 

organization-of the Field Army are predominately combat support« 

29« The roles and missions statements contained in Appendix A to 

Annex A, Section V provides the necessary guidance for the development of 

Chemical officers qualified to perform these roles and missions. 
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APPENDIX I 

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

1. Alternatives 1 and 3» ^ 

a« These alternatives are closely relatc-d in content and therefore 

will be discussed and analyzed concurrently. The only dissimilarity between 

the two occurs with alternative 3 which establishes a CBR specialist pro-' 

gram after the abolishment of the Chemical Corps and the distribution of 

the personnel and functions to multiple branches« These considerations 

are e>samined in light of the importance CBR warfare has to the national 

security. 

b. The principal advantage gained from alternatives 1 and 3 is the 

provision for participation of officers from multi-branches in the career 

field of CBR operations. Current branch separation greatly limits this 

participation for other than Chemical Corps officers. This tends to reduce 

the motivation among officers of other branches to gain detailed knowledge 

of CBR warfare. The two alternatives also provide an opportunity for the 

Chemical officer to broaden his career fields in areas now restricted 

because of the existence of branch lines. 

c. In an attempt to functional ize training or consolidate CBR 

training with the branch school receiving the particular function from the 

Chemical Corps, certain facilities now in use may be released for other 

purposes» If this occurred, it could result in some monetary savings 

associated with the overhead involved in the operations in such facilities. 

It would not, however, reduce the training required to perform the Army's 

responsibilities in CBR operations and would not eliminate the need for 
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C      specialist facilities since the required CBR training now performed at the 

Army Chemical Center and School is of significant magnitude and has far 

reaching impact upon the U.S. Army as well as other DOD agencies such as 

the Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Civil Defense, and Public Health Service. 

The schools current POI as approved by CONARC requires resident instruction 

be given in 26 different CBR courses for officers and enlisted personnel. 

Eleven of these courses are designed specifically for Chemical Corps per- 

sonnel while the remaining 15 are for other military and civilian person- 

nel from all services to include those of foreign nations. During FY 67, 

6350 students attended resident instruction at the US Army Chemical School, 

including approximately 1150 from other DOD agencies and foreign nations. 

The average student population for this period was 749. In addition, 2400 

students during the same period were enrolled in the various non-resident 

i    ,  instruction offered by the school. 

d# In addition to the instructional training, the Chemical Center 

and School is the prime source for all DA training literature concerned 

with chemical and biological operations and radiological defense. The 

Center and School also provides all training aids and films on these 

matters• 

e. Alternative three has additional advantages not found in 

alternative onef the principal one being the retention of CBR specialist 

programs. This program provides the vehicle for the groupment and manage- 

ment of officers inherent to the development of the required skills in 

CBR warfare necessary for the continued fulfillment of the Army's CBR 
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\^ responsibilities« In addition, the establishment of a CBR officer's 

specialist program provides formal recognition of the importance the DA 

places in CBR warfare, both as a deterrent to such an attack by an aggres- 

sor, and as a retalitory weapon if deterrence fails• 

f. Any functionalization which trends toward lessening or weaken- 

ing the capability of the DA for CBR offensive and defensive warfare was 

considered by the Board to be a disadvantage, and must be weighed in the 

balance with national security. The distribution of the Chemical Corps 

personnel and functions carries the inherent characteristic of diffusion 

of the CBR functions. The very nature of human beings is to seek an 

identity of some sort. Accepting this fact, it follows then that this 

identity will be sought with the branch to which the officer belongs and 

with the primary function with which his branch is associated with a con- 

I      current dissipation of individuals who identify themselves with CBR. 

Since there is no other function completely relatable or compatible with 

a career in CBR warfare, relegation of CBR to a part-time position will 

follow with either alternative. The specialist program as it now is 

managed only requires 50% of an officer's career be spent in ehe special- 

ist career field. The Bo-ird does not feel this is sufficient for mainten- 

ance of the CBR expertise in view of the complexities ana the pace of 

changes in CBR warfare. 

g. Alternatives one and three carry the disadvantages of abolish- 

ing the only DOD agency that has officers fully occupied with the develop- 

ment of a weapons system, the ammunition and materiel associated with the 

system, and the training of personnel and units in the employment and 
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defense against such systems. Because the Army possesses a separate 

branch with these.capabilities the thread of CBR warfare responsibility 

runs from the Army into other services in both materiel and training sup* 

port. The abolishment of the Chemical Corps would remove the pivot around 

which CBR operations now revolve. Instead, it would be fractionalized 

into several isolated functions among the remaining branches. Here, be- 

cause of the divergent interests of the officers from multi-branch, the 

Board does not consider the establishment of the CBR officer specialist 

program a strong enough vehicle to stabilize this pivot point. The accept- 

ance of either alternative would then tend to complicate the unification 

and coordination of the CBR function. This coordination problem would not 

only occur within the DA in the establishment of the homogeneity necessary 

for the sound career development of the needed CBR skills,/but will also 

tend to fragment the syncronization needed between the services on matters 

of joint interest or where CBR support has been directed between services. 

This particular approach to the function of CBR warfare was first tried 

prior to World War I when the U.S. first recognized the need for existence 

of such a capability. However, the opposing views and fractionalization 

of the responsibilities for the various functions associated with CBR? 

warfare soon brought about the realization of the need for centralized 

management of personnel and materiel in order to better develop the skills 

and expertise paramount to the obtainment and retention of the capability. 

h. Alternatives one and three withdraw the officer's identity 

with his function on a non-CBR assignment; creates turbulence in the 
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c officer corps; and neglects or minimizes the national emphasis on chemicalf 

biological, and radiological warfare. The end result of the selection of 

either of these alternatives is the fragmentation and dilution of the 

responsibilities for furnishing the insurance the Army is expected to pro- 

vide against CBR attack and if deterrence fails, the capability to 

retaliate. 

2. Alternative 2. 

a« The Board examined alternative two and found that the 

advantages associated with alternatives one and three also apply. However, 

in addition to the advantages already mentioned, alternative two offers 

the additional attractiveness of retaining the more desirable centralized 

groupment of personnel and functions within a single branch. The Board 

felt this would greatly facilitate personnel management, career develop- 

ment, and coordination within the DA as well as in matters of a joint 

nature pertaining to CBR materiel development, training, doctrine, and 

intelligence. Such consolidation within one branch would no doubt better 

contribute to the needed CBR expertise than alternatives one and three. 

b. Despite the additional advantages of alternative three, a 

close examination of the functions inherent in CBR operations reveals 

that they are unlike the principal function performed by officers of any 

other single career branch. Therefore, career assignments could not be 

mutually supporting between the CBR function and the function primarily 

performed by the realigned or gaining branch. In view of this, CBR opera- 

tions again become relegated to a secondary function and could only result 

in a dilution of the expertise and a reduction in national capability. 
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Alternative three also has the disadvantage of withdrawing the formal 

recognition of the CBR requirements by abolishing the only identifiable 

agency within DOD solely oriented on the development cf a CBR capability. 

This would tend to lend an air of de-emphasis on the importance of CBR 

warfare to the national security thus jeopardizing without any compensating 

advantages, the ability of the DA to emphasize the national strength in the 

CBR field as a deterrent. 

3. Alternative 4. 

a. The Board, in examining the need for the retention of the 

Chemical Corps, first considered the fact that the Corps exists today as a 

separate branch and that any change from the present structure, to be 

acceptable, must contribute to the effectiveness of the DA to better dis- 

charge its responsibilities to DOD and the nation. 

b. The retention of the Chemical Corps continues to emphasize 

the importance of maintaining a CBR capability and provides the centralized 

groupment and control necessary for the management and development of the 

needed officer skills. It provides for the identity of the officer with a 

branch and a primary function, thus retaining the vehicle upon which has 

been built 50 years of esprit, tradition, and expertise that has enabled 

the U.S. Army to dissuade others from resorting to CBR warfare. Alterna- 

tive four retains the only DOD structure devoted primarily to CBR warfare 

and greatly facilitates the coordination within DA as well as with other 

services on CBR matters pertaining to CBR materiel and agent development, 

training, doctrine, and intelligence. The retention of the Chemical Corps 

avoids the turbulence of mass transfers of Chemical officers and provides 
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c a career field in the four sub-functional areas which mutually support 

the development of CBR expertise, thus eliminating the relegation of the 

CBR function to a secondary role» 

4% Selection of Alternative« 

a. After a comparative evaluation of each of the four alterna- 

tives, with the objective of providing the Army with the best solution 

and capability to meet its responsibilities, the Board finds that accept- 

ance of alternative four will provide the most logical and positive course 

of action. This, in essence, assigns the Chemical Corps with the respon- 

sibility for all actions (less supply distribution and field maintenance 

of materiel not otherwise assigned) taken to obtain and maintain an 

offensive and defensive CBR capability» 

b. The considerations used in reaching such a conclusion were 

multiple and complex in nature. The Board, after careful examination of 

the CBR functions and required skills, felt CBR warfare too important to 

the national security to risk the relegation to a secondary role within 

some other branch the responsibility for development of officer expertise« 

The distribution of the personnel and the functions to another single 

branch or to multiple branches is quite likely to result in a part time 

job for an officer in the field of CBR« This participation would certainly 

weaken or lessen the CBR capability to an unacceptable level, without any 

compensating advantages« 

c« The Board felt these points coupled with the fact that CBR 

warfare today is an established threat to be reckoned with, not ignored; 
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c 
the Chemical Corps should be retained as the best solution to the mainten- 

ance of the high quality CBR expertise required in today's world and 

military environment» 

BROWN BOARD STUDY 
   mmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmm 

5. The Study Group interviewed members of the Brown Board regarding 

their recommendation to reassess the need for a Chemical Corps in the 1970 

timeframe. Members interviewed confirmed that the Brown Board recommenda- 

tion centered around supply and maintenance participation by the Chemical 

Corps officers and did not consider their primary functions in operations 

and training, materiel, research and development, arsenal operations, 

doctrine and intelligence. The STOCQ Study corroborated this fact by 

examining worldwide TOE and TD requirements for Chemical Corps officers in 

supply and maintenance and comparing them against duty assignments of 

Chemical Corps personnel in similar positions. The vehicle used in this 

analysis was the MOS. A total of 20 maintenance and 31 supply MOS's were 

used to conduct the analysis. The Board found that requirements exist for 

six Chemical officers in the maintenance field and that nine were assigned. 

In the function of supply distribution, a total requirement exists for 41 

Chemical officers with 34 actually assigned. The Chemical officers assigned 

into these MOS's represent less than 3% of the branch strength of 1653. 

6. The STOCQ Board therefore concluded that the Brown Board recom- 

mendation is valid based solely upon the Chemical Corps participation in 

supply and maintenance. However, to recomrend the abolishment of a corps 

based upon functions involving less than 3% of the corps was considered 

invalid in view of the requirements for Chemical officers in other functions. 
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c ROLES. MISSIONS AND ALIGNMENT 

7. After recommending the retention of the Chemical Corps, the STOCO 

BoarcJ next considered the future status of the Chemical Corps and the 

personnel which make up the corps. Specific areas of interest were: Roles 

and missions, branch alignment of CBR functions, determination of Chemical 

Corps status as an arms or logistics service« 

8. To evaluate these three areas, the Board felt it necessary to 

examine the major historical events which propelled the Chemical Corps 

into its present status in the functionalized Army* 

9. Pacing the possibility of fightirg a war in a toxic environment 

totally unprepared in both equipment and trained personnel, the War Deport- 

ment in 1917 decided to provide the U.S. Army with a chemical capability« 

Initially, the responsibility for development of this capability was 

divided among five agencies. The Medical Department was responsible for 

the procurement and supply of gas masks, defensive equipment, and defen- 

sive training. The Ordnance Department was responsible for the production 

of toxic agents and the filling of chemical munitions. Th Signal Corps 

was responsible for procurement of gas alarms; the Corps of Engineers was 

responsible for offensive training and employment of gas. The Bureau of 

Mines was responsible for agent research and development» 

10« Such functionalization of chemical operations soon led to widely 

divergent efforts and means in the development of a chemical capability« 

This manifested need for centralized control caused the Vrar Department in 

October 1917 to establish the Gas Service with the purpose of coordinating 
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f       all gas activities. What was needed however« was not merely coordination 

of the various activities, but a single agency with the proper authority 

designated as being responsible for all aspects of gas warfare. Realising 

this needf the War Department established the Chemical Warfare Service in 

1918, which was to remain in existence for a period of six months beyond 

the cessation of hostilities. The Chemical Warfare service was assigned 

the responsibility of research, development, procurement, and supply of all 

chemicals to the Army as well as training of the entire Army in all offen- 

sive and defensive aspects of gas warfare. 

11. Instead of abolishing the Chemical Corps, the National Defense 

Act of 1920 provided for its retention as a separate branch, designated 

the branch as a technical service branch to be headed by a chief, and 

assigned the following functions: "Investigate, develop, manufacture, 

/      procure, and supply to the Army all smoke and incendiary materials, toxic 

gases and gas defense appliances; research, design and perform experimen- 

tation connected with chemical warfare and its materials, to operate 

chemical projectile filling plants and proving grounds; supervise the 

offensive and defensive training of the Army in chemical warfare including 

the necessary schools of instruction; to organize, equip, train special 

gas corps, and other such duties as the President may prescribe." 

12. These functions were later expanded to include biological and 

defensive radiological considerations. This in essence gave the Chemical 

Corps major roles and missions in both combat support and combat service 

support. Hie branch however was designated as a service by the 1920 
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I       National Defense Act. Combat support roles included flame, mortar, smoke, 

incendiary and riot control agent employment, C-B employment, offensive and 

defensive target analysis related to C-B employment and instructional 

training to troops involved in CBR combat support roles, as well as the 

supervision of all Army training in CBR warfare to include the operation 

of chemical schools for officers and enlisted personnel« Combat service 

support roles and missions included all RDT&E for CBR weapons, munitions, 

and equipment, the procurement and distribution of the materiel, the 

maintenance of the materiel in the field, and the classification and dis- 

position of the materiel. These roles and missions, with only minor changes 

such as mortar fire support, remained relatively the same until the 

reorganization of the Army in 1962, 

13. During this period, however, the need for the retention of the 

/       Chemical Corps was a frequent topic for decision by both military and 

civilian leaders. Each such occurrence, however, has seen the balance 

weighed in favor of the retention of the Chemical Corps as a separate 

branch. These decisions were based primarily upon the overriding import- 

ance of the state of CBR preparedness to the national security. 

14. Since 1962, the CBR functions have shifted from a branch-oriented 

responsibility to one of command orientation. COSTAR and TASTA-70 

concepts further emphasize this trend by functionalization throughout all 

levels of command. The Board found that such functionalization has had a 

significant impact upon the Chemical Corps in establishing roles and 

missions in several areas« 
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v.. 15. The Board felt the most important was the impact functional- 

ization had on Chemical supply, maintenance and service companies, 

battalions and groups. The missions performed by these units were absorbed 

into the functionalized COSTAR maintenance, supply, and service units« 

This resulted in the deactivation of the Chemical units. Since the chemical 

equipment density and volume of service was relatively low, positions at 

battalion and lower levels were staffed by CBR trained enlisted personnel 

rather than officers. The Chemical officer positions were established at; 

brigade, group, and higher levels to provide the expertise necessary in the 

supervision of CBR training, combat support, and combat service support per- 

formed by lower echelons. Such organization structuring and staffing have, 

in effect, removed battalion command opportunities for Chemical officers. 

16. COSTAR concepts and organizational structure recognized the need 

for chemical expertise in PASCOM and TASCOM units. In so doing. Chemical 

officers were integrated into the ACofS, P&O, ACofS Maintenance, ACofS 

Supply, and ACofS Services. Their functions in each of these staffs is of 

a dual nature. First, and of primary importance, is to insure adequate 

plans, policies, materiel and troop requirements and procedures in CBR 

matters related to that particular staff section are established« In so 

doing, a Chemical officer is required to have a general knowledge of supply 

and maintenance doctrine, procedures, and techniques if he is to perform 

professionally within a staff section oriented primarily on logistical 

support. Second, the Chemical officer must provide the commander with a 

source of knowledge necessary to insure that proper and adequate CBR 
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\ y training exists throughout the command to allow the unit to perform its 

mission in a toxic environment with a minimum loss of efficiency• 

17. The Board also found that coincidental with the functionalization 

of chemical supply and maintenance the evolutionary trends in the Army 

since 1962 placed increasing importance on CBR operations and training 

within the tactical structure of the Army in the field as well as at DA 

and DOD levels. The emphasis is typified in the organization by placing 

Chemical officers at Bde/Gp level under the staff supervision of the G-3/ 

S-3 within the tactical units. This is the first time Chemical officers 

have been authorized below division level. Their functions within the 

tactical units and staffs at higher levels are primarily oriented in advis- 

ing and assisting commands at all levels in maximizing the capability of 

U.S. forces for offensive CBR employment and minimizes the effects such 

/       weapons may have if employed against the U.S. forces. This responsibility 

requires knowledge of the tactics and techniques of CBR weapons and employ- 

ment» doctrinal matters, intelligence, and training to include commanding 

units whose CBR tactical mission includes the employment of flame, smoke 

operations, defoliation, crop destruction, and riot control agents as well 

as conducting radiological surveys. 

18. In addition to the roles and missions performed by Chemical 

officers in the Army in the fie?d, the Board examined those activities in 

research and development and test and evaluation Which require CBR expertise. 

Because of the responsibilities of the Army in the development of CB agents, 

weapons systems, and CBR equipment and the skills required to fulfill 
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c these responsibilities are contained within the Chemical Corps, the Board 

determined that Chemical officers have a major role to perform in the RDT&E 

of CBR related commodities. Their role crosses the entire fabric of multi- 

functional positions necessary to the establishment of a sound CBR capabil- 

ity« Specific functional areas include research, development, test and 

evaluation, production, procurement, arsenal operations, and quality 

assurance on all CB agents, weapons and material related to CBR protective 

measures, as well as flame, smoke, riot control, decontaminants employ- 

ment equipment. Supply and mainteaance, while not predominantly a Chemical 

officer function, n.ust be sufficiently understood by the Chemical officer, 

to assure the proper staff supervision of chemical commodity supply and 

maintenance procedures, doctrine, and techniques. 

19. The Board thus concluded that the role of the Chemical Corps 

officer is complex and centers around preparedness as the keystone for the 

existence of a separate and distinct corps of officers devoted to this 

endeavor. In a broad sense, an implicit function of the Chemical Corps is 

to provide the military capability to support a national policy, that of 

dissuading others from resorting to CBR warfare. Explicit responsibilities 

derived from this broad mission as the only DOD agency fully devoted to CBR 

operations are: Maintaining a state of readiness for quick retaliation; 

providing insurance for American military forces and the civilian population 

against the shock of sudden CBR attack; and providing the capability to 

operate under the conditions of CBR warfare. Stated another way, the 

Chemical officer is responsible for conceiving and bringing into being 
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effective CB weapons systems, CB equipment, and CBR defensive materiel; 

to advise commanders %t all levels on its employment and logistical considera- 

tion and to train as directed, personnel and units from all services in its 

offensive and defensive application. 
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SEOION V 

ROLES AND MISSIONS STATEMENTS FOR STOCQ BRANCHES 

1. This section is concerned with the development of roles and missions 

statements for the STOCQ branches. This is one of the tasks specifically 

assigned by the Chief of Staff, 

2* The Board endeavored to develop statements which would clearly fix 

responsibility and be easily understoodj be specific enough to avoid 

any uncertainty as to what is intended, yet to provide    sufficient 

flexibility for the Army to cope with special cases or future staffing 

problems not now anticipated. The rationale for content of these 

statements is developed in the previous sections, 

3. The proposed statements of roles and missions for each of the 

STOCQ branches are organized in the same format. There are three para- 

graphs. The first is a definition of the corps with a broad mission 

statement that orients the corps functionally. The second paragraph 

states in general terms what types of duties the officers will serve 

in. These first two paragraphs are of such a general nature that they 

should seldom require changes. The third paragraph is in greater detail 

and enumerates specific functions that comprise the responsibilities of 

the officers of that branch. This paragraph would require revision more 

frequently as the needs of the Array change. 

4. The statement for Signal Corps is in complete accord with the one 

previously approved by CSM 66-282. It has been recast in the same format 

as the other statements for uniformity only, without changing the approved 

mission. 

Proposed statements for the STOCQ branches are contained in Annex A 

through Annex E. 
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ANNEX A 

STATEMENT OF ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE SIGNAL CORPS 

The Signal Corps is that, body of officers primarily concerned with 

communications/electronics aspects of the Army's mission. The Signal Corps is 

one of the arms. The mission of the Signal Corps is to plan, engineer, install, 

organize, operate and support, communications/electronics systems, and facilities; 

develop and manage officers to perform duties requiring a special and compre- 

hensive knowledge of multiple life cycle functions for communications/electronic 

equipment; and to provide communications/electronics services for the Army and 

other Armed services or DOD as directed by the Chief of Staff, Army. 

Signal officers will serve in the command and staff positions primarily 

concerned with communications/electronics and pictorial services; serve in 

branch immaterial positions for which qualified; and perform other functions 

or roles designated by the Chief of Staff, Army. 

Signal Corps officers have primary interest in and responsibility for the 

following functions: 

1. Serve as the Army's technical experts at all levels in the field 

of communications/electronics. 

2. Command organizational elements or portions thereof whose primary 

mission is to provide communications/electronics capabilities or support. 

3. Serve as a communications/electronics staff officer at all levels, 

furnishing advice and assistance to commanders and their staffs, and coordinating 

assigned aspects of the planning and staff supervision of the engineering, 

installation, and operation of commanications/electronics systems of all types 

in support of military plans and operations, to inciside the related functions 

of communications security, applications, c-E systems (oth*»r than pilot operated) 

tor communications, surveillance, air traffic control and navigation, organizational 

maintenance of C-E equipment, frequency spectrum management and radio propa- 
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I gation, prediction and analysis, logistics of communications security equip- 

ment vy/here appropriate, integrated communications/computer/display (AD-) 

systems, centers and complexes, and C-E aspects of surveillance, air defense systems 

and electronic warfare. 

4. Operate communications centers and terminals, integrated communi» 

cations systems, air traffic control and navigation systems, photographic 

laboratories and Army motion picture, audio visual and television activities» 

5. Develop organizations, concepts, doctrine, policies and procedyres 

for.Army communications-electronics operations, 

6. Supervise the Army's communications equipment development program 

to include research, development, testing, evaluation, production engineering 

quality assurance and technical assistance. Participate in the development of 

other equipment in positions for which qualified, 

7. Participate as a member of the Army specialists' programs for \fhich 

qualified. 

8. As a member of one of the combat arms branches, serve in command 

and staff positions requiring an arms expertise not peculiar to any one of 

the arms branches. 

9. Serve on the Army General Staff, Joint Staffs, DOD staffs! and other 

high level staff positions for which qualified. 

10. Serve as commandant, staff and faculty members of service schools 

primarily oriented toward communications and electronics in the Army or Defense 

establishment. At other schools, serve as faculty member conducting similar 

instruction. 
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ANNEX B 

STATEMENT OF ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE TRANSPORTATION CORPS 

The Transportation Corps is that body of officers primarily concerned wi,th 

the transportation and movement aspects of the Army's mission. The Transportation 

Corps is one of the logistical branches of the Army. The mission of the Trans- 

portation Corps is to plan, develop, organize, allocate, operate, regulate and 

support the Army^ transportation systems and facilities; develop and manage 

officers to perform duties requiring comprehensive knowledge of multiple life 

cycle functions for aircraft, mobility equipment and rail and marine equipment; 

and to provide transportation services for the Army and other Armed services pr 

DOD as directed by the Chief of Staff, Army. 

Transportation Corps officers will serve at all levels in command and staff 

positions primarily concerned with transportation; serve in branch irwnaterlall 

positions for which qualified and perform other functions or roles designated by 

the Chief of Staff, Army. 

Transportation Corps officers have primary interest and responsibility foir 

the following functions: 

1. Serve as the Army^ experts at all levels in the field of transportation 

by all modes to include air, truck, rail and marine. 

2. Command organizations or elements thereof primarily concerned with 

transportation services and movements operations by all modes, to inc^de air, 

truck, rail and marine. 

3. Serve as transportation or movements staff officers at all levels, 

furnishing advice and assistance to commanders and their staffs by planning, 

supervising and operating transportation systems. 

4. Operate ports, harbors, terminals and transfer points and the 

related function of staging. 
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,    5. Develop organizations, concepts and doctrine, policies and procedures 

for furnishing transportation services to the US Army and participate in the 

formulation and development of logistical doctrine, policy and procedures for 

support of the Army. 

6. Supervise the Army's equipment development program for aircraft, 

mobility equipment, rail and marine equipment, to include research, development^ 

testing, evaluation, production engineering, quality assurance and technical; 

assistance. Participate in the development of other equipment in positions for 

which qualified. 

7. Participate as a member of the Army specialists programs for vtoich 

qualified. 

8. As a member of one of the logistics branches serve in logistics 

command positions (at all levels) and staff positions (above battalion level) 

requiring a broad logistical expertise not peculiar to any one of the logistics 

branches• 

9. Serve on the Army General Staff, Joint Staffs, DOD and other high 

level staff positions for which qualified« 

10. Serve as commandant, staff and faculty members of service schools 

oriented toward transportation support for the Army or Defense establishment« 

At other schools serve as a faculty member conducting similar instruction« 
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ANNEX C 

STATEMENT OF ROLES AND MISSIONS OP THE ORDNANCE CORPS 

The Ordnance Corps is that body of officers primarily concerned with 

ammunition service and equipment maintenance« The Ordnance Corp» is one of th«r 

logistical branches of the Army« The mission of the Ordnance Corps is to plan, 

organize, develop, coordinate, control, operate and maintain the Amty1» 

maintenance and ammunition systemsj and develop and manage officers to perform 

duties requiring a comprehensive knowledge of multiple life cycle functions 

for ammunition, missiles, tanks, automotive equipment and weapons# 

Ordnance officers will serve at all levels in command and staff positions 

primarily concerned with ammunition support and equipment maintenance, serve in 

branch immaterial positions for which qualified and perform other functions or 

services designated by the Chief of Staff, Army« 

Ordnance officers have primary interest in and have responsibility for the 

following functions: 

I« Serve as the Army's experts at all levels in the fields of ammynition 

service and maintenance of equipment« 

2« Command organizations and elements thereof where the primary mission 

is to provide maintenance or ammunition support« 

3« Serve as maintenance staff officers at all levels furnishing advice 

and assistance to comnanders and their staffs by planning, supervising and directing 

all elements of maintenance operations and maintenance programs to include 

development cf maintenance standards, inspection scheduling, calibration repair, 

rebuild, modification, classification,recovery and evacuation« 

4« Operate naintenance points, collecting points, shops, and rebuild 

facilities and other maintenance activities« Operate ammunition supply points, 
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£"\restock: points, ammunition depots and other activities or facilities primariXy 

engaged in storage, maintenance, issue or disposal explosives. 

5. Develop organizations, concepts, doctrine, policies and procedures 

for furnishing ammunition and maintenance support to the Army and participate in 

the formulation and development of logistical doctrine, policy and procedures 

for support of the Army. 

6. Supervise the Army^ equipment development program for ammunition, 

missiles, tanks, automotive equipment and weapons to include research, develop*- 

ment, testing, evaluation, production engineering, quality assurance and technical 

assistance. Participate in the development of other equipment In positions for 

which qualified* 

7. Participate as a member of the Army specialists programs for which 

qualified* 

8. As a member of one of the logistics branches, serves In logistics 

positions (at all levels) and staff positions (above battalion level requiring 

a broad logistical expertise not peculiar to any one of the logistics branches. 

9. Serve on the Army General Staff, Joint-Staffs, DOD staffs and In 

other high level staff positions for which qualified* 

10. Serve as commandant and staff and faculty members pf service schools 

primarily oriented toward ammunition or maintenance support and other Ordnance 

type services for the Army or Defense establishment. At other schools serve as 

a faculty member conducting similar instruction. 
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ANNEX D 

STATEMENT OF THE ROLES AND MISSIONS OP THE CHEMICAL CORPS 

The Chemical Corps is that body of officers primarily concerned with 

chemical, biological and radiological warfare. The Chemical Corps is one of 

the combat arms branches. The mission of the Chemical Corps is to plan, 

develop, organize, operate and support the Army^ CBR system, facilities 

and services and to train personnel and units of the A^roy In the employment 

of and defense against CBR weapons and to develop and manage officers to perform 

duties requiring a comprehensive knowledge of multiple life cycle functions 

for chemical and biological equipment and weapons. 

Chemical Corps officers will serve in the command and staff positions 

primarily concerned with CBR warfare; serve in branch Immaterial positions for 

which qualified; and perform other functions or roles designated by the Chief 

of Staff, Army» 

^-     Chemical officers are primarily concerned with and have the responsibility 

for the following functions: 

lm    Serve as the Army's tactical and technical military experts at all 

levels in the field of CBR warfare. 

2. Command organizations and elements thereof whose primary mission 

is to conduct chemical, biological and radiological operations and support. 

3. Serve as a CBR staff officer at all levels, furnishing advice and 

assistance to commanders and their staffs and coordinating assigned aspects of 

the planning and staff supervision of CBR operations9 training, Intelligence 

« 
and defense. 

4. Operate laboratories» arsenals and other facilities for testing and 

producing chemical or biological agents. 

5. Develop plans, organizations9 concepts9 doctrine, policies, proced- 

ures and Intelligence techniques for CBR operations of the Army. 
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^ 6,    Siapervise the Army's chemical and biological equipment,weapons and 
O 

munitions development program to include research, development, testing, 

evaluation, production engineering, quality assurance and technical assistance» 

Participate in the development of other equipment in positions for which 

qualified« 

?• Participate as a member of the Army specialists programs for which 

qualified. 

8. As a member^of one of the combat arms branches serve in command 

and staff positions requiring an arms expertise not peculiar to any one of the 

arms branches. 

9. Serve on the Army General Staff, Joint Staffs, DOD staffs and other 

high level staff positions for v*iich qualified. 

10. Serve with the US Air Force and US Navy to provide technical assis- 

f tance and scientific advice relative to training, equipping and organizing 

for employment of CBR weapons and defense against CBR attack. 

11. Serve as commandant, staff and faculty members of service schools 

primarily oriented toward CBR warfare and chemical services in the Army or 

Defense establishment. At other schools serve as faculty member conducting 

similar instruction. 
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ANNEX E 

STATEMENT OF ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

The Quartermaster Corps is that body of officers primarily concerned with 

supply. The Quartermaster Corps is one of the logistical branches of the Army. 

The mission of the Quartermaster Corps is to plan, develop, organize, operate 

and support the Array's supply systems; and develop and manage officers to 

perform duties requiring a comprehensive knowledge of multiple life cycle 

functions for petroleum products and equipment, clothing and textiles, indi- 

vidual equipment,aerial delivery equipment and subsistence. 

Quartermaster officers will serve at all levels in the command and staff 

positions primarily concerned with supply support, serve in branch immaterial 

positions for which qualified and perform other - inctions or services designated 

by the Chief of Staff, Army. 

Quartermaster officers have primary interest in and have responsibility 

for the following functions: 

1. Serve,as the Army's experts at all levels in the field of supply, 

2. Command organizations and elements thereof v*iere the primary mission 

is to provide supply support or services. 

3. Serve as supply staff officer at all levels furnishing advice and 

assistance to commanders and their staffs by planning, supervising and directing 

all elements of the supply operation to include requirements determination, 

procurement, supply management, stock control, inventory control, storage, 

maintenance in storage, distribution, salvage, disposal, standardization and 

cataloging. 

4« Operate supply points, inventory control points, depots and other 

supply activities for the Amyr 
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5, Develop organizations, concepts, doctrine, poUcieö and procedures 

for furnishing supply support and services to the Amy and participate in the 

formulation ^nd development of logistics dictrlne, policy and procedures for 

support of the Army. 

6« Supervise the Army's development program for petroleum products 

and equipment, clothing and textiles, individual equipment and subsistence. 

Participate in the development of other equipment in positions for v*dch 

qualified. 

7. Participate as a member of the Army specialists programs for vÄiich 

qualified. 

8. As a member of one of the logistics branches, serve in logistics 

command positions (at all levels) and staff positions (above battalion level) 

requiring a broad logistical expertise not peculiar to any one of the logistics 

branches. 

9. Serve on the Army General Staff, Joint Staffs, POD staffs and 

other high level staff positions for which qualified. 

10. Serve as commandant and staff and faculty members of service 

schools primarily oriented toward supply support and OH type services for the 

Army or Defense establishment. At other schools, serve as a faculty member 

conducting similar instruction. 
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SECTION VI 

IMPACT OF FUNCTIONAL REALKWMBIT 

MBTHODaiOQY 

1« In order to assess the impact of functional realignment the 

MOS was the tool used to identify and segregate officer skills. Although 

the MOS is not precise, it is the current system of skill identifioattoo 

and as such provides the most acceptable means of accomplishing this task. 

29   For the most part« it was possible to identify a particular MOS 

with a function and place that MOS with a specific branch. MOS which were 

clearly logistical in nature, but which required «ilti-functional skill», 

were grouped in a Logistics Materiel (LM) category. Other MOS which were 

relatable to the functions performed by officers of several branches were 

not placed with a specific branch. 

3. Some tasks, not related to one of the functional areas, histori* 

cally have been performed by officers of one of these branches« For 

example, graves registration and food service duties, now performed by 

Quartermaster officers, are not supply functions. MOS in this category 

should remain with the present branch since these skills would not logi« 

cally fall into the functional area of any other branch. 

U. using the guidelines discussed above, the Board identified and 

placed MOS with the appropriate branch under a functional realignment* 

MOS placed with the STOCQ branches are shown in Annex A. 

5« After a review of data available, the Board concluded that the 
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best estimate of impact on all branches could be expressed in terms of 

current duty positions. These data most accurately reflect the manner in 

which the Army's logistics Jobs are now being filled* Requirements fore« 

casts available were not nearly so accurate, nor did they reflect up-to- 

date information« In addition, the many requirements listed as 31 or NO 

cannot be assessed against any one branch. Because of these factors, 

current duty positions were used to determine the direction of change 

and general order of magnitude« Data relative to duty positions were 

extracted from a special report (C0P0-0T-2U0) dated 5 May 1967« Current 

assigned strengths were derived from 0?D STAT REPT-7, March 196?« 

QAIKS AND LOSSES 

6. Gains and losses were compiled by branch, considering that all 

positions would be filled by officers of the branch or branches (OQT for Uf 

positions) with which the MOS was placed« The strength changes shown below 

would result if all personnel currently serving in the MOS's considered 

were reassigned to the appropriate functional branch« 

GROSS IMPACT ON DUTT POSITIONS 

LOSSES TO ARMS BRANCHES OQT GAINS AND LOSSES 

Infantry -531 Ordnance        +70li 
Armor -235 Quartermaster    +1281 
Artillery -362 Transportation    -558 
Chemical -51 Log Materiel (OQT) ♦601* 
Engineer -519 GAINS  +9231 
Signal -U05 

OTHER LOSSES (excluding OQT) ^EE 
TOTAL     -2231 
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\^ 7. A more detailed, by grade breakout of these adjustments is 

shown by the table at Annex B. 

6. It is recognised 'i ät the M03 for some duty positions in TDA 

could change should a functional r-r Piment be directed» This is 

particularly true where the present MCS does mt give a true indication 

of the primary skill required for the ^ob. However, these changes should 

be few in number, 

BRANCH STRQIGTH AND GRADE STRUCTURES 

9« Changes in present branch strengths which would result from a 

functional realignment are shown in the charts at Annex C. These changes, 

expressed as percentages of present branch strengths, could be applied to 

force structures currently proposed« This would give a reasonable indi- 

cation of the impact such a realignment would have on future branch strengths» 

10. The basic functional realignment shifts responsibility for Ite? 

additional positions to the OQT branches. (Chart 1, Annex 0)» This 

represents a 9% increÄce over current assigned strength. Sows adjustment 

in the branch distribution of authorized strength will be required to 

accommodate the increased requirements in these branches. Since most of 

these positions are in the company grades, this adjustment could be 

accomplished in a reasonably short time (two to three years) without 

significant disruption» 

11» The designation of logistics type positions as LM and the eliai» 

nation of the logistics officer program with the requirement for the OQT 
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\,    branches to fill additional logistics positions, now being fillod by 

officers of other branches, requires adjnstnsnts of greater coneeqaenee, 

although fever in number* This analysis is based upon the most sactrewa 

situation« In designating logistics positions as IM, the Board does not 

Intend to exclude officers fro« other branches fro« senring with logisti- 

cal staffs or units. They are required in order to proiide user input and 

serve in other oapaoitiesi howerer, they should be identified ae such and 

not as logistioians. Today, these officer» who proride the branch aix 

are generally carried in logistic MOS's» Since a breakout between these 

officers and the 'pure* logisticians is not «failable, the Board had to 

werk with the data available« The result than is the «ost extr—e situaticn« 

This iwpact will soften eben TDA^s are changed to reflect the actual need 

for logisticians and the mix of other branches« There are 80b IK doty 

positions now filled by officers other than OQT officers uhich aaeunt to 

$% of the current assigned strength1 of the OQT branchesi however, ■set of 

these positions are in the field grades, resulting in a 13( increase in 

field grade officer positions for the (T*: branches« 

12« Most of the functional positions involved In the basic realign«* 

■ant are new filled by officers of the STOCQ branches« The iapaet of 

basic realignnent on the rest of thi Any is net signifioactf only about • 

1«5^ change. Deeignating logistics generalist (LK) positions for OQT offi* 

ears results In a h.9f ahift of colonel positions, a 2.7* ahift ef lieuten- 

ant colonel positions, and lees than l£ shift ef najer positions trom all 
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other branohfts to the OQT branches» 

13, The shift of field grade reqaireHents has greater iaplloatlons 

than a similar change in the Company grades. This problem la lllnatrated 

by comparing OQT positions after realignaent with a prorata distribntion 

of field grade authorisation under the officer grade limitation act (OOU)« 

For a comissioaid officer strength of 125,597, the OOLi limits «ere 

computed by percentages 

Colonel        5,566 - UM 

Lieatenant Colonel 114,679  ■  11.7^ 

Hajor 20,357  • 16.2* 

Applying these percentages to the 18,268 OQT strength after reaUgMnt, 

the OQT branches could support 805 colonels, 211*0 lieatenant colonels, 

2963 aajors, and 12,380 company grade officers* (Chart 3, Annex C), In 

order to support the 990 colonel duty positions nhich they mould be required 

to fill, the OQT branches would need a total strength of 22,500 officers« 

Applying the OQLA percentages, the grade structure would consist of 990 

eolonels, 2633 lieutenant colonels, 361i5 majors, end 15,232 company grade 

officers (Chart k. Annex C), Chart h reveals that the greatest increase 

is required In eompeqr grade positions. 

lb» The grade structure problem is not a new one, nor is it restrioted 

to the logistics field. Reasons for labalanoed grade stmeturee ▼aryi how- 

ever, the follewii« factors have contributed to the logistics struetmre 

problems 
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V a. CirLlianisÄtion of logistics Jobs in tho lower Itrols. 

b. Reduction of logistic troops in peace time and shifting 

dependency to the economy. 

c. Dependency on the reserve forces for the logistics troops 

needed in wartime. 

15* Several approaches to resolving this problem arei 

a. Establish a separate promotion list for logistics branches# 

Although the Army has a number of separate promotion lists at the present 

time, most officers compete with each other on one list. This allows the 

Any to select those best qualified from a broad base of eligible officers 

and, in turn, provides the individual officer with the most equitable 

opportunity to compete for advancement. 

b. Leave the logistics generalist positions as branch iMwaterial 

(BI) for fill by all branches. Host of these are positions of responsibility 

in which the incumbent is required to establish policies and make decisions 

affecting the Amy logistics system. There is much evidence that indicates 

the need for trained, career legisticians in these positions. 

c# BiSSSS or S^!5*Si£S US assignment of senlc  .: officers to 

non^logistics BI positions. This would improve the siuatxonf since more 

than 200 colonels of the GOT branches are now serving In such positions* 

Assuming that a mix of backgrounds is desirable in these Jobs, a reduction 

in the number of GOT officers so assigned might be more appropriate than 

a total olinination. 
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d. Increase the CCKUS logisticfl bag«. The Brown Board reeo** 

mended this| however, the Chief of Staff, Army, has deferred deoleion 

on this matter pending further study by ACSFOR, If approved, the 

resultant structure might provide the strength distribution required 

to support the realignment« 

e. Increase the assignment of Junior offioers to BI positiqat« 

Since the primary shortage in the realigned OQT structure is in the 

company grades, any increase in positions for these offioers would 

improve the situation. Many 61 positions for company grade offioers 

e^dst in AMC and other logistical organisations« In these organisatione 

an expanded use of junior OQT officers might veil be appropriate« 

16« Some increase in the total officer authorisation for the OQT 

branohes beyond that resulting from the realignment of branobes is 

required« Of the possible methods for aocwwodating these increase«, a 

decrease in BI assignments for senior OQT offioers, coupled with an inoreas« 

in HI assignments for Junior officers appear the most feasible courses of 

action for the immediate future« An increase in the CONUS logistios base 

offers the best hope for long-range, permanent improvement in the logistios 

struoturo« 

CqtCIgSICHS 

17« Measured in terms of total positions affected, the functional 

realignment of the STOCQ branohes does not hate a slguificant impact m 

the total Anqr« 
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16 8 Alignment of LM positions with the OQT branches significantly 

increases the number of field grade officer positions for those branches 

without appreciable loss to any one other branch. 

19« Alignment of LM positions with the OQT branches increases the 

grade imbalance within those branches* 

20. Improvements possible in the performance of Army logistics under 

functional realignment outweigh the disadvantage of increased grade 

imbalance for the OQT branches. 

21« Several courses of action are open which would improve the 

realigned OQT grade structure. 
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V# 
ANNEX A 

SIGNAL BRANCH MOS PROPONENCY 

0210 0221 0430 7052 7881 
0213 0400 0500 7700 7899 
0215 0410 0503 7860 8500 
0220 0420 5522 7869 8510 

8511 

TRANSPORTATION BRANCH MOS PROPONENCY 

0609 0692 0716 0740 0804 
0612 0693 0717 0750 0815 
0615 0694 0718 0753 0820 
0660 0706 0720 0761 0823 
0668 0715 0730 0801 0825 

ORDNANCE BRANCH MOS PROPONENCY 

0735 4515 4815 4855 7210 
0736 4516 4818 4856 7211 
0737 4606 4823 4857 7221 
0754 4800 4825 4860 7320 

r* 1723 4801 4850 4861 7539 
V, 4415 4802 4851 4862 9224 

4513 4803 4852 4880 
4514 4808 4854 4892 

1415 
7314 

7315 
7318 

CHEMICAL BRANCH MOS PROPONENCY 

7319 7330 

QUARTERMASTER BRANCH MOS PROPONENCY 

7360 

2430 4200 4310 4470 4601 
4000 4201 4400 4474 4620 
4112 4210 4403 4475 4714 
4114 4220 4404 4500 4820 
4120 4222 4419 4530 4830 
4130 4223 4450 4600 4960 

2624 2625 
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